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How to Set Up A Matching BIOS For A Hard Drive

Test Digital Circuits With A BCD Word Generator



We'll hook you up -

Over 5000 products to choose from!
HARD CARDS

Our Hard Cards come pretormatted, pre -tested, in Tandy/IBM computers. They include disk management
and disk cache speed-up software. Also comes with many other free software programs such as games,
utilities and many others! These Hard Cards are easy to install and can go from one machine to another. Install in
minutes, just plug in and go! (Please specify it you own a Tandy, IBM or IBM compatible.)

8BIT 16 BIT
DH Lightcard 21 Meg 39 ms 22100 DH Lightcard 21 Meg 29 ms 24410

Lightcard 32 Meg 39 ms 24510 HD Lightcard 32 Meg 39 ms 26010DH.

OH Lightcard 42 Meg 38 ms 28100 DH Lightcard 42 Meg 28 ms 295.00

DH Lightcard 50 Meg 28 ms 329.00 OH Lightcard 50 Meg 28 ms 34410
OH Lightcard 68 Meg 22 ms 37510 OH Lightcard 68 Meg 22ms 39010
OH Lightcard 85 Meg 28 ms 42510 DH Lightcard 85 Meg 28 ms 499.00
DH Lightcard 111 Meg 28 ms 685.00 DH Lightcard 111 Meg 28 ms 699.00

EX-HX HARD DRIVE SYSTEMS

Our Hard Drive systems have been preformatted and pretested in Tandy EX/HX computers. Disk manage-
ment as well as speed-up software programs such as games, utilities and many others! By simply removing the
EX/HX adaptor our drives will plug into any normal computer. Order the flash drive today and spend hours with
the free software.
OH FlashDrive 21 Meg 39 ms 285.00

OH FlashDrive 32 Meg 39 ms 325.00

DH FlashDrive 42 Meg 28 ms 375.00

DH FlashDrive 50 Meg 28 ms 455.00

DH FlashDrive 68 Meg 22 ms 479.00
DH FlashDrive 85 Meg 28 ms 515.00

MODEMS

HARD DRIVES

Our Hard Drive are initialized, partitioned and formatted. Each drive is then tested for integrity, to ensure you
get a first class product! Included with your drive you get disk mangement as well as speed caching software.
Also included are many other programs such as games, utilities and many others. You will have hours and hours
of enjoyment from your new hard drive and free software!

Model Size Brand Speed Dimension Bare XT/Tandy 16 Bit Kit

ST225 21M Seagate 48 ms 525 183. 224. 234.

ST125 21M Seagate 28 ms 3.5 224. 255. 265.

KL320 21M Kalok 39 ms 3.5 144. 196. 206.

ST238R 32 M Seagate 40 ms 5.2 193. 237 257.

ST138R 32 M Seagate 28 ms 3.5 226. 254 278.

KL330 32 M Kalok 39 ms 3.5 163. 225. 234.

ST251 42 M Seagate 28 ms 5.25 245. 286. 295.

ST151 42 M Seagate 24 ms 3.5 336. 367. 376.

SN2040 42 M Samsung 35 ms 3.5 197. 257 267.

KL343 42 IA Kalok 28 ms 3.5 234. N/A 254.

CP3044 42 M Conner 28 ms 3.5 286. N/A 315.

W02044 42 M Western Digital 18 ms 10 294 N/A 325.

ST157R 48 M Seagate 28 ms 3.5 266. 316 326.

ST157A 48 M Seagate 28 ms 3.5 235. N/A 287.

P113578 48th PTI 28 ms 3.5 257. 314. 334.

MK134A 68M Toshiba 22 ms 3.5 307. 356 375.

ST1277R 62 Seagate 28 ms 5.25 257. 304. 326.

MC8085 85 M Microscience 40 ms 5.25 326. 387. 424.

ST296N 85 M Seagate 28 ms 5.25 317. 356. 385.

ST1096N 85 M Seagate 28 ms 3.5 394. 455. 486.

MX7080A 80 Maxtor 19 ms 1.0 384. N/A 397.

ST1125N 111 M Seagate 19 ms 3.5 694. 724. 754.

Our modems are Hays compatible. They come complete with communication software cable and everything
you need to start communicating in minutes!

2400 BAUD Internal with Mod 5 75.00

2400 BAUD External 115.00

2400/48100 MNP 7 BAUD Modem 135.00

FAX BOARDS

Comes complete with phone cord and software. Full five year warranty!!

Send FAX 4800 BAUD Int. 95.00

Send/Receive FAX, Plus Modem 9600 BAUD FAX/4800 Modem 135.00

SPEED ENHANCEMENTS

VGA ENHANCEMENT

Ready for VGA Upgrade the Data Hut Way! Full replacement warranty!

VGA Combo I: 14, 28 DP, 640 x 480, 256 K, 8 Bit 386.00
VGA Combo II: 14, 28 DP, 640 x 480, 512 K, 16 Bit 42510
VGA Combo III: 14, 28 DP, 1024 x 768, 512 K, 16 Bit 455.00
VGA Combo IV: 14, 28 DP, 1024 x 768, 1024 6,16 Bit 51100

Increase the speed of your computer by an overall 50% with this easy to install upgrade! Installs in five minutes.

IBM XT or IBM XT Compatible
Tandy 1000, 1000A, 1000 SX
Tandy 1000 SL, 1000 SL/2
Tandy 1000 EX, 1000 HX
PC Sprint Increases CLK SPO Tandy 1000. 1000A, IBM XT, IBM XT Compatible

2415
24.95
34.94
29.95
74.95

EXPANDED MEMORY BOARDS

These boards work in Tandy and XTs and include LIM 3.2 8 Bit

Board with 0 K 139.00

Board with 256 K 175.00

Board with 512 K 199.00

Board with 1 MEG 215.00

Board with 1.5 MEG 235.00

Board with 2 MEG 285.00

Board with 4 MEG 54100

FLOPPY DRIVE FOR TANDYS

CALL FOR PRICES ON:

Hard Drives
Seagate Drives all Models
Microscience Drives all Models
Toshiba Drives all Models
Western Digital all Models
Kalok all Models
Maxtor Drives all Models
Conner Drives all Models
Rodime Drives all Models
Micropolis Drives all Models
IDE Drives all Models

Math Coprocessors
Tandy 1000. 1000A
Tandy 1000SX, SL, SL/2
Tandy 1000TL.11/2, 11/3
80287-10
803875X-20
80387-20

Call our factory -trained sales and tech. support staff,
and let them help you find the best dove for your computer system.

These floppy drives will install in minutes. Add a high density drive to your computer for less money! High
density include controller card, cables, everything you need to make you start running!

360K Internal Drive Kit 6710
720K Internal Drive Kit 70.00

1.2 Meg Internal Drive Kit 139.00

1.44 Meg Internal Drive Kit 145.00

SYSTEM MEMORY UPGRADES

0 5X Upgrade Tandy EX or HX to 640 17410
OH 10X Upgrade Tandy SX, EX or HX from 384 to 40 42.00

DH 20L Upgrade SL or SL/2 from 384 to 640 45.00
DH 3TX Upgrade any TX from 640 to 768 29.00

DH 4TL Upgrade TL or TL/2, TL/3 from 640 to 768 29.00

DH 5NI Upgrade 3000 NL to 640 39.00
DH 6RL Upgrade Tandy 1000 RL, 1000RLX from 640 to 1 Meg 42.95
DH 100 Upgrade Tandy 1000 or 1000A from 128 to 640 235.00
D 120 Upgrade Tandy 1200 from 256 to 640 200.00
DH IBM Upgrade IBM PC/XT ERP 256 to 640 20010

CALL US FOR ANY OF YOUR RAM UPGRADE NEEDS

#6 North Ct. St.
Owingsville, KY 40360
M -Sat 9AM - 8PM EST
FAX 606-674-3917

140004874488
Upgrade, Start up, Keep up!

We won't be undersold!

 No surcharge on credit
 C.O.D. & Purchase

Orders Accepted
 All Pricing & Availability

subject to change without notice

CIRCLE NO. 60 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD
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22 Image Acquisition,
Conclusion
By Tom Benford
Evaluating four software
packages that make it possible
for image -capture hardware to
work with your computer.

26 Another Image -Capture View
By SF Sparrow

APPLICATIONS

14 Experimenting With
Motorola's 68HC11 True
Single -Chip Computer, Part I
By Thomas R. Fox
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ON THE COVER: Readers of
ComputerCraft are accustomed to roll-
ing up their sleeves and invading the
"guts" of their computers to add en-
hancements, make upgrades and rectify
hardware problems. Here, a user installs
a diagnostic card that reports on prob-
lems that occur during Power -On System
Testing (POST) when the computer is
powered UP. Cover Photo: Lorinda Sullivan
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Editorial

Beat The Clones

What would you think is afoot if General
Motors and Ford announced that they're
jointly forming a company to work on de-
veloping a new generation of automobiles?
And at the same time say they've worked
out agreements with Toyota's body -maker
to have a major role?

Well, something akin to this happened
recently in the computer industry-IBM
and Apple Computer reported that they've
agreed to set up a new joint company to
"propel the personal computer industry in-
to a new era." Moreover, Motorola will
be playing a key technological role.

"We're expanding customers' choices
while lowering their risks when buying
computers," says Apple's CEO, John
Sculley. At the same time, IBM chairman
John Akers said, "The second decade of
personal computing begins today," while
Motorola's CEO, George Fisher, added
"These agreements combine the unique
talents of three great companies."

Their company spokespersons revealed
a bit of what they initially plan to do. For
example, IBM and Macintosh will provide
new options for integrating Macintosh per-
sonal computers into IBM networks, with
first products expected to greet the new
year. (Advantage Macintosh for getting a
better foot in the corporate -office door.)

Then there's development of new RISC
(Reduced Instruction Set Computing) mi-
croprocessors optimized for personal com-
puters and entry-level workstations. Tar-
get date for sale (by co -developer Motoro-
la) is two to three years. Also in this time
frame is an open -systems platform that will
allow a system to run IBM's version of
UNIX, the Mac interface and the new
RISC architecture, with both Mac and
IBM's UNIX applications able to run on
the same RISC -based hardware.

If this isn't enough for starters, Apple
and IBM are forming a new independent
company to create and license multimedia
technologies and a joint software venture
to develop a next -generation operating en-
vironment based on object -oriented tech-
nology. (Given Apple's software prow-
ess-more than a million lines of produc-
tion code developed over three years by its
Object -Based Systems division-it's Ad-
vantage IBM here.)

Will these company giants take over the
personal computer world, clobbering the
clones into dust? Don't bet on it. Firstly,
IBM/Apple says that the technologies will
be made available to other vendors. Trans-
lation: There's big bucks in licensing. And
besides, it keeps anti -trusters off one's
back, and the developers always have an
inside track on the latest and greatest.

So where will this leave the clone makers
and software and hardware kings Micro-
soft and Intel, respectively? And where will
this leave users, in particular home profes-
sionals, which so many of you are either
full- or part-time?

Given a perspective provided by the
past, I believe they'll all do very well. Just
look at the record. IBM came up with its
proprietary bus, offering it to others for
a very fat royalty fee, but it was checked
by the EISA bus that a large group of hard-
ware adapters created. It made more sense,
too, since it also accommodates older ex-
pansion cards. The vaunted OS -2 operat-
ing system is still floundering, while Micro-
soft's DOS 5 and Windows 3 are flying
high, still making juices flow for mainstay
PC owners. Intel continues to dominate in
the PC microprocessor area, while com-
petitor AMD is keeping the company on
its toes. And the clone makers seem to be
able to constantly upstage IBM with new
technological innovations.

As for Apple Computer, it still hugs
hardware and operating systems real close
while allowing creative software makers
and add-on hardware developers to stoke
the fires so that they can get astonishingly
high prices for their products compared to
PCs sold in the competitive market by PC -
compatible makers.

Will corporations dump their present
small CISC computer systems for
IBM/Apple/Motorola RISC products?
Only if it makes financial sense, which for
many may not. The entry fee would be a
lot greater than just changing machines
because DOS -based software would also
have to be trashed. For example, Acorn
Computer in England uses a RISC
microprocessor, made by VLSI Tech-
nology, for a PC they produced, but it
went nowhere because it lacked a software
base. Now the company has redirected
the chip for embedded process and control
applications.

As you may know, most program com-
putation with conventional PCs use only
perhaps 20070 of a microprocessor's in-
struction set. So frequently used instruc-
tions are slowed down because microcode
implementation is cumbersome. RISC, in
contrast, abandons this microcode imple-
mentation, using simple instructions in
hardware and a compiler, with more of the
burden on software. A fly in the ointment,
however, is that current RISC machines
use different instruction sets and, there-
fore, different Application Binary Inter-
faces (ABIs), making them incompatible.
DOS software ABIs, in comparison, are

(Continued on page 86)
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CORN
ELECTRONICS
10010 Canoga Ave., Unit B-8
Chatsworth, CA 91311

LASER DIODES
STOCK # MFG. WAVE- OUTPUT OPER. OPER.

LENGTH POWER CURR. VOLT.

LS9220 TOSHIBA 660 nm 3 mW 85 mA 2.5v
LS9200 TOSHIBA 670 nm 3 mW 85 mA 2.3v

LS9201 TOSHIBA 670 nm 5 mW 80 mA 2.4v

LS9211 TOSHIBA 670 nm 5 mW 50 mA 2.3v

LS9215 TOSHIBA 670 nm 10 mW 45 mA 2.4v
LS3200 NEC 670 nm 3 mW 85 mA 2.2v

LS022 SHARP 780 nm 5 mW 65 mA 1.75v

SB1053 PHILLIPS 820 nm 10 mW 90 mA 2.3v

LASER TUBES

SINCE 1983 - YOUR I.C. SOURCE - AND MUCH MORE!!
NO SHIPPING CHARGES ON PRE -PAID ORDERS!*

NO CREDIT CARD SURCHARGE!
SCHOOL P.O.'s WELCOME!

Dynamic RAMS EPROMS
STOCK # DESC. SPEED 1-24 25-99 100+ STOCK # SPEED 1-24 25-99

PRICE 41256-60 256K x 1 60 ns 2.59 2.46 2.21 2716 450 ns 3.29 3.13

41256-80 256K x 1 80 ns 2.19 2.08 1.87 2732 450 ns 4.19 3.98
129.99 41256-100 256K x 1 100 ns 1.99 1.89 1.70 2732A 250 ns 3.29 3.13
49.99 41256-120 256K x 1 120 ns 1.89 1.80 1.62 2764 250 ns 3.49 3.32
59.99 41256-150 256K x1 150 ns 1.79 1.70 1.53 2764A 250 ns 3.09 2.94

69.99 511000-70 1 meg x1 70 ns 5.49 5.22 4.70 27128 250 ns 4.79 4.55

109.99 511000-80 1 meg x1 80 ns 5.29 5.03 4.53 27C128 250 ns 4.79 4.55

79.99 511000-10 1 meg x 1 100 ns 5.09 4.84 4.36 27256 250 ns 4.59 4.36

19.99 514256-70 256K x 4 70 ns 6.49 6.17 5.55 27C256 250 ns 4.29 4.08

9.99 514256-80 256K x 4 80 ns 6.09 5.79 5.21 27512 250 ns 5.49 5.22

514256-10 256K x 4 100 ns 5.69 5.41 4.87 27C512 250 ns 5.49 5.22

541000-80 4 meg x 1 80 ns 26.99 25.64 23.08 27C1024 200 ns 10.99 10.44

544256-80 1 meg x 4 80 ns 31.99 30.39 27.35 27C2048 200 ns 21.99 20.89

100+

2.82

3.58

2.82

2.99

2.65

4.10

4.10

3.92

3.67

4.70

4.70

9.40

18.80

STOCK # WAVELENGTH OUTPUT
POWER
(MIN.)

LT7770 543nm (Green) 0.5mW
LT7650 632.8nm (Red) 0.5mW
LT7656 632.8nm (Red) 0.5mW
LT7655 632.8nm (Red) 0.5mW
LT7655S 632.8nm (Red) 1.0mW
LT7632 632.8nm (Red) 1.2mW
LT7621S 632.8nm (Red) 2.0mW
LT7634 632.8nm (Red) 2.0mW
LT7621MM 632.8nm (Red) 5.0mW
LT7627 632.8nm (Red) 5.0mW
LT7628 632.8nm (Red) 5.0mW
LT7627MM 632.8nm (Red) 10mW

OUTPUT BEAM BEAM
POWER DIAM. DIVERG.
(MAX.)

1.0mW 0.71mm 51.2 mrad
2.0mW 0.49mm 5 1 7 mrad
2.0mW 0.34mm 5 2.4 mrad
2.0mW 0.49mm 5 1.7 mrad
2 OmW 0.49mm 5 1 7 mrad
3 OmW 0.61mm 5 3.0 mrad
5.0mW 0.75mm 5 1.2 mrad
5.0mW 0.75mm 5 1 2 mrad
15mW 1 Omm 5 2.5 mrad
15mW 0.80mm 5 1.1 mrad
15mW 0.80mm 5 1.1 mrad
30mW 1 2mm 5 4.0 mrad

POLARI- OPERATING
ZATION VOLTAGE

random
>1001
random
random
random
random
random
>500 1
random
random
>500 1
random

1750v -I. 1 10v

1000v 100v
1050v 100v
1000v 100v
1000v = 100v
1300v 1000
1300v- 100v
1300v 'I. 100v
1250v- 100v
1900v 100v
1900v- 100v
1750v 1100v

OPER, FIRING
CURR. VOLT.

6.5 mA
3.5 mA
28 mA
35 mA
3.5 mA
35 mA
50 mA
50 mA
6 5 mA
65 mA
6 5 mA
6 5 mA

5 8 kV
< 7 kV
5 8 kV
5 7 kV
5 7 kV
5 7 kV
5 7 kV
5 7 kV
5 7 kV
5 8 kV
58 kV
5 8 kV

MIN.
SERIES
RES.

81k (1
68k n
82k II
68k II
68k
81k11
68k II
68k (1
68k CI
81k 11
81k
81k n

SIZE WT. BRH PRICE
D X L (GM.) CL. 1-9 10+
(IN MM)

37 x 350 200 II 799.99 749.99
25 x 146 70 I I la 529.99 479.99
22 5 x 118 60 Illa 134.99 124.99
25 x 150 70 Illa 144.99 134.99
25 x 150 70 Illa 159.99 144.99
20 x 210 70 I I la 249.99 229.99
30 x 255 140 Illa 204.99 191 99
30 x 255 140 Illa 209.99 194.99
30 x 255 140 III b 359.99 334.99
37 x 350 200 III b 369.99 344.99
37 x 350 200 III b 389.99 364.99
37 x 350 200 Illb 479.99 444.99

Laser Pointer

 Output: 3.5 mW
 Wavelength: 670NM
 Power Supply: 2xAAA Batteries

(included)
 Beam: Approx. 3" @ 100 yards

Quantity Discounts Available

STOCK # PRICE
LSPOINT $199.99

Power Supply

 Input: 115/230V
 Output: +5v @ 3.75A

+12v @ 1.5A
-12v @ .4A

 Size: 7" L x 51/4" W x 21/2" H

STOCK # PRICE
PS1003 $19.99

Collimator Pen

 Output 2.5 mW (max.)
 Current: 90-150 mA
 Op. Volt.: 2.2-2.5V
 Wavelength: 820NM
 Data Sheet inc.

STOCK #
SB1052

PRICE
$39.99

Disc Drive & Computer
Cleaning Kit

Not just a drive cleaner -but a complete
computer cleaning kit. Includes swabs,
head cleaning fluid, anti -static cleaner,
screen wipes and cleaning diskette.

STOCK # PRICE
SB1099 31/2" Kit $6.99
SB1100 51/4" Kit $6.99

Includes cleaning fluid and
head -cleaning diskette

STOCK # PRICE
SB1105 31/2" Drive Kit $1.99
SB1106 51/4" Drive Kit $1.99

For static -sensitive applications.
Dispenser packs, individually wrapped.

STOCK # PRICE
SB1104 Dispenser pack $1.99

of 25 wipes
SB1107 Dispenser pack $4.99

of 100 wipes

Robots were once confined to science fiction
movies. Today. whether they're performing
dangerous tasks or pitting together complex
products. robotics are finding their way into
more and more industries. The Robotic Arm
Kit is an educational kit that teaches basic
robotic arm fundamentals as well as testing
your own motor skills. Command it to perform
simple tasks

STOCK # PRICE
Y01 $49.99

An intelligent robot that knows how
to avoid hitting walls. This robot
emits an infra -red beam which
detects an obstacle in front and
then automatically turns left and
continues on.

STOCK #
MV912

PRICE
$49.99

ORDER LINE - (800) 824-3432

INTERNATIONAL ORDERS - (818) 341-8833

FAX ORDERS - (818) 998-7975

TECHNICAL SUPPORT - (818) 341-8833

 15.00 MINIMUM ORDER
 UPS BLUE, RED 8 FEDERAL EXPRESS

SHIPPING AVAILABLE
 OPEN MON-FRI 9:00 AM - 6:00 PM,

SAT 10:00 AM - 3:00 PM PDT
 CA RESIDENTS ADD 81/4 % SALES TAX
 CALL FOR QUANTITY DISCOUNTS
 CALL FOR FREE CATALOG

(FOR 1ST CLASS DELIVERY OR CATALOGS
DELIVERED OUTSIDE THE U.S. - SEND 92.00)

 WE CARRY A COMPLETE LINE OF ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS

'NO SHIPPING CHARGES ON PRE -PAID
ORDERS DELIVERED IN THE CONTINENTAL U.S

CIRCLE NO. 157 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

CIRCLE NO. 157 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD



Letters

I=1 MS-DOS 525" CI MS-DOS 3.5"

Personal $ 99.00
Personal Plus $199.00
Professional $299.00

ORDER INFORMATION: Canadian residents please
add 7% GST (Ontario residents add 8% PST plus 7%
GST). All orders please add $10.00 shipping and
handling.

Return to:
Interactive Image Technologies Ltd.
Computer Craft Offer
908 Niagara Falls Boulevard
North Tonawanda, NY 14120-2060
Tel: (416) 361-0333
Fax: (416) 368-5799

Erratum

 In the "Computer Virus Survival
Guide" ad for National Computer Secur-
ity Association on page 62 of the Decem-
ber 1991 issue of ComputerCraft, the zip
code at the end of the address was incor-
rect. The correct zip code is 17055.

Bob Bales
National Computer Security Assn.

227 W. Main St.
Mechanicsburg, PA 17055

Programming Education

 I am 40 years old and would like to be-
come a computer programmer. It is very
expensive to get this kind of training in
England if you are over 35. I have access
to an IBM computer. Could you suggest
where I can get any software on teaching
oneself computer programming?

Clayton Campbell
St. Pauls, Bristol, England

There are many self -instruction text -

The Electronics Lab
in a Computer!
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Build and simulate both Analog and Digital circuits.

ElectronicsWorkbench®
"Electronics Workbench is pretty amazing."

Jerry Pournelle, Ph.D., InfoWorld

"...a marvellous learning and teaching tool....
Art Salsberg, Editor -in -chief, Modern Electronics

"Building a circuit is simple and intuitive."

,f

Jeff Holtzman, Computer Editor, Radio -Electronics Magazine

Yes, I want Electronics Workbench® in my computer!
Check the version you want: Name:

Address:

City: State: Zip.

Tel: ( ) Fax: ( )

MCNISA/AMEX#

Signature: Exp
REQUIREMENTS  Personal/Personal Plus Versions: IBM PC/®T/AT or
PS/2 or true compatible with 512 kB RAM; Microsoft -compatible mouse;
graphics display; two floppy drives or hard disk; MS-DOS 3.0 or later.
 Professional Version: 640 kB RAM; EGANGA graphics; hard disk.
 Personal Plus also available for the Macintosh.

FEATURES  Personal Version: builds circuits containing 20 components or
less.  Personal Plus Version: builds circuits containing an unlimited' number
of components. IM Professional Version: uses color coding for circuit tracing
with an unlimited' number of components; EGANGA support.
limited only by the amount of memory available.

INTERACTIVE IMAGE TECHNOLOGIES
Afroo,

books on software programming in the
U.S. that are likely sold in your country's
bookstores. Some are accompanied by
floppy disks. There are home -study
courses, too, offered by a number of cor-
respondence schools. Check advertisers
in ComputerCraft. -Ed.

Kudos Keep Coming

 On a trip to San Antonio, I browsed
through a magazine stand to see what
would catch my interest and spied the No-
vember issue ofComputerCraft. Upon ar-
riving home and sitting down to devour it
mentally from cover to cover, I came up
with the following conclusions. It is a su-
perb pleasure to actually see a magazine
that has more articles of interest to the
reader. True, it appears as though your
magazine is slanted more toward the "ex-
perimenter," but you also have a number
of articles of general interest to computer
users.

I have been fighting an uphill battle with
Ziff Publications about their preponder-
ance of "Madison Avenue hype." They
have multiple -page slick advertisements
and folded -over pages and cardboard in-
serts. You cannot thumb through an issue
of these mags until you rip them out. I was
pleasantly surprised to see that your publi-
cation has not gone "Madison Avenue."

Ray Shannon
Bulverde, TX

We agree that you found a bothersome
reader hurdle to overcome in those "other"
computer magazines. But think of the
money they're making.-Ed.

 Finally! a magazine that covers technical
topics in the field of small computers, and
it even has a regular column or two deal-
ing with microcontrollers! I have, so far,
been able to purchase only the August and
September issues, but I called CQ
Communications just last week to order
my subscription. Thanks for publishing a
great magazine, and keep up the good
work.

Edward L. Pugh
Belleville, Ontario, Canada

 Jan Axelson's articles are exceptionally
clear and one of the main reasons why I
purchase ComputerCraft. Your article on
EEPROMs in the October issue was very
useful to me.

Dave Weidling
Arcata, CA

INTERACTIVE

CIRCLE NO. 66 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD
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Quality Brand Name Components, Reasonable Prices and

THE BEST WARRANTY IN THE INDUSTRY!

Discover the CPC Advantage:
ew FREE Federal Express Shipping on

Complete Systems
" FREE I Year On -Site Pickup Service

On -Site Service Available
" FREE Overnight Replacement Parts
oar Toll FREE Technical Support
or 25 Day Money Back Guarentee
' Best Warranty in the Industry:

3 Year Parts on Electronics
(Mother Board, Memory, HD/FD/10 & Video Controllers)

2 Year Parts on Mechanics
(Hard Drive, Floppy Drives, Power Supply, Keyboard)

Lifetime Labor
24-48hr Warranty turn around.

CPC Offers More STANDARD Features:
' Ir tel CPU ,;AMD on 386-40Mhz System)
car MI Bios (Award Bios on EISA Systems)
' 4'1B RAM Installed (2MB on 386SX)

glair 64-256K Cache SRAM on 386-33, 40 & 486
Systems

Or 12 & 1.44 Teac Floppy C rives
I I 'OMB Conner Hard Dr ve (90M3 on 386SX)

vs." 64K Built in Disk Cache
tar 1:1 Interleave 2HD/2FD DE Adapter
tar SCSI interface Available
'' 101 Key Enhanced Tactile Keyboard
ur I Parallel, 2 Serial, Game Port
tar C ock- Calendar Built -In
tar I 6Bit Tseng 4000 SVGA Card wt I MB Installed

opt. 700.000 Color Sierra RAM-DAC Avail.
tar 1" NON -Interlaced SVGA I024:x768 .28mm Monitor,

opt. Trinitron-NI. Call fo- 16" & 20" Monitors.
ar Desktop or Mini Tower Case Standard

opt. Full Size Tower
tar M crosoft MS-DOS v5.0
tar M crosoft Quick Basic
Ine MS -Windows 3.0 w/Mouse (add $60)
It3r C istorn Configurations with NO LIMITATIONS!

386SX- 16Mhz
149900

386-25Mhz
$ 179500

386-33Mhz
$1 99soo

386-40Mhz

$2150"

436-33Mhz

$2545"
486-33Mhz EISA

$CALL

386ix-16 1no_ehoo z
2MB RAM

401"-S Hard DRive

IIn
-F r

VG.% Backlit LCD
Carrying Case

7Lbs

CALL Today
for Literature

on any of
our Products!

CPC Computer Products
327 Quinnipiac Ave. North Haven, CT 06473

1-800-272-7281
In CT Call: (203) 776-8725
Fax: (203) 776-3958
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What's Happening! By John McCormick

Bulletin Boards. Chinon America initiated "TechniCare," a toll -
free technical assistance program for users of the company's
scanners, CD-ROM and floppy -disk drives. The 24 -hour bulletin
board also provides software product updates, utilities, help
sections and a diagnostic link section. For further information
call 213-533-0274....TechExpress, Inc., a single -source
distributor of technical/engineering software, also announced
that it now offers an electronic bulletin board service for its
customers. The BBS offers fast access to software specs, demo
disks, catalog and purchasing information 24 hours per day.
Covers DOS and Mac products such as schematic capture, PCB
layout, digital and analog simulation, math and graphics
programs, and the like. For BBS access, call 818-707-2540 with
modem set to 8 bits, one stop bit and no parity. For free
product catalog, call 1-800-743-7074.

Other By -Phone News. Microsoft's new "FasTips" service supports
MS-DOS 5 Upgrade customers 24 hours per day. Call 206-646-5103 to
get answers to most common questions about installing, optimizing
and using the operating system. Printed or audio information can
be provided with this automated service. For personal assistance,
call 900-896-9000....You can listen to a demonstration of
KDS/VOX's expert voice system by calling its 24 -hour phone line,
708-251-4975, from any Touch -Tone phone. Callers may run any or
all of its 15 different knowledge -based applications. The machine
you'll contact is an 80386 25 -MHz IBM clone with a math chip,
150M hard disk and a Dialogic telephone interface
board.... Bellcore (Bell Communications Research) developed an
experimental language called ATOMICMAIL, which reportedly offers
a practical way to send a computer program to virtually unlimited
numbers of recipients even if they have incompatible computers.

CAD/CAM Employment. NACO (National Association of CAD -CAM
Operators), Houston, TX, spokesman, Ed Wiesner, says that
available job openings [for CAD -CAM operators] has been
increasing at a surprising rate. The largest number of openings
are in California, Texas, Illinois and Wisconsin, with slowest in
the Northeast. The association issues certification ratings from
Level 1 through Level 7. Supervised tests are required to be
certified above Level 3. Membership dues are $50/year, and
testing costs range from $45 to $145, depending on certifying
level. NACO also searches out job openings for members on a no -
charge basis.

Free Nationwide Windows Seminars. Microsoft Corp. announced it
will hold more than 3000 seminars will be conducted through to
June 1992 in about 200 cities across the country. They'll address
business problems: Intro to Microsoft Windows Applications,
Windows Computing for Technical and Engineering Professions, for
Financial Professions, for Attorneys, for Educators, for
Government Professionals, for the Macintosh, making the Move to
Microsoft Windows Applications, and Microsoft Networking
Seminars. For information on seminars in your area, call toll -
free number 800-227-4679.
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B. G. MICRO
FAN THE $25 NETWORK

P. 0. Box 280298 Dallas, Texas 75228
(214) 271-5546
FAX (214) 271-2462

MasterCard VISA

TEXT TO SPEECH BOARD
Brand New from McLean Eng.

A Division of Zero Corp.
Square 4-11/16" by 1.5"

Thick 10" Wire Leads
120V - 60hz - .12 amps - 110CFM
Metal Housing - 5 Plastic Blades

UL and CSA Approved
$5.95 ea.

SPECIALS
MAX232 2.30
1488 45
1489 45
DB25-(Solder Cup) M/F 2/1 00
DB25-Rt. Angle PC BD. F . 55
DB9-Rt. Angle PC BD. M/F 35

DISPLAY DEVICES
4MT07 By Futaba

Vacuum Fluorescent Clock
And Timer - 4 Digit Display
Easy to Read - Easy to Use.

.3" Character Height
With Data 79C

LTP 1157AE
1.2" 5x7 Matrix Displays
5x7 Array with x.y select.

This Red Orange Matrix Can Be
Stacked Horizontally. Choice of
Two Matrix Orientation -Cathode
Column, Anode Row. Great For

"Moving Message" Signs.
$1.19 Ea., 836.95, 100/$75.00

LSOO .14 LS114 .25 LS241 .60
LSO1 .14 LS122 .35 LS242 .65
LSO2 .14 LS123 .45 LS243 .50
LSO3 .14 LS1241.35 LS244 .55
LSO4 .14 LS125 .30 LS245 .55
LSO5 .14 LS126 .35 LS251 .45
LSO8 .14 LS132 .35 LS253 .40
LSO9 .14 LS133 .25 LS257 .35
L$10 .14 LS136 .28 LS258 .45
LS11 .14 LS138 .35 LS2591.00
LS12 .20 LS139 .35 LS260 .40
LS13 .25 LS145 .75 LS266 .30
LS14 .30 LS148 .35 LS273 .75
LS15 .20 LS151 .35 LS279 .30
LS20 .14 LS153 .35 LS280 .80
LS21 .16 LS154 .85 LS283 .35
LS22 .16 LS155 .50 LS290 .70
LS26 .14 LS156 .42 LS293 .50
LS27 .20 LS157 .30 LS298 .65
LS28 .15 LS158 .25 LS299 1.00
LS30 .14 LS160 .25 LS322 1.30
LS32 .16 LS161 .35 LS3232.25
LS33 .25 LS162 .45 LS348 .75
LS37 .24 LS163 .36 LS3531.00
LS38 .24 LS164 .45 LS357 .80
LS42 .35 L$165 .60 LS363 .75
LS51 .15 LS166 .75 LS364 .75
LS54 .20 LS169 .90 LS365 .30
LS55 .20 LS170 .45 LS366 .28
L$73 .33 LS173 .60 LS367 .35
LS74 .22 LS174 .35 LS368 .30
LS75 .25 LS175 .35 LS373 .50
LS83 .30 LS181 1.25 LS374 .45
LS85 .45 LS191 .45 LS375 .35
LS86 .20 LS192 .65 LS377 .75
LS90 .35 LS193 .65 LS378 .80
LS92 .30 LS194 .40 LS390 .80
LS93 .25 LS195 .52 LS393 .75
LS95 .30 LS196 .55 LS399 1.00
LS96 .33 LS197 .75 LS541 1.20
LS107 .28 LS221 .50 LS645 .75
LS109 .20 LS240 .50 LS646 .75
LS112 .25 LS670 .80
LS113 .25 25LS2569 1.50

16L8-15 TI -B -PAL
8088-2
8742

Try The 1st Truly Low Cost LAN

 Connect 2 or 3 PCs, XTs,
ATs

 Uses serial ports and 5 wire
cable

 Runs at 115 K baud
 Runs in background, totally
transparent

 Share any device, any file,
any time

 Needs only 14K of ram

Skeptical: We make believers!

SUPER BUYS
DIMF

SSI-202 Decoder 2.25
8870 Decoder 2.25
5087 Generator 2.00
5089 Generator 2.10

2N4401
Super 2N3904 NPN
Switching Transistor

40V -TO -92 - P.C. Leads
15/1.00 1000/20.00

80C32
C-MOS By Matra - 12MHZ

3.95

LM350T 2.65
LM338K 4.95

1.25
3.25
7.00

PC/XT COMPATIBLE. MAKE YOUR COMPUTER TALK!

O'K $ 6 9 95

ASSEMBLED & TESTED
ADD $3.50 SHIPPING

& HANDLING

A VERY POWERFUL AND AMAZING SPEECH CARD. USES THE
GENERAL INSTRUMENTS SP0256-AL2 SPEECH CHIP AND THE
CTS256A-AL2 TEXT TO SPEECH CONVERTER.
THIS BOARD USES ONE SLOT ON THE MOTHERBOARD AND
REQUIRES A COM SERIAL PORT. BOARD MAY ALSO BE USED IN A
STAND ALONE ENVIRONMENT (EXTERNAL POWER SUPPLY) WITH
ALMOST ANY COMPUTER THAT HAS A RS232 SERIAL PORT. TO
USE THE BOARD IT IS ONLY NECESSARY TO SEND ENGLISH TEXT
TO THE RS232 INPUT ON THE BOARD. THE BOARD INCLUDES A
1500 BYTE TEXT BUFFER AND HANDSHAKE LINE TO ALLOW YOU
TO SEND DATA TO THE BOARD; THE SAME AS YOU WOULD SEND
DATA TO AN RS232 SERIAL PRINTER. YOU CAN SET UP BATCH
FILES THAT WILL MAKE YOUR COMPUTER GREET YOU WITH
'GOOD MORNING MASTER," ETC. EVERY TIME YOU TURN IT ON.
DEMONSTRATION SOFTWARE AND A LIBRARY BUILDING PRO-
GRAM ARE INCLUDED ON A 5V. INCH PC/XT DISKETTE. FULL
DOCUMENTATION AND SCHEMATICS ARE ALSO INCLUDED.
FOR INFORMATION ON A LOW COST SPEECH SYNTHESIZER
SYSTEM FOR THE VISUALLY IMPAIRED, PLEASE SEND FOR FREE
PACKET T.M.1.

STAND ALONE POWER SUPPLY
FOR ABOVE

ADD $2.50 SHIPPING & HANDLING $1999
STATIC RAM EPROM SPECIAL

WIRE WRA
Dual Wipe - 2 Level

14 Pin 10/2.50 100/20.00
16 Pin 10/2.50 100/20.00
20 Pin 10/3.50 100/30.00

SOCKETS
Low Profile SOLDER TAIL

6 Pin 14/1.00
8 Pin 13/1.00

14 Pin 13/1.00
16 Pln 13/1.00
18 Pin 13/1.00
20 Pin 13/1.00
22 Pin 13/1.00
24 Pin 8/1.00
28 Pin 7/1.00
40 Pin 7/1.00

BUY $10
GET $1.00 - FREE CHOICE
68 Pin PLCC .79
84 Pin PLCC .89

6500/6800
6502
6520
6522
6530
6532
6545
6551
6800
6802
6803
6805
6809EP
6809P
6810

2.00
1.25
2.70
3.00
4.25
2.10
2.40
1.40
2.50
3.00
2.95
2.75
2.50
1.25

6821
6845P
6845S
6850
6852
6860
68681
68A09EP
68A40
68A54
68809
68B10
68B45
68B54

1.00
2.20
2.20
1.75
3.50
3.95
3.00
1.29
4.00
3.00
4.00
2.00
4.95
4.00

2016-2KX8 200 n.s. 1.00
2101-1 - 256X4 500 n.s. .75
21L02-1 350 n.s. .65
2102AL-4 L.P. 450 n.s. .49
2111-1 256X4 500 n.s. 1.00
2112A-2 2.50
2114L-3 1KX4 300 n.s. .45
2125A-2 1KX1 70 n.s. 1.70
2147 4KX1 1.95
6116P-4 1.00
6117 1.20
6264-15 1.40
62256 32KX8 5.75

DYNAMIC RAM
2108-4 8KX1 1.50
2118-4 16KX1-5Volt .70
4027-4KX1-250 n.s. .80
4116-16KX1-250 n.s. .40
4116-16KX1-200 n.s. .75
4116 16KX1-150 n.s. .90
4164 150 n.s. . .49 or 9/3.50
4164 120 n.s. 1.10
4164-100 n.s 1 40
TMS4416-16KX4-150 n.s. 2.75
4464-150 n.s 1 40
4464-120 n.s 1.45
4464-100 n.s 1.45
4464-80 n.s. 1.45
41256 150 n.s. 1.25 or 9/9.95
41256 120 n.s. 1.30 or 9/10.99
41256 100 n.s. 1.30 or 9/10.99
41256-80 n.s. 1.30 or 9/10.99
41256-60 n.s 1.85
1 Meg - 100 n.s. 4.40
1 Meg - 80 n.s. 4.40
414256-80 n.s. 256 x 4 4.60
SIPPS & SIMMS AVAILABLE

THREE CHIP SET
B.G. SPECIAL

16450, 1488, 1489 - $6.95
16550, 1488, 1489 - $13.50

We bought a large quantity of
2708s, 2716s, 2532s, 2732s,
2764s, 27128s, 27512s and
27256s from a computer manu-
facturer who redesigned their
boards. We removed them from
sockets, erased and verified
them, and now we offer the sav-
ings to you. Complete satisfac-
tion guaranteed

Your Choice
2708 1.20 10/8.00
2716 1.75 10/15.00
2532 2.00 10/17.50
2732 2.00 10/17.50
2764 2.25 10/20.00
27128 3.20 10/27.50
27256 3.85 10/32.50
27512 5.10 10/45.00

8000/80000
8031 2.95
80C32 11 3.95
8035 1.00
8039 1.00
8085 1.55
8086

58087 871..505

8087-1 167.50
8087-2 127.50
8088 2.20
8088-2 3.25
8155 2.25
8156 2.25 8287 2.49
8202A 8.00 8288 3.50
8212 1.25 8530 3.00
8214 2.00 8741
8216 1.25 8742 77:0000

8224 1.25 8748 7.00
8228 1.75 8749 7.00
8237-5 2.80 8755 7.00

8250 2.95 80286-887555LCC 87:5000
8243 1.75

((1166455500)) 163..5000

MHZ 6.50
088.771--08

125.00
10 135.00

8251 1.10,
8253-5 1.75
8254 1.80
8255 1.50
8255-5 1.75
8257 1.50
8259A 1.85
8259C-5 2.10
8275 10.95
8279 2.25
8284 1.49

TERMS: (Unless specified elsewhere) Add 53.25 postage, we pay balance. Orders over $50.00 add 85C for insurance. No C.O.D. Texas Res. add
8',4",o Tax. 90 Day Money Back Guarantee on all items. All items subject to prior sale. Prices subject to change without notice. Foreign order - US funds
only. We cannot ship to Mexico or Puerto Rico. Countries other than Canada, add $9.00 shipping and handling
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What's New By Peter R. O'Dell

DAT Backup
HP's DAT PC Backup Solu-
tion (Model 2000) backs up
300M of data using the DDS
standard in 30 minutes on a
2.0 -gigabyte DAT tape. Using
an SCSI interface, the DAT PC
Backup Solution can be stacked

with other mass -storage devic-
es. The fast -search capability
of the DDS format allows the
drive to search for a file at 200
times the normal read/write
speed and to locate a file on a
DDS cassette in an average of
only 30 seconds. Emerald Sys-
tems, Cheyenne Software,
Sytron Corp. and other leading
software manufacturers sup-
port HP DAT. Model 2000 is
housed in a small desktop case
designed to be positioned next
to a PC. $2,800.

CIRCLE NO. I ON FREE CARD

386SX AT Upgrade
AOX is shipping its cache -
based StaX SX, a module that
replaces the 286 processor on
an AT -class computer. Stax
SX is available in both PLCC
and PGA versions with oper-
ating speeds of 16 and 20
MHz. There is no need to re-
place existing peripherals like
memory boards with Stax SX,
and the unit supports the
80287 coprocessor. Stax SX is
compatible with many com-
puter makes and models.
AOX provides additional up-
grade paths for PS/2, Zenith
and other models with special
needs. $279, 16 MHz; $329,
20 MHz.

CIRCLE NO. 3 ON FREE CARD

Parallel Port
AID Converter
Connect your computer to the
outside world with the B&B
Electronics Parallel Port To

Analog/Digital Converter kit
(ADIO). The unit can input
eight analog voltages and con-
vert them to eight -bit digital
words. ADIO can measure
power -supply voltages, the
voltage on a potentiometer,
voltage outputs from lab ex-
periments and many other
things. It comes complete
with instructions and sample
programs. $100

CIRCLE NO. 2 ON FREE CARD

Wall Plate For LANs
The CMS series 2013 Wall
Plate System uses snap -in in
serts to configure each termin
us. An installer can custom

wire information outlets on -
site by inserting different ca-
bles in a single wall plate/box.
Made of impact -resistant and
flame-retardant Polymair,
the plate/boxes are available
in 1-, 2-, 3-, 4-, 5- and 6 -port
configurations.

CIRCLE NO. 40N FREE CARD

Power -Control
Center
Proxima's PowerTouch Plus
power -control center fits un-
derneath the monitor and has
switches on its front panel to
control computer, modem,
fax and other peripherals. Its
specifications are said to ex-
ceed all industry standards for
surge and emi/r-f noise pro-
tection and fax and modem
line protection. The unit has
indicators to show low voltage
and building wiring faults.
Proxima offers a $25,000

New Laptops
Bondwell's new B310SL and
B310SX laptop computers of-
fer advanced features in eco-
nomical packages. The
B310SL is built around the In-
tel 386SL and features a 120M
hard drive, 20 -MHz clock
speed, 16K cache memory,
2M RAM expandable to 8M,
1.4M floppy and internal
2,400 -bps MNP5 V.42 BIS
modem. The B310SX has a
16 -MHz 386SX CPU, 80M
hard drive, 2M of RAM (ex-
pandable to 5M) and 1.4M
floppy. Both units are
equipped with VGA display
screens, 81 -key full-size
keyboard and six C -size Ni-
Cd cells. They also come with
Bondwell's password -pro-
tected PC Alarm theft -

prevention system that trig-
gers a 90 -dB alarm when
triggered.

The B310SL weighs 9.6 lb.,
the B310SX 8.5 lb. Both
models are housed in a
13"W x 12.5"D x 2.1 "H
package. $2,695 for B310SL;
$2,395 for B310SX.

CIRCLE NO.6 ON FREE CARD

Mouse Support
For Software
Without It
Vetra Systems keyKitten is a
small external hardware unit
that fits between a computer
keyboard and the CPU and
adds mouse -type control to all
applications that don't have
mouse support. KeyKitten
translates signals from a
mouse into cursor -key sig-
nals. To the software, it ap-
pears as if the signals are com-
ing from the keyboard, except
at a much faster rate. Regular
keystrokes aren't affected,
and no software modifications,
TSRs or drivers are required.
$125.

CIRCLE NO. 7 ON FREE CARD

Lifetime Equipment Protec-
tion Policy that provides for
repair or replacement of any
computer equipment dam-
aged due to power disturb-
ances while connected to
PowerTouch Plus. $110.

CIRCLE NO. 5 ON FREE CARD

Rat's Nest Control
You can take control of the
endless rat's nest of wires and
cords in your office with the
Computer Cord Control Kit
from Get Organized (Scotts
Valley, Ca) . At the core of the
Kit is a "Super Flex" tubing
that works together with reus-
able beaded ties to secure and
conceal all types of electronic

equipment cords and wires. All
cords remain accessible but out
of sight, giving desk areas a
more professional appearance.
Each Kit also contains color -
coded labels that provide a
quick and easy method to re-
connect the most complicated
equipment by simply matching
colors. Cord Control Kits are
available in black, white, gray
and red. $14.95

CIRCLE NO. 8 ON FREE CARD
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PROFESSIONAL CIRCUIT DESIGN

QiCAD
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Save time and money!

QiCAD is a full -featured
printed circuit layout package
that gives you everything you
need to design circuit boards
quickly.

ON-LINE HELP
AUTOROUTER
POWERFUL EDITING
HPGL/DMPL PLOTS
GERBER
POSTSCRIPT
EXCELLON (DRILL)
EGA / VGA compatibile

$195.00 complete price

601 S. Maine St. Suite D
Fallon, NV 89406
(702) 423-1653 (702)423-1654 FAX

CIRCLE NO. 62 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

MODEL 1
V-212

REGULAR
$525.00

SALE

MODEL DESCRIPTION

Analog Oscilloscopes

$419.95

REGULAR SALE

Y-212 20 MHz. Dual Channel 525.00 419.95
V-660 60 MHz, Dual Channel, Delayed Sweep,

CRT Readout 1345.00 1045.95

8-665A 60 MHz, Dual Channel, Delayed Sweep,
CR8 Readout, Cursor Measurement, Counter 1545.00 1205.95

8-1060 100 MHz, Dual Channel, Delayed Sweep
CRT Readout 1645.00 1365.95

V -1065A 100 MHz, Dual Channel, Delayed Sweep,
CRT Readout, Cursor Measurement, Counter 1895.00 1645.95

Digital Storage Oscilloscopes

VC -6023 20 MHz, 2 Ch, 20 MS/s, 2 KW/Ch, R5-232 1995.00 1689.95
VC -6024 50 MHz, 2 Ch, 70 MS/s, 2 KW/Ch. R5-232 2295.00 1989.95
VC -6025 50 MHz, 2 CH. 20 MS/s, 2 KW/Ch, Sweep

Kutorange, RS -232 2595.00 2189.95
VC -6045 100 MHz, 2 Ch, 40 MS/s, 4K Mem, Sweep

Autorange, RS -232 3395.00 2989.95
VC -6145 100 MHz, 4 Ch. 100 MS/s, 4K Mem. Sweep

Autorange, RS -232

TN.'4"-

5295.00 4489.95

PRINT dassila
VISAwa, ,MosterCardProducts International

8931 Brookville Rd, Silver Spring MD 20910
800-638-2020 * 301-587-7824 * FAX 800-545-0058

CIRCLE NO. 78 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

Quote -Retrieval Software
PennComp released version
5.0 of Quotemaster Plus, a lit-
erary quote retrieval software
package for writers, speakers
and communications person-
nel. It contains 3,000 quota-
tions. New features include on-
line biographical information
on over 16,000 authors, a new
TSR Ghostwriter mode for
switching between a word pro-
cessor and Quotemaster Plus
and four new quote databases

(Humor 2, Humanity, Religion
and Business). PowerSearch,
also included, is a fast search
utility and set of text -search
algorithms that permit multiple
subject and hierarchical search-
ing. Retrieved information can
be cut and pasted directly into
a word-processing document
with a single keystroke. The
package is available for DOS,
Windows and Mac systems.
$89 and up.

CIRCLE NO. 9 ON FREE CARD

11=3 Edit Clipboard Author Print Quit Save

Primary Subject
ACHIEUEMENT

Era

1919

Quotation:

Secondary Subject
SUCCESS

Author
MALCOLM FORBES

Success follous doing uhat you want to do. There is no
other uay to be successful. - Malcolm Forbes

Continue Searching Type 1 3715 of 7514

Professional -Grade DMM
Beckman's new Model 2020
DMM features 10,000 -count
resolution, true rms (switch -
able ac or ac + dc) measure-
ment, capacitance measure-
ments to 2,000 µF and frequen-
cy counter to 2 MHz, logic
probe. Features include
automatic Min/Max/Avg (fully
autoranging), automatic read-
ing hold, peak hold, 41 seg-
ment analog bargraph, inter-
mittent detector, audible fault
finder, and backlit four -digit
LCD. The 17 -mm display pro-
vides a menu of features for the
user to select and deselect.
After 30 minutes of inactivity,

the meter shuts down com-
pletely, drawing no standby
power. Also featured is an aud-
ible/visible dangerous -voltage
warning. It comes with a pro-
tective holster and strap. $250

CIRCLE NO. 10 ON FREE CARD

Laptop Display Zoom Utility
General Business Machines
Corp.'s new LapZOOM utili-
ty (5K TSR) enables the user to
zoom in on the cursor by a fac-
tor of 2 or 4 on any word pro-
cessing, spreadsheet or desktop
publishing application such as
WordPerfect, 1-2-3, Frame-
work, Wordstar. The utility
produces characters two or

four times normal for less eye
strain. LapZOOMalso enables
the user to control the size of
the cursor, up to one full char-
acter. The program works with
any software from 80 columns
x 25 to 132 columns x 60
rows. It is menu -driven with
custom help screens. $29.

CIRCLE NO. 11 ON FREE CARD
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What's New By Peter R. O'Dell

It's BASIC
QBASIC Made Easy
By Don Inman &
Bob Albrecht
(Osborne:McGraw-Hill. Soft
cover. 422 pages. $19.95.)
Microsoft did an admirable
job of documenting DOS 5.0,
except for QBASIC, the re-
placement for GWBASIC.
(QBASIC is a subset of
QuickBASIC without the
ability to compile programs.)
Coverage was sparse, to say
the least. Inman and Albrecht
correct this deficiency in this
book. These veteran pro-
grammers start with begin-
ning concepts that are illus-
trated with examples. Step-
by-step hands-on exercises
should make it possible for
the student programmer to
get up and running with
QBASIC in short order.
Other topics covered include
string manipulations, editing
and dynamic debugging,
functions, data structures, ar-
rays, sequential and random-
access files. This is a good
book for getting your feet wet
with QBASIC, particularly if
you have little or no BASIC
experience.

QuickBASIC 4.5
By Gary Cornell, Ph.D.
(Windcrest/McGraw)Hill.
Soft cover. 353 pages.
$22.95.)
This book is for the interme-
diate BASIC student-some-
one who has learned to han-
dle an interpreted BASIC,
such as GWBASIC or

BASICA. Chapters 1 and 2
cover the rudimentary as-
pects of QuickBASIC operas
tion and programming.
Chapter 3 highlights the built-
in functions, including simple
string operations, RND func-
tion and other common func-
tions. Cornell then moves in-
to user -defined functions in
Chapter 4, with particular
emphasis on shared and static
variables. Top -down pro-
gram design, procedures,
testing and debugging strate-
gies and error trapping are
covered next. This is fol-
lowed by arrays, lists, and
data records. Recursion tech-
niques round out program-
ming -strategy chapters. Chap-
ters 8 through 11 cover
sound, graphics, curves, frac-
tals and working with files
and menus. The presentation
is clear, but it does assume
some prior knowledge. If you
have some BASIC back-
ground and have moved up to
(or are thinking of moving up
to) Quick BASIC, consider
QuickBASIC 4.5.

BASIC Techniques and
Utilities
By Ethan Winer
(Ziff -Davis Press. Soft cover.
565 pages. $29.95.)
This is a book (with accom-
panying disk) for the "power
BASIC" programmer, some-
one proficient in Quick -
BASIC or one of the other
BASIC dialects. Examples
presented throughout apply
to Microsoft's QuickBASIC

and BASIC Professional De-
velopment System (PDS), but
they would have application
with other compiler systems.

Part One of the book has
three chapters that address in
detail how BASIC source
code is manipulated through-
out the compiling and linking
process. The second part is
rightfully called "Hands -On
Programming." It examines
programming techniques and
shows specific examples of
how to write effective code
and make it work. Five chap-
ters are devoted to this section.

The final section, "Beyond
BASIC," contains informa-
tion rarely covered in books
about BASIC. Following this
are optimization techniques
that reduce the size of pro-
grams and make them run
faster. Then the author shows
how to manipulate the key
memory areas in the comput-
er. Winer provides an in-
depth discussion of accessing
DOS and BIOS services from
BASIC in Chapter 11. Final-
ly, he covers assembly lan-
guage from a BASIC pro-
grammer's perspective.

Although material in this
volume is "heady," Winer
has a way of injecting enthu-
siasm into his writing. Includ-
ed with the book is a disk with
source code for all the pro-
grams used, assembly rou-
tines and more, contained in
three packaged ZIP files. If
you're a serious BASIC pro-
grammer, you'll find plenty
of value in this book.

Dauphin Technology now of-
fers a line of pen -based hand-
held portable computers.
These are designed to use an
electronic "pen" in place of a
keyboard or mouse to enter
commands and text into a com-
puter. There are currently two
models in the line. Both are
80386SX machines. One comes
with 1M of user RAM, flash
memory and multiple operat-
ing systems in a unit that weighs
just 4.4 lbs. with battery. The
other model comes with a 60M

hard disk, 4M of user RAM,
flash memory and ports for an
extended keyboard, mouse,
floppy drive and external video
display monitor.

Specifications for both sys-
tems include: 20 -MHz 386SX
CPU; 1M (expandable to 2M)
of flash memory; 1M (expand-
able to 2M or 4M) user DRAM;
640 x 480 VGA with 16 shades
of gray display resolution; two
serial and one parallel ports;
save and standby modes; 4
hours typical operation on full
battery charge; ac/12-volt dc
automotive/battery powering

options. The machines support
LANs with option cards, as
well as external peripherals and
disk drives. Dauphin also says
it plans to offer a radio modem
option that will let the user send
or receive data anywhere in the
world. 13.2"W x 10.6 "D x
1.1 "H dimensions.

CIRCLE NO. 12 ON FREE CARD

Single -Board CPU
With BASIC
The BRUTE -52 is the latest ad-
dition to Mincromint's line of
embedded, networkable single -
board controllers. It provides
an eight -bit processor with full
floating-point high-level lan-
guage, optically -isolated
RS-232/RS-485 communica-
tions, 56K bytes of RAM/
EPROM and EEPROM
memory, eight optically -
isolated dc inputs, eight 12 -bit
A/D inputs, two D/A outputs,
eight high -current output

drivers, hardware watchdog
timer, and a battery -backed
clock/calendar. Program
development on the BRUTE -
52 is accomplished by connec-
ting a terminal and entering

assembly -language
programs at the prompt.

The controller uses a Micro -
mint 80C52 -BASIC CMOS
processor that can be jumper
selected to function as an
80C32. Additional features in-
clude an optional BASIC -52
compiler for complex jobs and
code protection, and the ex-
ternal and clock/calendar or
watchdog interrupts that are
serviceable in BASIC. $329
(OEM).

CIRCLE NO. 13 ON FREE CARD

Boot Configuration
Utility
Version 1.6 of Bootcon from
Modular Software Systems of-
fers up to 26 different system
configurations during the boot
process. These can include any
combination of device drivers,
GUIs, memory managers and
TSRs. Version 1.6 includes a
syntax checker and an auto-
matic boot utility, as well as be-
ing compatible with MS-DOS
5.0. It requires at least one flop-
py disk drive and DOS 3.1 or
later. $60.

CIRCLE NO. 14 ON FREE CARD
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P -C -B ARTWORK MADE EASY I
Create and Revise PCB's in a Flash

* HERC, CGA, EGA, VGA, SUPER -VGA
* HELP SCREENS
* EXTREMELY USER FRIENDLY
* AUTO GROUND PLANES
* DOT- MATRIX, LASER and PLOTTER ART
* GERBER and EXCELLON OUTPUT
* CREATE YOUR OWN FILMS with 1X ART
* LIBRARIES
* DOWNLOAD DEMOS from 24 hr. BBS!

REQUIREMENTS: IBM PC or Compatible, 384K RAM
DOS 3.0 or later. IBM compatible printers, HP Laser

PCBoards - layout program 99.00
(PCBoards HP or HI PEN PLOTTER DRIVER 49.00)

PCRoute - auto -router 99.00
SuperCAD - schematic pgm. 99.00
Demo Pkg. - ( includes all 3 programs) 10.00

Call or write for more information
PCBoards

2110 14th Ave. South, Birmingham, AL 35205

1-800-473-PCBS/ (205)933-1122
BBS/ FAX (205)933-2954

CIRCLE NO. 75 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD1

lar11111

BKpriewhineatmaI
MALEC INTERNATIONALCO:

MODEL 2120
Oscilloscope, 20 MHz,
Dual Trace.
REG. $549.00
SALE $Call For Quote!

MODEL 1541A
Oscilloscope, 40 MHz,
Dual Trace.
REG. $845.00
SALE $Call For Quote!

MODEL 2160
Oscilloscope, 60 MHz,
Trace w/Delayed Sweep.
REG. $1099.00
SALE $Call For Quote!

Dual

MODEL 2501
Digital Storage Adapter
Converts Your Analog Scope
To Digital Storage!
REG. $357.00
SALE $299.95

MODEL 2522
DSO, 20 MHz, 10 MS/s,
2K Memory/Channel.
REG. $995.00
SALE $836.95

$9995
MODEL 388 -HO

Test Bench
REG. $129.00

PRINTTM

istaisiet%Tarrwar,:Cord
71A I I I I II IMNAProducts International

8931 Brookville Rd, Silver Spring MD 20910
800-638-2020 * 301-587-7824 * FAX 800-545-0058

( IR( LE NO. 77 ON FREE INFORMATION ( %RD

CAD Program

CADAM, an IBM Company,
released version 3 ofIBM CAD
and IBM CAD/Plus that in-
clude a 300% increase in dis-
play performance for large
drawings, associative dimen-
sioning and layers. The soft-
ware packages now support the
new IBM CAD Raster Process-
ing option that enables users to
scan paper drawings into IBM
CAD files that can be edited,
stored, plotted and converted
to vector geometry. As draw-
ings are edited, dimensions as-
sociated with the revised geo-
metry can be updated automat-
ically. Users can now assign
geometry to separate sets and
layers of a drawing where they
can be displayed one at a time

or in varying combinations.
Display speed is improved by
maximizing use of a built-in
display list and limiting display
threshold for small geometry.

A new menu system sup-
ports networking, path and
hardware configurations for
different user names, OS/2
Presentation Manager and
multiple user configurations.
IBM CAD/Plus extends the
software function to include
the CADForth program gener-
ator, a programming facility
that enables companies with
application -specific solutions
to seamlessly add functions,
modify menus and customize
their programs. $1,595, IBM
CAD; $2,295, IBM CAD/
Plus, $2,295.

CIRCLE NO. 15 ON FREE CARD

Color Notebook
Epson's new 25 -MHz color
notebook computer uses Metal
Insulator Metal (MIM) active -
matrix technology and Intel's
25 -MHz 386SL microprocess-
or. MIM technology creates
high -contrast, high -resolution
LCDs virtually identical in
quality to thin-film transistor
active -matrix LCDs, which are
more difficult to manufacture.
The unit features a 9" LCD and
4M of RAM (expandable to
20M). The display provides 256
simultaneous colors with an ex-
tended palette of 4,096 colors.
Among options for the product
line are a desktop expansion
unit and 9,600 -bps internal da-
ta modem with FAX send and
receive capability.

CIRCLE NO. 16 ON FREE CARD

Math Coprocessors
Specialty Development Corp.
(SDC) has three new additions
to its line of high-perfor-
mance math coprocessors.
The ULSI MathCo US83S87-
16, US83S87-20, and US83S-
25 math coprocessors are fully

functional with the Intel and
AMD 386SX processors.
Each chip carries a lifetime
warranty and a 30 -day "end
user" money -back guarantee.
US28S87 products are made
from high-performance dou-
le-metal CMOS sub -micron

technology packaged in a 68 -
in PLCC housing. This deign
features the innovative auto-
matic sleep mode that permits
the chip to shut off when not
in use, extending battery -life
for portables. $380 to $480.

CIRCLE NO. 17 ON FREE CARD

Tips & Techniques
for the Electronic
Hobbyist
By Gordon McComb
(Tab Books. Soft cover. 273
pages. $17.95.)
This is an excellent book for
someone just starting out in
do-it-yourself electronics. If
you have a few projects un-
der your belt, there 's little
here for you. Pass it by.

Topics covered include
setting up a bench, selecting
tools, buying parts, learning
to solder, reading schemat-
ics and so on. You'll also
find information on batter-
ies, component identifica-
tion, IC pinouts and more.
Finally, there are a number
of simple projects for you to
try. McComb presents tech-
nical material in an easy -to -
understand manner. Highly
recommended for the rank
beginner.

(Continued on page 84)
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Applications By Thomas R. Fox

Experimenting With
Motorola's 68HC1 1 True
Single -Chip Computer

Part 1

An introduction to building a simple, inexpensive
and expandable single -board computer that
even has a built-in thermometer with binary display

Motorola's growing family of
68HC11 true eight -bit single -

chip computers are loaded with fea-
tures that experimenters and project
builders should find extremely at-
tractive. For starters, there are cur-
rently seven different versions of
these chips, each available in about
four different versions that differ
from each other principally in their
methods of packaging (40- or 48 -pin
plastic DIP and 44- or 52 -pin PLCC
surface -mount). There's even a 16 -
bit version, the 68HC16. Enormous
selection is only the beginning. For
example, the 68HC11 has a unique
EEPROM-based user -modifiable
CONFIG register that provides up
to 16 variations of every version in
the family.

This first installment of our series
sets the stage for building an inexpen-
sive, expandable single -board com-
puter based on an 68HC11 chip. To
avoid confusion, we focus in these
articles on the "A" series of 68HC11
chips. This first installment intro-
duces the basic details of the particu-
lar chip we'll be using throughout
this series and provides you with the
schematic diagram for a basic work-
ing 68HC11 circuit you can use to
familiarize yourself with its opera-
tion. Part 2 will discuss the circuitry
of the actual project that is the ulti-
mate aim of this series, while Part 3
will finish up with construction and
use of the single -board computer.

The Basics
The 68HC11 series is loaded with fea-
tures. All chips in the series use low -
power HCMOS technology, and
each has built in 8K of ROM, 512
bytes of EEPROM and 256 bytes of
RAM. Each also has an enhanced
16 -bit timer system with three
input -capture and five output -
compare functions, an eight -bit pulse
accumulator, SCI, SPI, eight-
channel/eight-bit A/D converter
and real-time interrupt. Additional-
ly, the chips include a COP (Corn-

puter Operating Properly) watchdog
system and an Illegal Opcode Trap
that provides a crude but effective
way of bringing back a runaway MCU
to initial startup state. The COP sys-
tem provides a backup to the Illegal
Opcode Trap.

The 68HC11 series is upward soft-
ware compatible with the 6800/6801
series of microprocessors. Rounding
out the features of this family are:
two 16 -bit index registers, multiply
and divide instructions, bit manipu-
lation and a stop (low -power) mode.
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For this series, we use the 48 -pin
MC68HC11A1P chip in a DIP pack-
age (Table 1 lists pinout details). This
physically rugged chip is easy to test
and handle. It's also easy to design
and make a printed -circuit board for
and is able to be used in a solderless
breadboard without the need for an
adapter.

On the negative side, the 48 -pin
package limits the 68HC11's capabil-
ity to only four A/D channels (the
smaller, lower -cost 52 -pin PLCC
version has eight channels). The Al
version has an on -board ROM that
isn't usable due to a defect or the fact
that it contains a control program for
a commercial product.

Though you might initially be inti-
midated by the chip's many features,
bear in mind that few, if any, appli-
cations make use of all of them.
Moderate price makes the 68HC11 a
shrewd choice if you make use of just
one of its internal peripherals (A/D
converter, EEPROM, etc.). If you
use half of the peripherals, total cost
of a project can be a small fraction of
what you'd have to pay for individ-
ual peripheral chips.

While the 68HC11 has an abund-
ance of features, two are notably
absent. There's no reliable built-in
automatically controlled reset capa-
bility nor is there a built-in real-
time clock with ultra -low current
backup mode. Though the 68HC11
has a built-in power -on reset, it still
requires an automatic means of forc-
ing low the RESET line when the
chip is powered by less than the 4.5 -
volt minimum.

Motorola's M68HC11 Reference
Manual contains more than 460
pages that primarily concern the
"A" series of chips, but it isn't com-
plete. Motorola has published num-
erous application notes and other
bulletins on the HC11 to supplement
the manual. Because few electrical
specifications are included in the
manual, you must refer to a separate
Technical Data Book for such details.

The 68HC11's instruction set is a
superset of the 6801/6803 instruc-
tion set that, in turn, is a superset of
the 6800/6802/6808 series. Thus,
most programs written for any of
these other chips will work with the
68HC11, though programs written
for the 68HC11 probably won't work
for these earlier chips. Despite its ap-

Table 1. MC68HC11A1P Pinout Details

Pin Label

1 PA7/PAI/OC1

2 PA6/0C2/0C
3 PA5/0C3/0C1
4 PA4/0C4/0C1
5 PA3/0C5
6 PA2/IC1
7 PA1/IC2
8 PAO/IC3
9 PB7 /A15

10 PB6/A14
11 PB5/A13
12 PB4/Al2
13 PB3/A1 1
14 PB2/A10
15 PB1/A9
16 PBO/A8
17 PEO/ANO
18 PE1/AN1
19 PE2/AN2
20 PE3/AN3
21 VRL

22 VRH

23 Vss
24 MODB/VSTB

25 MODA/LIR

26 STRA/AS
27
28 STRB/ R/W
29 EXTAL
30 XTAL
31 PCO/ADO
32 PC1/AD1
33 PC2/AD2
34 PC3/AD3
35 PC4/AD4
36 PC5/AD5
37 PC6/AD6
38 PC7/AD7
39 RESET
40 XIRQ
41 I RQ
42 PDO/RxD

43 PD I /TxD

44 PD2/MISO

45 PD3/MOSI

46 PD4/SCK

47 PD5/SS

48 VDD

Description

Bit 7 of Port A-General-purpose input or output pulse
accumulator
Bit 6 of Port A-General-purpose output/output compare 2
Bit 5 of Port A-General-purpose output/output compare3
Bit 4 of Port A-General-purpose output/output compare 4
Bit 3 of Port A-General-purpose output/output compare 5
Bit 2 of Port A-General-purpose input/input capture 2
Bit 1 of Port A-General-purpose input/input capture 3
Bit 0 of Port A-General-purpose input/input capture 3
Address line A15
Address Line A14
Address line A 13
Address line Al2
Address line All
Address line A10
Address line A9
Address line A8
Bit 0 of Port E-General-purpose input/A/D channel 1
Bit 1 of Port E-General-purpose input/A/D channel 2
Bit 2 of Port E-General-purpose input/A/D channel 3
Bit 3 of Port E-General-purpose input/A/D channel 4
Low reference voltage for A/D converter; typically connects to
ground
High reference voltage for A/D converter; maximum is VDD
+ 0.1 volt
Ground
Dual-purpose pin sets operating mode (when high, mode is
single -chip or expanded multiplex; when grounded mode is test
or bootstrap; when high, is used as input for RAM standby
power
Dual-purpose pin sets operating mode (high sets expanded
multiplexed or special test; grounded selects single -chip or
special bootstrap mode. In single -chip or special bootstrap
mode, address and data buses are disconnected from external
pins (become invisible). LIR signal aids in program debugging
AS-Address strobe signal
Enable signal
R/W signal (Data bus direction indicator)
Connects to crystal (also external clock input)
Connects to crystal
Multiplexed AO/DO line
Multiplexed Al /D1 line
Multiplexed A2/D2 line
MULTIPLEXED A3/D3 line
MULTIPLEXED A4/D4 line
MULTIPLEXED A5/D5 line
MULTIPLEXED A6/D6 line
MULTIPLEXED A7/D7 line
Reset signal line
Non-maskable Interrupt
Interrupt request
Bit 0 of Port D-General-purpose I/O; also Receive Data in-
put for SCI
Bit 1 of Port D-General-purpose I/O; also Transmit Data
output for SCI
Bit 2 of Port D-General-purpose I/O; also master in/slave
output for SPI
Bit 3 of Port D-General-purpose I/O; also master out/slave
in for SPI
Bit 4 of Port D-General-purpose I/O; also serial clock signal
for SPI
Bit 5 of Port D-General-purpose I/O; also slave -select input
for SPI
+ 5 -volt power input
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parent similarity to these other chips,
the 68HC11 uses HCMOS technol-
ogy for low -power operation, not the
NMOS technology used in earlier
chips. Also, while the older chips
don't operate with a slow clock speed,
the 68HC11 will operate down to dc
for potentially extremely low power
consumption. This makes it ideal for
battery -powered applications. Maxi-
mum clock speed of 2.1 MHz means
an 8.4 -MHz crystal can be used with
the 64HC11's internal divide -by -
four clock circuit.

The CONFIG register makes the
68HC11 unique. With the earliest
chips, if reset wasn't functioning per-
fectly, the CONFIG register could be
changed by turning off and on pow-
er. If the CONFIG register isn't what
its supposed to be, you have prob-
lems. It's possible to "fix" a bad chip
if its only trouble is a corrupted
CONFIG register (see the Note at the
end of the Parts List for availability
of a simple program that usually will
reprogram the CONFIG register to
its original state).

CONFIGUR conveniently config-
ures the chip for specific system re-
quirements. A 1 placed in Bit 0 acti-
vates the internal EEPROM; a 1 in
Bit 1 activates the internal ROM (be-
cause in this application, you don't
want to do this, make sure a 0 is in Bit
1); and a 0 in Bit 2 activates the COP
Watchdog System. Except for unus-
ual circumstances, Bit 3 should have
a 1 (No Chip Security). The other bits
in the "A" family of 68HC11 chips
are always programmed with 0.

For this SBC project, you want no
security, COP or ROM, but you
want to use the EEPROM. Hence,
the CONFIGUR register of the
MC68HC11A1P should come from
the factory with 00001101 or OD in
hexadecimal. Though you can change
this, the CONFIGUR register, locat-
ed at address $103F, is considered to
be semi -permanent since it's imple-
mented with EEPROM cells that re-
quire a special procedure (but not
special equipment) to reprogram.

The 68HC11's four operating
modes are: normal expanded multi-
plexed mode (the "normal" mode
we'll deal with), single -chip mode
(program memory is on -chip), spe-
cial test mode (used for special opera-
tions like testing and programming
the CONFIG register) and Special

Bootstrap mode (enables easy com-
munication with the chip through its
SCI and permits jumping directly in-
to EEPROM after reset, among
other things). The SBC that's the
subject of Parts 2 and 3 of this series
permits use of any of these modes.

While it's possible to use the SBC in
single -chip mode (for example, you
can substitute the MC68HC11A8P1
with BUFFALO monitor in ROM
for the ROM -less MC68HC11A1P),
most of our discussions will describe
the expanded multiplex mode or the
special test mode.

To keep confusion to a minimum,
pin description assumes that the
68HC11 is operating in normal ex-
panded multiplex mode or special
test mode. When the chip is operated
in single -chip or bootstrap mode, the
address and data buses aren't con-
nected to external pins and, thus, are
invisible to external test equipment.

Comparing 68HC11 to 6800
In Expanded Multiplex Mode
In general, the 68HC11 is simpler
to design with than was the progeni-
tor 6800. The exception is that the
68HC11 uses a multiplexed data/ad-
dress bus. There's no real problem
though, because a single 74HC373
provides the necessary demultiplex-
ing. An advantage to this is that the
74HC373 provides buffering for ad-
dress lines AO through A7. Be aware
though that not every manufactur-
er's 74HC373 will work here. Motor-
ola's MC74HC373AN does and most
others probably will.

The 68HC11's E (enable) output is
equivalent to the 6800's phase -2 clock.
Gone are 6800's phase -1 clock, VMA,
TSC, DBE, HALT and BA signals. The
68HC11's AS (address strobe) signal
is used as an active -high latch -enable
to an external address latch, typically
a 74HC373.

One of the trickiest signals to use in
this MCU is RESET. On the surface, it
looks the same as the RESET signal on
the 6800, since both are low -to -high
signals that trigger the MPU/MCU
to a known start-up state. In the
6800, the only trick to this input pin is
that it must be held low for at least
eight clock periods after VDD reaches
4.75 volts.

The 68HC11 no longer has the
above requisite. Nonetheless, it has

t,A^L

Fig. 1. Complete schematic diagram
of a simple circuit that can be bread-
boarded to use for experimenting
and familiarizing yourself with the
68HC11. Circuit requires a regulated
5 -volt dc power source capable of de-
livering 200 mA or more.

PARTS LIST

Semiconductors
LED1-low-power, high -efficiency

light -emitting diode (see text)
Ul-MAX690 (Maxim)
U2-MC68HC11A1P (Motorola)
U3-74HC373 (see text)
U4-27128 or 27C256 EPROM (see

Note below)
U5-74HC00
Capacitors
CI ,C7,C8-0.1-µF ceramic disc
C2 -10-g, 15 -volt electrolytic or

tantalum
C3-1,000-pF ceramic disc
C4 -0.01-µF ceramic disc
C5-5-pF ceramic disc
C6-15-pF ceramic disc
Resistors (V4 -watt, 5% tolerance)
RI thru R13-4,700 ohms
R14-1,200 ohms
R15-10,000 ohms
R16-10 megohms
Miscellaneous
XTAL-3.6864- or 4 -MHz crystal

Solderless breadboard; 5 -volt dc, 200-
mA regulated power supply (see text);
wires for jumpers; etc.

Note: The following items are available from
Magicland, 4380 S. Gordon, Fremont, MI
49412: PC -compatible software disk with
all software mentioned in this series of ar-
ticles, including MAG-11DIAG, in both
assembly language and S -file format suit-
able for use with many EPROM program-
mers, $7.50 for 514" disk (No. 6811ME-5)
$10 for 31/2" disk (No. 6811ME-3). Also
available are programmed 27128 EPROMS,
$12 each (No. CONFIG-OD/E for pro-
gram to fix a bad CONFIG register, No.
CONFIG-09/E for program to enable
COP watchdog system, No. TEST6811/E
for TEST6811 firmware and No. MAG-
11DIAG/E for diagnostic/instructional
EPROM with binary thermometer);
MC68HC11A1P, $25; AD690CPA, $9;
MC74HC373AN, $1 and 74HC00, 50 cents.
(Set of MC68HCI1A1P, AD690CPA,
MC74HC373AN, 74H00 and 27128 with
TEST6811 firmware (No. BREADBD-
6811), $39.50. All prices postpaid.

For information on obtaining the
M68HC11 Reference Manual (M68HC11
RM/AD), technical data on the 68HC11
and other pertinent Motorola product and
data information write to: Literature Dis-
tribution Center, Motorola Inc., P.O.
Box 20924, Phoenix, AZ 85036-0924.
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Application By Hardin Brothers

Disk and Memory Caches
How caches perform their tricks to speed up
data retrieval

The dictionary defines a cache as a
secret hiding place or the valu-

ables hidden in that place. If you
change "valuables" to "data," you
have the basis for understanding what
a cache does in a computer. You may
have several different caches in your
computer, but because they're hidden,
you rarely can tell if they exist or not.

Caches are generally used to make
a hardware device appear faster than
it really is or to relieve a bottleneck be-
tween devices that operate at different
speeds. Your computer can move bits
around in memory much faster than
a hard drive can store or retrieve bits,
for example; so a cache is often used
to make the hard drive appear faster.
The same is true for memory caches,
which make relatively slow memory
chips appear to be as fast as advanced
CPU chips like the 386 and 486. A by-
product benefit of a cache is that the
hard disk does less work, reducing
wear and tear.

A cache is really just a specialized
form of buffer with some added cir-
cuitry or software to make it invisible
to the rest of the system. To under-
stand how a cache or a buffer can help
a program, consider this chunk of a
program that copies a file. It's written
in C, but should be understandable
even if you don't know the C pro-
gramming language:

while ((b = fgetc(input_file))! = EOF)
fputc(b, output_file);

fcloseall();

All this program fragment does is
read a byte from the input file into a
variable called "b." If it reads a valid
byte, it writes that byte to the output
file. When the read fails, presumably
because there are no more bytes in the
input file, the program then closes all
open files.

In its pure form, this fragment will

work but will be terribly slow. To copy
a 200K file from one location on your
hard disk to another, the program will
have to make 204,801 calls to the read
routine, fgetc(), and 204,800 calls to
the write routine, fputc(). Without
even worrying about the overhead
needed to manage the disk's File
Allocation Table (FAT) and director-
ies, those three short lines will cause
the read/write heads on your hard
drive to move 409,600 times. Each
time, the disk will have to wait until the
appropriate location appears under
the heads, perform the read or write
and then return to your program.

Actually, the situation is worse than
this because the program would have
to make 409,601 calls to DOS, which
would make the same number of calls
to the hard disk BIOS, which would
make at least that many calls to the
hardware controller board. If you
think of bytes in the file as a stack of
papers that you have to mail across the
country, the program mails each one
in a separate envelope on a separate
day. It will take over 560 years to mail
the entire stack.

to another is very fast compared to in-
dividual DOS calls and hard -disk seek
operations.

If you move the buffering process
out of the program and into the com-
puter's hardware or system software,
and if you "hide" the buffer so that
it can't be directly addressed, you have
a disk cache. No matter how you read
and write to the disk, the cache buf-
fers the data for you in order to make
your system seem faster.

Disk caches created in software use
a portion of your computer's RAM
for a buffer. Depending on the cache
software and options you select, the
cache can be in the DOS memory
space, in EMS memory or in extend-
ed memory. In contrast, hardware
caches, often incorporated into the
disk controller card, use their own
RAM. Whereas a runaway program
could overwrite a software cache's
buffers and destroy some data, a hard-
ware cache is outside the CPU's ad-
dress space and can't be hurt by any
program actions.

Another advantage of the hardware
cache is that it's generally faster than

"Disk caches created in software use a portion of your
computer's RAM as a buffer."

To avoid interminable delays, most
languages use buffered input and out-
put. Your program may appear to be
transferring one byte at a time, but
behind the scenes it's actually reading
a buffer full of data at once and writ-
ing a buffer full at once. If each buf-
fer is 1K bytes long, the program frag-
ment above will only call DOS for 200
reads and 200 writes, or a total of 400
times. Buffering should increase the
program's speed by nearly three
orders of magnitude since the process
of transferring bytes from one buffer

a software cache because it can carry
on its activities while the CPU is busy
running your program and perform-
ing calculations. The hardware cache
is controlled by its own microproces-
sor and doesn't depend on the compu-
ter's CPU at all.

Disk caches use two different strate-
gies to speed up disk operations. They
can keep each sector of data available
in memory as long as possible so that
repeated reads of the same data will be
faster. This is the way DOS works
when you create disk buffers with the
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BUFFERS = command in your CON-
FIG.SYS file. If you reread the same
information (for example, a disk's File
Allocation Table or a directory), the
second read is much faster than the
first because it comes from memory,
not from the disk itself.

A second strategy is based on the
observation that many programs read
data in sequential order. When a pro-
gram requests data from disk, a cache
using this strategy will read more data
than requested-perhaps a whole
track in a single gulp-to speed up fu-
ture requests.

Reading data from a disk and
holding it to speed up future data re-
quests is relatively easy. A cache has
a more difficult time when a program
writes data back to the disk. The cache
may update its own copy of the data
and the data on disk also, or it may just
abandon its copy as inaccurate when
the disk copy is changed. Many soft-
ware caches use a "write -through"
algorithm, which means that they up-
date both copies of the data immedi-
ately. Accordingly, the process of
writing data to disk may be slower
with a cache installed than without one
because of this double -updating.

Some software caches hold changed
data in memory and write it to disk
when the computer is idle or when the
holding buffer is full. This strategy
speeds up disk writes, but it also in-
troduces an element of danger. If you
turn off your computer or reboot
while data is still in the cache waiting
to be written to disk, that data will be
irretrievably lost.

Most hardware caches use write -
through algorithms, but some use a
delayed write. Delayed writes are more
common in controllers designed for
the huge hard drives that are normal-
ly in network servers. They're con-
sidered safe in such situations because
the server is most likely attached to an
uninterruptable power supply (UPS)
to avoid disasters during sudden pow-
er failures. If you have a delayed write -
through disk cache in your personal
computer, either in hardware or soft-
ware, make sure that you don't push
the RESET button or hit the POWER
switch for a couple of seconds after
disk activity stops.

There's one vital difference between
hardware and software caches that's
seldom mentioned. Some software
caches work on a file -by -file level. If

they read ahead, they do so in the same
file wherever it may be on the disk.
Other software caches, as well as all
hardware caches, work on sectors and
tracks and have no idea that the hard
disk is divided into files.

For a read -ahead cache to work ef-
ficiently, especially one that works
with sectors and tracks, your files
must be unfragmented. If pieces of a
file are scattered all over your disk, the
cache will slow you down as it takes
time to read ahead on each track.
Keeping your files defragmented is
even more important with a cache
than it is without one.

In theory, there's little to choose
between caches. What distinguishes
one from another is the amount of
memory allocated to the cache and the
algorithm used to select what will be
overwritten as new data enters the
cache. When data can be read from
the cache instead of from the drive, the
cache has scored a "hit." When data
must come from the drive itself, the
cache has "missed" predicting what
data will be needed next. Some misses
are obviously inevitable, but the sign
of a good cache is how often it scores
a hit and thereby speeds up your file
read operations.

It's easy to create a cache if unlim-
ited memory is available: simply read
the entire hard disk into the cache and
there will never be another cache miss.
But unlimited memory is impossible.
So cache designers have to decide how
to drop data from the cache when new
data is read from disk. One popular
method is to keep track of how recent-
ly each piece of data (a track or sector,
for example) has been requested and
to drop the least -recently used (LRU)
data when more data is read into a full
cache. Another popular method is to
keep track of how often each piece of
data has been read from the cache and
to drop the least used (LU) data. A
good cache uses a combination of
these two techniques.

Because of the different algorithms
used, different caches work best with
specific kinds of files and applications.
A strict read -ahead cache works best
if your applications often read an en-
tire file into memory (like most
spreadsheets do) before operating on
it. An LRU cache might work best if
you do a lot of text editing with very
large files. And an LU cache might
help batch files execute more quickly.

Don't confuse disk caches with pro-
grams like the FASTOPEN utility dis-
tributed with some versions of DOS.
FASTOPEN doesn't cache disk data.
Rather, it caches information about
the location of subdirectories and files
in those directories. FASTOPEN
speeds up file access time by avoiding
the normally slow process that DOS
must go through to find a file that's
several layers deep in the subdirec-
tory tree or near the end of a long
PATH setting. FASTOPEN works
like an LRU cache, but it doesn't keep
file data, only the information about
file locations.

RAM Caches
A disk cache provides an interface be-
tween a relatively slow disk drive and
much faster RAM. It's an attempt to
relieve the inevitable bottleneck that
results when one device is much faster
than another.

With the advent of 386 and 486
computers, the CPU has become
much faster than the dynamic RAM
(DRAM) chips that make up the com-
puter's user memory. Every RAM ac-
cess for data or the next machine -
language instruction normally re-
quires the CPU to sit idle in a wait state
while the appropriate data is fetched
from memory and put on the data bus.

The CPU must constantly use mem-
ory, storing data or retrieving both
data and instructions. If it has to sit
and wait during each memory access,
a fast CPU will spend much of its time
idling instead of computing.

One way around this bottleneck is
to use faster RAM. But there aren't
DRAMs available that can keep up
with a really fast CPU. You can buy
static RAM chips (SRAM) that are
fast enough to keep up, however.
They're comparatively expensive,
though, and take up a lot more room
inside the computer.

The solution used by most manu-
facturers is an SRAM cache and con-
troller. The cache controller is a dedi-
cated microprocessor that runs the
cache. It intercepts every CPU mem-
ory access. If the CPU is reading
memory, the cache controller fulfills
the read from the cache if possible. If
not, the requested data is placed on the
data bus for both the cache and the
CPU at the same time. If the CPU is
writing to memory, the cache control -
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ler updates its own data but lets the
data go directly to normal RAM.
Memory caches are usually imple-
mented as write -through to avoid
problems with memory -mapped
devices like video cards and some
math coprocessors. The controller
either updates its own version of the
same memory block or it marks its ver-
sion as invalid.

Most memory cache controllers
work by copying a small block of data,
usually 16 bytes, from normal mem-
ory into the cache. The controller
places information about the block in-
to the cache, including the block's
memory address. During each CPU
memory access, the controller has to
search the cache to find if the block is
in the cache so that it can update it or
place the necessary information on the
CPU's data bus.

The cache controller also has to
keep track of what blocks to release in
what order and whether each block is
valid or invalid (because the CPU has
changed the data held in memory).
The cache controller obviously has a
lot of work to do. It must be able to
search the cache and supply data faster
than normal DRAMs and do a lot of
housekeeping also. Some of the
housekeeping can be scheduled during
the lulls while the CPU is busy with in-
ternal calculations.

A cache can improve the perfor-
mance of a 20 -MHz 386 and is vital on
faster 386 computers. Though the size
of the cache affects the computer's
performance, bigger isn't always bet-
ter. It's impossible to give precise
figures for cache performance because
the type of programs you use has a
huge effect on the efficiency of the
cache. A program that reads and
writes lots of data from widely distant
parts of memory and that has a lot of
small subroutines may not benefit
from a cache nearly as much as a small
program with tight loops and relative-
ly few data accesses.

In general, though, a 64K cache
seems to provide the best performance
for the cost. A 128K cache may be
slightly faster, but not twice as fast
because of the overhead the cache con-

troller faces. Larger caches can actual-
ly slow down the computer. On the
other hand, a slowdown can occur if
files are larger than the cache capaci-
ty. (Intel's new 50 -MHz 486DX has a
256K on -board cache to minimize
memory bus traffic.)

The 486 CPU has its own 8K cache
inside the chip. Many manufacturers
of 486 computers add a secondary ex-
ternal SRAM cache. The design of a
cache controller for a 486 computer is
complicated by the added cache inside
the CPU, since data can be stored in
the CPU's cache, in an SRAM cache
or in normal DRAM memory. What
data should be stored where? And
what algorithm should the cache con-
troller use when it has to replace data
in the SRAM cache? Some of the
answers are more guesses, backed up
by benchmarks, than pure engineering
decisions because of the large varia-
tions in the ways various programs
and operating systems use memory.

Using a Cache
Because a cache is "hidden," neither
you nor your software should ever be
aware of it. Disk controller and
motherboard SRAM caches do all
their work without any intervention.
You simply turn on the machine and
the cache is working, speeding up disk
or memory operations.

Some disk controllers have a switch
that enables and disables caching, and
you may be able to increase the size of
the disk cache by adding memory
chips to the controller board. You
might want to disable the cache for a
day and see what effect it has on your
system, or increase the cache memory
to the maximum the board will sup-
port to wring out the best performance
possible of your machine.

Motherboard caches are less flexi-
ble. A caching motherboard is usual-
ly shipped with the full amount of
SRAM allowable. There may be a
switch on the motherboard that turns
off the cache so you can experiment
and perhaps run some benchmarks
with the programs you normally use.
Otherwise, a memory cache takes care
of itself.

A software disk cache is more dif-
ficult to use intelligently. In general,
the more memory you devote to the
cache, the faster your disk system will
run. On the other hand, you'll prob-
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ably want to reserve as much memory
as possible for your application pro-
grams. You'll have to watch your
system carefully to balance the needs
of your applications and the cache.

Cache programs like Microsoft's
SMARTDRV.SYS and Central
Point's PC -Cache (part of PC -Tools)
let you set the amount of memory that
the cache will use. Both programs let
you choose between expanded (EMS)
and extended memory for the disk
cache; PC -Cache can also run in con-
ventional (DOS) memory.

Other software cache programs
available include Norton Utilities,
VCache (Golden Bow Systems),
Cache 86 (Aldridge Co.) and Mace
Utilities. Also, the Reference disk that
comes with many IBM PS/2 models
includes a cache program, IBM
CACHE.SYS.

Unless the applications you run
have very modest memory require-
ments, you probably won't want to
use conventional memory for a disk
cache. Otherwise, use whichever type
of memory seems most convenient on
your computer. The cache may run
faster if it uses extended memory on
a 386 or 486 computer; some older
80286 computers are extremely slow
when they access extended memory
and should stick to expanded memory
for a cache.

Again, an important factor to make
your cache run at top speed is to keep
your files unfragmented. You can use
a program like Central Point's Com-
press (distributed with PC -Tools),

66  an important factor
to make your cache run at
top speed is to keep your
files unfragmented."

Norton Utilities' Speed Disk or the
shareware DOG, among others.
Whatever program you choose, use it
often and your hard disk, and cache,
will be able to run at top speed, with
fewer pauses while the heads move
from track to track.

Final Thoughts
If your hard -disk's activity light goes
on a lot while you're working, you'll
likely benefit from a cache of one sort

or another. You get a free one with
DOS, of course, although it's on the
slow side compared with other soft-
ware cache programs.

Do keep in mind that a cache won't
speed things up noticeably if most of
your work is for word processing
(unless you switch back and forth with
other applications). It can speed things
up considerably, though, with pro-
grams that frequently or extensively
access the hard disk, such as database,
desktop publishing and CAD pro-
grams.

When set up with a cache, tread
carefully when using a disk -optimizing
program. Scrutinize its manual to see
if there are any problems lurking. It
might be necessary to disable a cache
file before defragmenting a hard disk.

Finally, you can choose a software
cache, a hardware cache . . . or both.
Software costs less than hardware,
typically $100 versus $600. For soft-
ware to perform as fast as caching con-

trollers, though, you'll have to add
memory equivalent to what it has.
Even here, caching controllers are
preferred for network users due to the
additional capabilities the more so-
phisticated ones have, such as mirror-
ing, which provides continual data
backup, and a separate CPU, which
leaves the system CPU free from cach-
ing tasks. Don't be fooled by so-called
caching controllers that don't have
cache logic and a CPU. These are real-
ly look -ahead buffers with, say, 16K
or more built-in RAM.

Once you have a cache installed,
you should rarely, if ever, have to
think about it. Neither a disk cache
nor an SRAM cache is required to
keep your computer operating, but
both can help you obtain the highest
possible performance from your ma-
chine. Like a well -tuned engine and
properly inflated tires on your car,
they can make your computing life
much more enjoyable.

Low Cost CAD Software
for the IBM PC and Compatibles

Starting at only $99

rinniariri
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Layout

.0u Design &
Simulation

* Easy to use schematic entry program (SuperCAD) for circuit diagrams, only $99. I cludes netlisting, bill of
materials, extensive parts libraries, dot matrix printer output. More parts, HPGL plotter and laser pouter Output
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* Powerful, event -driven digital simulator (SuperSIM) allows you to check logic circuitry quickly before actually
wiring a up. Works directly within the SuperCAD editor from a pulldown menu and displays resuhs in 'logic
analyzer display window. Starting at $99, this is the lowest cost simulator on the market. Support for PALS, a
larger library, and a separate interactive logic viewer are available in lull -featured SuperSIM. for only $395.
Library part models include TTL, CMOS and ECL devices.

* Circuit board artwork editor and autorouter programs, starting at $99 each, Produce high quality artwork directly
on dot maths or laser printers. Separate plotter driver available for $49. You can do both single or double -layer
boards with plated through holes. Includes drill hole listing utility. Autorouter accepts netlists and placement
data directly form the SuperCAD schematic editor.

* All software comes with complete documentation and 30 -day money -back guarantee.
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Bellevue, WA 98006
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Applications. By Tom Benford

PC Image Acquisition
Part 2, Conclusion

Evaluating four software packages that make it
possible for image -capture hardware to work
with your computer

Last month, we discussed the
hardware needed for capturing

images for immediate view and later
use. This time around, our focus is
on the software needed to use the
image -capture hardware already
discussed.

Image -Integration
Software
Once you've digitized video images,
they're ready to be used in numerous
off -the -shelf applications. There are
several instances where you might
want to use these "videographs" in
your own custom applications or in-
corporate them into databases, re-
ports or whatever. Here are capsule
review of four of the better packages
available to make the most of your
captured video images:

Database Graphics Toolkit (dGT), $295
Blackhawk Data Corp.
307 N. Michigan Ave., Suite 1008
Chicago, IL 60601
312-236-8473

CIRCLE NO. 168 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

System Requirements: PC, XT, AT,
PS/2 or true compatible; MS- or PC -
DOS 2.11 or later; EGA/VGA/Super
VGA video; any DBMS or other applica-
tion capable of executing a DOS com-
mand; HP Laserjet or compatible printer.

Another high-powered, professional -
level image -support package, dGT con-
sists of three main components, as well as
a host of utilities. A "photo" module
projects a miniature color or gray -scale
image over a portion of a text -mode
screen. An "exhibit" module is a full -
screen viewer that displays a full page of
text on a standard video monitor with an-
ti-aliasing and high-speed hardware pan-
ning. A "lasertrax" module outputs ex-
cellent (presentation -quality) hard copy
from virtually any screen for printout
with a laser printer.

Support for dBASE III + , dBASE IV,
dBXL, Clipper (Summer '87 & 5.0x) and
FlexFile for Clipper, FoxBase and Fox -
Pro is provided, as well as a new pre -
linked API library for FoxPro 2.0.

Images stored in .PCX, .PCL (HP La-
serJet), .GIF (Compuserve) or .SCX (Rix
SoftWorks) formats can be accommo-
dated. Documentation is excellent and,
using the various modules as stand-alone
programs or invoking them from within
other applications, is fairly easy and well -
explained in the manual. However, due
to the power of the package and ad-
vanced nuances of the applications, a
programming background will enable
you to get the most from it.

Image Database Tools, $100
IDEC, Inc.
1195 Doylestown Pike
Quakertown, PA 18951
215-538-2600

CIRCLE NO. 169 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

System Requirements: PC, XT, AT, 386
or 486; DOS 2.1 or later; parallel port;
384K base memory; VGA display; HP -
compatible laser printer.

This software package is designed spe-
cifically as an enhancement product for
IDEC's video capture devices reviewed
earlier. It consists of four main program
modules that allow you to capture, dis-
play, print and compare images. A

"compare" utility is particularly in-
teresting since it enables a two -image
comparison from files or a live image
compared to a file image, which can be
very handy for employee identification
and other such comparisons.

These executable utilities can be run in
stand-alone mode or invoked from with-
in other applications like dBASE (using
the RUN command) and FoxPro. Con-
structing image databases using existing
programs and techniques is simplified
with these utilities. The package also in-
cludes the source code for a rudimentary
image database in dBASE language as a
programming example. It's an excellent,
low-cost software add-on for users of
I DEC's capture devices only (images cap-
tured with other devices are "clipped"
when used with this software).

QuickPix/QuickPix Viewer,
$495 Standard
QuickPix; $99,
QuickPix Viewer
PowerSoft, Inc.
P.O. Box 956338
Duluth, GA 30136
404-446-3185
CIRCLE NO. 170 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

System Requirements: PC, XT, AT, 386
or 486; DOS 3.1 or later; parallel port;
640K base memory; hard disk; Her-
cules/CGA/EGA/VGA/Super VGA
graphics card; HP -compatible laser or

(continued on page 26)
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5 sure steps to a fast start
as a high -paid

computer service technician
1  Choose training
that's right for today's
good jobs
Jobs for computer service technicians
will almost double in the next 10 years,
according to the latest Department of
Labor projections. For you, that means
unlimited opportunities for advance-
ment, a new career, or even a com-
puter service business of your own.

But to succeed in computer service today, you need training-
complete, practical training that gives you the confidence to service any
brand of computer. You need NRI training.

Only NRI-the leader in career -building, at-home electronics training
for more than 75 years-gives you practical knowledge, hands-on skill,
and real -world experience with a powerful 386sx/20 MHz computer you
keep. Only NRI gives you everything you need for a fast start as a high -

paid computer service technician.

Good pay, too! 2002

2. Go beyond
"book learning"
to get true hands-
on experience
NRI knows you learn better by
doing. So NRI training works
overtime to give you that
invaluable practical experience.
You first read about the subject,

studying diagrams, schematics, and photos that make the subject even
clearer. Then you do. You build, examine, remove, test, repair, replace.
You discover for yourself the feel of the real thing, the confidence gained
only with experience.

3  Get inside
a powerful com-
puter system
If you really want to get ahead
in computer service, you have
to get inside a state-of-the-art
computer system. That's why
NRI now includes the powerful
new West Coast 386sx/20 MHz
mini tower computer as the
centerpiece of your hands-on
training.

As you build this 1 meg
RAM, 32 -bit CPU computer
from the keyboard up, you
actually see for yourself
how each section of your
computer works. You
assemble and test your computer's "intelligent" keyboard, install the
power supply and high -density floppy disk drive, then interface the high -
resolution monitor. But that's not all.

You go on to install a powerful new 40 meg IDE hard disk drive-
today's most -wanted computer peripheral-included in your course to
dramatically increase the data storage capacity of your computer while
giving you lightning -quick data access.

NEW!
386sx/20 MHz

Mini Tower
Computer!

Plus, now you train with and keep the latest in diag-
nostic hardware and software: the R.A.C.E.R. plug-in
diagnostic card and QuickTech diagnostic software,
both from Ultra -X. Using these state-of-the-art diag-
nostic tools, you learn to quickly identify and ser-
vice virtually any
computer problem
on IBM-compat-
ible machines.

4. Make sure you've always got
someone to turn to for help

Throughout your NRI
training, you've got the
full support of your
personal NRI instructor
and the entire NRI
technical staff. Always
ready to answer your
questions and help you if
you should hit a snag,
your instructors will
make you feel as if
you're in a classroom of

one, giving you as much time and personal attention as you need.

5. Step into a bright new future in
computer service-start by sending for
your FREE catalog today!
Discover for yourself how easy NRI makes it to
succeed in computer service. Send today for NRI's
big, full -color catalog describing every aspect of
NRI's one -of -a -kind computer training, as well as
training in TV/video/audio servicing, telecom-
munications, industrial electronics, and other
growing high-tech career fields.

If the coupon is missing, write to: NRI
School of Electronics, McGraw-Hill Continuing
Education Center, 4401 Connecticut Avenue, NW,
Washington, DC 20008.
RACER. and QuickTech are registered trademarks of Ultra -X, INC.

AOriV/ School of
Electronics

7":01

McGraw-Hill Continuing Education Center
4401 Connecticut Avenue, NW, Washington, DC 20008
[..CHECK ONE CATALOG ONLY
LI Microcomputer Servicing
0 TV/Video/Audio Servicing

Telecommunications
0 Industrial Electronics/Robotics
E Basic Electronics

For career courses
approved under GI Bill

 check for details.

1

 Computer Programming
PC Software Engineering Using C

 Desktop Publishing & Design
Word Processing Home Business

El Bookkeeping & Accounting

Name

Address

City State Zip
Awedited Member, National Home Study Council



PC Image (from page 22)

Another Image -Capture View By SF Sparrow

Image capture is the term that describes the process of electroni-
cally grabbing an analog image and digitizing it. With a real-
time device, images can be literally plucked from a moving vid-
eo scene that might come from a video camera, TV broadcast
signal or other video source. Afterwards, the image can be ad-
justed to get a variety of enhancements and stored to disk for use
in such various computer applications as desktop publishing,
computer art, even photographic transparencies. Lower -cost
(and slower -speed) non -real-time devices do the same, but
they're limited to essentially non-moving video, such as from a
paused VCR.

Imaging equipment used here were Digital Vision's Comput-
erEyes/Pro, a non -real-time color board model that's been
around awhile. It's more modestly priced than the company's
latest color one, the real-time ComputerEyes/RT (list prices of
$400 versus $600). Although the RT outperforms the eight -bit
Pro, the latter will get the job done well enough to suit many
people who will be attracted to its lower price and color capabili-
ty, while foregoing frame grabbing of a moving image. For a
still video source, I used the Xapshot from Canon USA. This
electronic photography camera stores 50 images to its miniature
computer disk. Virtually every setting is under control of its
auto -flash and fixed -lens structure.

Hardware Tips
The Pro's I/O address comes factory set for address hex 220.
Users of Creative Labs' Sound Blaster should take note, how-
ever, because it has the same default address. Moreover, be-
cause some computer games look for this to access Sound Blast -

A screen shot of Computer
Eyes' Preview mode. Notice
that the pilot image is de-
tailed enough to be useful for
checking model pose. Both
models in this shot said that
the pilot image was clear
enough and large enough for
them to monitor themselves
while posing.

A screen shot of an image
captured from the Canon Xap-
shot still video camera. Its
resolution does not approach
the quality of the photo at left,
but it is a good image. Such
images are easily taken,
stored and played back.

IL
44414"n4r1M: iheiMal
aTaramm a row Keysi

l'Irtrromart. ac- to cang:t

A transparency taken under studio conditions using Ektachrome
slide film and a conventional camera. It is provided here as a
comparison to the other photos, which are screen shots of actual
captured images. Keep in mind that the resolution of a 33 -mm
slide like this one is the equivalent of thousands of lines of
horizontal resolution.

er, you should change ComputerEyes' address instead of
changing Sound Blaster's.

A video tape recorder can be a source for decent images, of
course. To do this, you must connect the VCR's video output to

A screen shot of an image
capture from an older JVC
camcorder. The image was
recorded on standard VHS
tape and then played back
in pause mode. Notice the
scratchy lines covering one
mode. This illustrates what
difficulty can be encountered
when dealing with VCR play-
back, Eyes software was
available to compensate for
most, but not all, of the jitter.
A VCR orcamcorderwith bet-
ter pause circuitry might
render a clearer image.

Free-lance models, Celina and Julie Camargo, Dallas, TX

This image was captured
from the same JVC camcord-
er used to capture the Fig. 4
image. It is of greater resolu-
tion and lacks jitter. The im-
age was fed directly from
camcorder to image -capture
board, bypassing the record-
ing medium. The skilled mod-
el froze her pose long enough
to capture the image. Cau-
tion: This method may not
work with children.
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the image board's video input. The Pro has two different inputs
for this purpose: a plain RCA jack for normal composite video
and a miniature DIN connector for S -video. Because the latter
packs more resolution, its images tend to look better.

The most challenging problem encountered when capturing
an image with ComputerEyes/Pro is obtaining a stable video
image. It can take as long as 24 seconds, depending on how fast
your computer is, to capture an image at its maximum resolu-
tion of 640 x 480 x 256. A 33 -MHz 386 machine might take
half as long. Understandably, then, any images fed to it must be
steady or even frozen. To do this with a VCR, you can stop its
moving video with the machine's Pause control. The image cap-
ture software that comes with the board has a special mode that
helps compensate for the instability of a VCR in pause, but
you'll still lose upwards of 10% of the captured image's detail.

You can use a camcorder as a source of video. You can view it
as a portable VCR. Therefore, connections are similar to that of
a VCR, and the caveat about using the pause mode applies. It
can capture images of still objects, as well as a live subject, if the
target can stand still long enough (say, a few seconds). Wher-
ever possible, use a tripod to hold the camcorder steady. Keep in
mind, too, that the image may be fed directly from the camera
portion of the camcorder directly to the image -capture board,
bypassing video taping.

As cited earlier, a still video camera like the Canon Xapshot,
which deals with a single image at a time, is a natural input de-
vice for ComputerEyes/Pro. There's nothing to adjust; just
aim and shoot. Unfortunately, there's no connection for sync-
ing up to an external flash or other accessory, but it works well
for what it was designed to provide: ease and simplicity.

Its playback resolution of 300 lines makes it a fair match for
ComputerEyes/Pro. Xapshot's accessory kit contains a battery
charger and most of the connecting cables needed for interfac-
ing to ComputerEyes. Missing from the kit is an r -f unit for
feeding the r -f input of TV receiver that can't accommodate
composite video.

Software Tips
Any image -capture software must be flexible enough to accom-
modate more than one resolution for capturing. It should in-
clude utilities for image enhancement and interface control and
the ability to convert to other data formats. The software for
ComputerEyes is appropriately called Eyes. Its main menu
comes up with a display of current software settings.

Eyes also informs you if the image -capture board is present
and whether or not the board is receiving video input. This acts
as a quick mini -diagnosis just in case there might be trouble. If
Eyes reports that the board isn't present, power down and check
the board's address setting. Be sure it's not conflicting with a
SoundBlaster or some other card in your computer.

If everything looks normal, turn on the video output device.
If you're using a VCR or camcorder, fast -forward to the desired
scene and place the VCR on pause. Non -recording video cam-
eras (color or black -and -white) should be targeted and focused.
Still video cameras should be set to playback mode. In all cases,
the software should report the presence of active video.

Maximum resolution of Eyes image capturing is 640 x 480 in
256 colors, as previously mentioned. Lower resolutions are sup-
ported but can be disappointing to look at. If your display sys-
tem can't do 640 x 480, it's easy to get disgruntled at some of
the images you get. A higher -resolution display system will help
make your image -capture system really work for you. Other-

wise, give some attention to your software's settings for Display
Style. Judicious use of Display Style can firm up both low -reso-
lution color, black and white, and gray -scale images.

The next step is to preview your selected scene before captur-
ing it. A pilot image appears in the upper -right of the screen
while in Preview mode. The pilot image is a real-time represen-
tation of what the board is seeing. Making changes at the image
source (VCR, video camera, etc.) is reflected in Preview mode.
Each time a change is made at the image source, you must wait a
couple of seconds for ComputerEyes to regain image represen-
tation. (A board with frame -grabbing capability wouldn't re-
quire a settling time.)

While in Preview mode, you can manually adjust the image
according to brightness, contrast, hue and saturation. Quicker
and probably more accurate is to use the Auto -Calibration fea-
ture that does this for you, including palette setting. Auto -Cali-
brate usually renders a good image.

If the Preview looks good, proceed to capture the image.
Capturing places the target image into memory. Here, the image
can be enhanced or otherwise adjusted. Enhancements include
size change, palette change and image orientation. This is where
budding photographers can get creative. However, caution
should be exercised with enhancements.

First save the image to disk because enhancements are perma-
nent. Typically, you'd save to disk only those images worth sav-
ing. Eyes has a proprietary default format, but other formats
are supported. Some are Targa (eight bits), Tiff (eight bits), GIF
and PC Paintbrush. The notation for Targa and Tiff as eight
bits is significant. Both formats support an additional 24 -bit
type that can't be read by ComputerEyes/Pro (but can with the
costlier /RT model) or displayed on an ordinary VGA display
system. However, Eyes can save images in what it calls "raw"
24 -bit data format. A utility is afterwards used to convert the
raw data file into 24 -bit Targa or Tiff. Superb slides can then be
generated by a graphics lab.

From the foregoing and after examining the photos included
here, you should have some ideas of what you would like to do
with image capture. The principles and features of products
used can be applied to any image -capture system. As the multi-
media market gets more competitive, prices of more -capable
image -capture systems are bound to drop further. Until then,
amateur computer artists can employ a little creativity to make
good images with lesser expense.

Products Mentioned

ComputerEyes/Pro, $399.95
ComputerEyes/RT, $599.95
Digital Vision, Inc.
270 Bridge St.
Dedham, MA 02026
617-329-5400
CIRCLE NO. 173 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

Xapshot RC -250
Canon USA, Inc.
Still Video Div.
One Canon Plaza
Lake Success, NY 11042
516-488-6700

CIRCLE NO. 170 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD
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Epson -compatible matrix printer; LIM
3.2 expanded memory for advanced
zooming/panning operations.

This high-powered, high -end software
package permits image integration with
any existing MS-DOS application with-
out reprogramming. It works with stand-
ard .PCX format image files acquired
with video digitizers, hand or page scan-
ners, or images created with dedicated
art/paint software packages.

QuickPix has two basic modules. One
is a configuration program used to define

where a stored image file is to be dis-
played within the application, as well as
to associate each image file with a "trig-
ger." (A "trigger" can be a word or any
text -string that appears within an appli-
cation). The second module is a TSR pro-
gram that uses about 20K of RAM and
"watches" the screen for the embedded
"triggers." When a "trigger" is en-
countered, the associated image is dis-
played at the pre -defined location.

Images can be re -sized, moved to dif-
ferent locations on -screen, displayed in

Yearning for some pure technical substance in an
Amateur Radio publication?

Looking to challenge your building skills?

Want to explore beyond Amateur
communications?

Well here's the publication for YOU!

COMMUNICATIONS QUARTERLY, the journal of communications technology. You are
invited to become part of an elite group of Radio Amateurs and technical professionals as a
subscriber. Circulation will be strictly limited.

This new quarterly publication has been put together with YOU in mind. Articles will explore,
in-depth, areas that no Amateur currently covering.

COMMUNICATIONS QUARTERLY will push the technical envelope to the limit. Features
are selected from only the very best available. Our authors know that their work will be presented
in a clear and thorough manner-to the audience that they are most comfortable with-you,
the technical Radio Amateur. Crisp editing, well -documented graphs, charts and photographs
are presented in an attractive, easy -to -read style.

State-of-the-art electronics like direct synthesis, digital signal processing, and computer con-
trol are fully investigated and explained so that you can take advantage of these new technologies.
COMMUNICATIONS QUARTERLY articles cover high speed data communications, the
latest in antennas using computer designed models, plus much more. Articles examine many
areas of professional electronics in a way that trade publications can't. Insights into areas that
are only whispered about are normal fare. A major effort is made to show how applications
can be translated into Amateur Radio operations.

Each quarterly has approximately 100 pages of technical material; advertising is limited. Ar-
ticles flow from page to page, without the interruption of ads placed in the middle. The open
layout accentuates each author's work and lets you make notes, calculations, or comments
for later reference. Graphs, photos, computer program listings, and charts are presented in
an easy -to -use format. COMMUNICATIONS QUARTERLY is printed on a high -quality stock
and "perfect bound" (square backed). It is such a valuable resource, you'll want to file each
copy away in your technical archives for future reference. In fact over time, you'll find much
of what is presented in COMMUNICATIONS QUARTERLY will become the standard in
the Amateur and professional communications field.

Act now. Subscribe today!
Call Toll Free (800) 457-7373

1 year $29.95 Foreign -1 year $39.95 

2 years 56.95 2 years 76.95 

mo- co Foreign Air Mail 1 year $ 60.95 
2 years 118.95 

VISA

Communications Quarterly
a publication of CQ Communications, 76 North Broadway, Hicksville, NY 11801

several different display modes, scrolled,
zoomed, toggled between gray -scale and
color, and printed. The package contains
loads of other handy features, including a
built-in "grab" utility for capturing
screens from within applications.

The program's TSR format permits
lots of flexibility in marrying images with
virtually any application, and it works
"straight -out -of -the -box" with Word-
Perfect, dBASE, Quattro, Lotus 1-2-3,
Paradox and others.

Although this professional -level pack-
age carries a fairly hefty price tag, licens-
ing for four additional users is included in
the base price. If you intend to distribute
your applications to other end users,
QuickPix Viewer provides a run-time
version specifically for using (rather than
creating) integrated -image applications.

SilverPaint 2.0, $129
SilverWare, Inc.
3010 LBJ Freeway, Suite 740
Dallas, TX 75234
214-247-0131
CIRCLE NO. 172 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

System Requirements: PC, XT, AT, PS/2
or true compatible; MS- or PC -DOS 2.1
or later. Library supports standard
CGA/EGA/VGA and Hercules video
adapters.

A professional -level programming
package, SilverPaint permits creation of
graphics, as well as the integration of im-
ages into applications. Everything from
simple lines, boxes and circles to complex
logos and icons can be fabricated from a
256 -color blendable palette that offers
full graphic and pixel control.

The popular .PCX image format is
supported, and single and multiple im-
ages can be placed anywhere on -screen.
In addition to visual capabilities, Silver -
Paint also permits adding full -range
sound to applications, giving it some rud-
imentary multi -media capabilities as well.

The package supports Clipper 5.0,
dBASE, FoxBase + , FoxPro, dBXL and
QuickSilver. Documentation is excellent.
Adding the library routines to existing
applications is a fairly simple procedure,
although a good knowledge of program-
ming in any of these database languages
will make the going quite a bit easier.

Photos by Liz Benford
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Applications By Jan Axelson

Power -Saving Tips for
Battery- Powered Projects

Thirteen guidelines for minimizing power
consumption in battery -powered equipment

Battery power is handy because it's
portable. When you're not de-

pendent on power from an ac wall
socket, you can go anywhere. New
developments in low -power technolo-
gy have brought battery -powered lap-
top, notebook and handheld com-
puters, as well as new uses for embed-
ded computers in all kinds of portable
devices, including cellular phones,
video cameras, scanner radios and
electronic test equipment.

In circuit -design and construction
stages, battery power is convenient
and economical because it doesn't
need a transformer, rectifier and other
components normally required for
converting 117 volts ac to 5 volts dc.
But batteries do run down, requiring
changing or recharging. For this rea-
son, battery -powered circuits should
be designed to consume as little power
as possible. By minimizing power con-
sumption, you can maximize the time
between battery changes or charges.

This month, I present 13 guidelines
for minimizing power consumption
through power -supply design, com-
ponent selection and other choices.
Using these guidelines can make a
dramatic difference in power con-
sumption in your circuits, saving you
money and reducing the hassle and ex-
pense of frequent battery depletion.

My focus will be on battery -pow-
ered microcomputer circuits, but most
of the advice I give also applies to any
electronic circuit. In ac -powered cir-
cuits, low power means lower electric
bills, as well as saving money and
space with smaller transformers, reg-
ulators and other components. Low
power also means cooler operation,
longer component life and fewer and
smaller fans and heat sinks.

These guidelines reach into many
varied areas of circuit design. For
more on implementing low -power
designs, see the Sources box elsewhere
in this article.

The Power Supply
For reliable operation, most micro-
computer circuits require a regulated
power supply with a controlled, stable
output. You can begin saving power
by choosing an efficient power sup-
ply, whether you build your own or
buy one ready-made.

Guideline 1. Consider using a switch-
ing power supply. The traditional reg-
ulated supply has been the linear sup-
ply, where an input voltage is re-
duced to a lower, regulated output and
a pass transistor dissipates excess
energy as heat. But a different con-
figuration, called a switching supply,
is often more efficient at converting its
input into output power, giving you
longer battery life in the process.

In a switching supply, an output
transistor switches on and off rapid-
ly, varying its duty cycle to deliver just
enough current to power the load,
with little waste. A constant, regulated
output voltage is maintained by filter-
ing. A switching supply can be config-
ured as a step-down converter that re-
duces a high input voltage to a lesser
output, or a step-up converter that
generates an output voltage that's
greater than its input.

Maxim Integrated Products offers
a series of switching dc -to -dc -convert-
er ICs that can convert battery power
to a regulated output. Figure 1 shows
a MAX631 5 -volt step-up switching
regulator that requires an input of just

2 to 5 volts (2 AA cells in series, for ex-
ample). Maxim also has the MAX638,
a step-down switching converter that
gives a regulated 5 -volt dc output from
a 9 -volt transistor battery.

Efficiencies of Maxim's converters
are as high as 93%, compared to 70%
or less for typical linear regulators.
The more efficient your supply, the
less energy is wasted, giving you longer
life from your batteries.
Guideline 2. In linear power supplies,
choose voltage regulators with low
quiescent currents and low input -volt-
age requirements. Switching regula-
tors aren't always the answer. Linear
regulators are cheaper, and a typical
three -terminal regulator requires no
additional components, except filter
and bypass capacitors. Linear regula-
tors also can be more efficient at low
load currents.

When choosing a linear regulator
for battery operation, the two specifi-
cations to look at are minimum input
voltage required to maintain regula-
tion and typical quiescent current (the
current consumed by the regulator
and not delivered to the load).

National Semiconductor's popular
78L05 three -terminal, 5 -volt regulator
has a maximum output of 100 milli-
amperes. Its quiescent current is a
moderate 3 milliamperes, but its input
must be at least 7 volts, which would
require six AA, C or D cells to main-
tain. (Although alkaline cells are re-
ferred to as 1.5 -volt cells, their voltage
falls to around 1.2 volts as they dis-
charge. And Ni-Cd cells maintain a
relatively steady 1.2 volts per cell as
they discharge.) A 9 -volt transistor
battery could be used, but its smaller
capacity means more frequent changes.

An alternative to the 78L05 is the
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Fig. 1. The MAX631 is a switching converterthat generates
a regulated +5 -volt source from just two AA cells, with
little wasted energy.

Fig. 2. In the TTL inverter in (A), an output transistor is al-
ways conducting current. The CMOS inverter in (B) is bet-
ter for low -power designs since it conducts current only
when switching from one logic level to another.

LP2950 micropower 5 -volt regulator,
also from National. Because its mini-
mum required input voltage is less
than 5.5 volts, it can be powered with
five AA, C or D cells-one less than
the 78L05 requires. Or you could use
a 6 -volt gel -cell battery.

The LP2950's quiescent current
varies with its load. At loads of less
then 30 milliamperes, quiescent cur-
rent is small, between 0.1 and 1 milli-
ampere, but it rises to almost 10 milli-
amperes at the maximum load of 100
milliamperes.

A circuit that draws less than 30 mil-
liamperes most of the time will certain-
ly save power with the LP2950, com-
pared to the 78L05. Even at heavier
loads, savings in eliminating a battery
cell can easily outweigh the power con-
sumed by the LP2950's increased
quiescent current.

The LP2950 is just one of many
low -power linear regulators available
from National Semiconductor, Max-
im, Toko and others. Advances in
technology have resulted in many new
products. So when choosing a regula-
tor, instead of automatically reaching
for the familiar, check through the
data books to see if another device can
do the job better.
Guideline 3. Use the lowest possible
supply voltage. You can also save
power, and reduce battery cost, by
reducing your power supply's output
voltage when possible. Most micro-
computer ICs now require a 5 -volt

supply, but the future is in 3 -volt de-
signs. HCMOS logic ICs already oper-
ate from supplies as low as 2 volts, and
memories and microcomputers capa-
ble of operating at 3 volts (like Motor-
ola's 68HC05)" are beginning to ap-
pear. Dropping from 5 to 3 volts (with
no change in current) reduces power
consumption 40!

Choosing Components
In addition to the power supply, you
can save power in other circuit areas
by choosing the lowest -power com-
ponents that will do the job.
Guideline 4. Use CMOS logic, me-
mory and microcomputer ICs. Using
HCMOS (high-speed CMOS) logic
ICs instead of LSTTL can cut power
consumption by a factor of 10, 100,
1000, or more, depending on the cir-
cuit. The power consumption of a dig-
ital -logic IC has two elements: static
(quiescent) power, which is the power
consumed when no inputs are switch-
ing, and dynamic power, which is the
power consumed as the inputs switch
from one logic level to another.

The two dominant families of logic
ICs are TTL (transistor -transistor
logic) and CMOS (complimentary
metal -oxide semiconductor). Each is
made up of several subfamilies. A
popular TTL subfamily is LSTTL
(low -power Schottky TTL), which
combines low power consumption
(for TTL) with high switching speeds.

However, LSTTL is rapidly being re-
placed by HCMOS, the switching
speeds and other specifications of
which are equivalent to those of
LSTTLs but with lower power con-
sumption under most conditions.

To understand TTL's current con-
sumption, you need to look inside a
typical gate, like the inverter shown in
Figure 2(A). When Vin is high, tran-
sistors Q1 and Q3 switch on and Vout
is pulled low. When Vin is low, Q1
and Q3 are prevented from switching
on, which allows Q2 to turn on, send-
ing high Vout. In either case, at least
one transistor is conducting current.

Although LSTTL uses far less pow-
er than standard TTL, it's still a ma-
jor power consumer. A single LSTTL
IC can consume several milliamperes
of quiescent current.

In contrast, CMOS devices con-
sume virtually no quiescent current,
due to their complementary configur-
ation of MOS transistors. Figure 2(B)
shows a CMOS inverter, consisting of
NMOS (n -channel MOS) and PMOS
(p -channel MOS) transistors with their
gates and drains tied together.

When Vin is 0 volt, Q2 is off and
has a high drain -to -source resistance,
while Q1 switches on to create a low -
resistance path from its source to drain
and pulling Vout to V + . When Vin
equals V + , the situation reverses.
That is, QI is off, Q2 is on and Vout is
0 volt. When fully off or on, QI and
Q2 draw no current, except for a few
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TTL
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Fig. 3. HCMOS (A) interfaces directly with 4000 -series CMOS at 5 volts. HCTMOS
(B) interfaces directly with TTL. If HCTMOS(C) is not available, add pull-up resistors
to TTL outputs that drive HCMOS inputs to ensure valid logic levels.

microamperes of leakage current.
The only significant current con-

sumption occurs as Vin switches from
one logic level to another, when both
transistors turn on briefly and inter-
nal and external capacitances are
charged and discharged. But current
consumption of an HCMOS device
doesn't approach that of LSTTL un-
til switching speeds are 1 to 10 MHz
or higher, depending on the device.

Also remember that few circuit ele-
ments switch constantly at high fre-
quencies. For example, an address
latch in a multiplexed address/data
bus is clocked only once on each me-
mory access, which is far less than the
system clock's frequency. In a typical
microcomputer circuit, many ele-
ments have an average clock frequen-
cy of 100 kHz or less. This is where the
power savings of HCMOS add up.

In addition to HCMOS, an older

CMOS alternative is the metal -gate
4000 series, identified by part numbers
in the 4000s. However, these are slow-
er and have considerably less drive
power than HCMOS; so HCMOS is
usually the better choice for micro-
computer circuits.

What's involved with changing a
design from LSTTL to HCMOS?
Often, LSTTL and HCMOS are inter-
changeable. Most HCMOS chips have
functions, pinouts and part numbers
similar to those of their TTL equiva-
lents. For example, the 74LS138 and
74HC138 are 3 -to -8 -line decoders with
matching pinouts. If you're used to
designing with TTL, the switch to
HCMOS should be easy.

Sometimes there's a need to com-
bine logic families in a circuit, either
because of parts availability or be-
cause you need a function or capabili-
ty found only in a particular family.

Table 1. Guaranteed TTL and CMOS Logic Levels

Device Vin (low) Vin (high) V.ut (low) V., (high)
Type maximum minimum maximum minimum

TTL 0.8 2 0.4 2.4
CMOS 1.5 3.5 0.1 4.9

Figure 3 illustrates how to interface
HCMOS with other logic families.
HCMOS interfaces directly to
4000 -series CMOS at + 5 volts, and an
HCMOS output can directly drive a
TTL input.

Driving an HCMOS input with a
TTL output is one case that requires
special consideration. To explain why
this is so, refer to the Table 1 for a
quick review of guaranteed valid TTL
and CMOS logic levels, with both
operating from a + 5 -volt supply. The
numbers show that a high TTL output
can be as low as 2.4 volts, while a high
CMOS input must be at least 3.5 volts
to guarantee proper operation. Figure
3 shows two ways to drive an HCMOS
input with a TTL output: (1) use an
HCT component or (2) add a pull-up
resistor.

The HCT subset of HCMOS was
developed to meet the need for inter-
facing TTL to HCMOS. HCT parts
are similar to their HCMOS equiva-
lents, but they have TTL-compatible
inputs so they can directly interface to
TTL outputs. HCT outputs can drive
HCMOS or TTL inputs. If an HCT
equivalent isn't available, adding a
pull-up resistor on a TTL output will
ensure that it meets the input require-
ments of HCMOS.

When interfacing HCMOS to
NMOS microcomputers and memo-
ries, you must check the data sheet for
the NMOS device for its output char-
acteristics. Some NMOS outputs are
CMOS-compatible, while others are
TTL compatible. If the outputs swing
rail -to -rail, they interface directly to
HCMOS. If the outputs are TTL-
compatible, use HCT chips or add
pull-up resistors as described above.

Because an NMOS device can be
manufactured with fewer transistors
than an equivalent CMOS device,
NMOS has been a popular choice for
high -density memory and microcom-
puter ICs. However, the disadvantage
of NMOS is its high power consump-
tion, since it, like TTL, consumes
quiescent power.

Often, a single device is available in
both CMOS and NMOS (or HMOS,
a high-speed NMOS process). When
you have a choice, choose CMOS over
NMOS, for two reasons: (1) CMOS
consumes less power and (2) CMOS
parts are more likely to include power -
saving idle, power -down, sleep, wait
or standby functions.
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Table 2. Supply -Current Ratings
for Two 8K EPROMS

Device & Supply Current
Type (Active/Standby)

TMS2764 150 mA/35 mA
(NMOS)
TMS27C54 30 mA/0.25 to
(CMOS) 0.5 mA

For example, in the 8051 family of
microcontrollers, Intel offers the
NMOS 8052AH and the CMOS 80052.
Their architectures are identical, ex-
cept for the addition of the 80052's
idle and power -down modes, but pow-
er -supply requirements of the two
chips differ dramatically. The 8052AH
consumes up to 175 mA, while the
80052 typically draws just 15 mA at
12 MHz. In addition, the 80052's idle
and power -down modes reduce cur-
rent consumption to 5 mA and 5µA,
respectively.

Idle and power -down are useful in
applications where the microcomput-
er spends a lot of time waiting. For ex-
ample, a hand-held data logger that's
active only when its operator enters
data can be put into a power -saving
mode between measurements.

In idle mode, the processor stops ex-
ecuting instructions until the chip is re-
set or an enabled interrupt occurs. In
power -down mode, extra power sav-
ings are achieved by stopping the oscil-
lator until the chip is reset. Either
mode can be invoked in software.

Other microcomputers have similar
modes, though they may have differ-
ent names. Check the data book for
the device being considered for details
on available modes.

CMOS memory ICs are also good
at power conservation. The supply -
current ratings for two 8 -kilobyte
EPROMs are given in Table 2. The
numbers reveal that the CMOS
EPROM is clearly the better choice.
Standby mode, activated by a CHIP
ENABLE pin, can be used whenever the
EPROM isn't being accessed.

You can save power also by using a
single high -capacity memory IC in
place of two or more smaller -capacity
devices. For example, one 32K RAM
can take the place of four 8K RAMs.

To sum up, for minimum power
consumption, choose CMOS micro-

computers, memories and logic. Use
HCMOS logic, with 4000 -series
CMOS as a second choice, if its limited
speed and output drive aren't a prob-
lem. Use LSTTL as a last choice, and
avoid standard TTL with its high pow-
er consumption, unless you require its
greater drive capability. For operation
above 30 MHz, investigate Advanced
HCMOS, a higher -speed HCMOS
family of devices.

Since HCMOS is a relatively new
technology, most HCMOS data books
include an overview and applications
hints. These are good sources for more
information on how to use HCMOS.
Guideline 5. Use other low -power ICs.
In addition to using low -power logic,
microcomputer and regulator ICs, al-
so exercise care when choosing such
other linear ICs as op amps, compara-
tors, converters and timers. For ex-
ample, compare the supply currents of
these three quad op amps from Na-
tional Semiconductor: LF347 at 7.2
mA typical, LM324 at 1.5 mA typical
and LP324 at 0.25 mA maximum. It's
obvious that you'll save power with
the LP324.

At times, you may be forced to use
a higher -powered component to meet
other circuit requirements. For ex-
ample, the LF347 operates at higher
frequencies than the LP324; so in
some applications the LF347 is the bet-
ter choice. But once again, it doesn't
hurt to check the data books to see if
there's a low -powered part that can do
the job.

Incidentally, both the LM324 and
LP324 are bipolar, not CMOS devic-
es, proving that low -power designs
don't have to be CMOS.
Guideline 6. Use low -power switches.
Figure 4 shows three examples of elec-
tronic switches, with varying capabili-
ties and power consumptions.

A transistor provides a simple, low -
power way of switching load current.
Choose a base resistor value small
enough so that the transistor saturates
when it's conducting, but not so small
as to waste power.

A MOSFET can also act as a low -
power switch. Unlike a bipolar transis-
tor, a MOSFET that's fully on con-
sumes almost no power. For operation
from a 5 -volt supply, choose a MOS-
FET with a low gate -threshold volt-
age. These are sometimes called logic -
level MOSFETs.

Finally, a classic electronic switch is

the classic electromechanical relay in
which current through a coil causes
contacts to open or close. Relays can
switch high -current loads and can pro-
vide isolation to the load, but they're
best avoided in low -power designs be-
cause of their high current consump-
tion. If you must use a relay, look for
one with high coil resistance. Reed re-
lays are often a good choice.
Guideline 7. Use LCDs for displays
whenever possible. Pulse LEDs to
save power. It's hard to beat liquid -
crystal displays (LCDs) for low -power
operation. Current consumption of an
LCD module is just a few milli-
amperes, much less than the 10 to

Fig. 4. Bipolar transistor (A) and
MOSFET (B) are two low -power ways
of switching power to a load. Relays
(C) are best avoided because of their
characteristically higher power
consumption.
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V+

RI
Vin

R2 LP339

R3

Vout

Fig. 5. In this comparator circuit,
values of R1, R2 and R3 should be as
large as possible to avoid wasting
power. The voltage -divider values of
R1 and R2 can be as great as several
megohms total. The value of R3 is
limited by the current and switching
speed needed at Vout.

20-mA per segment consumed by a
light -emitting diode.

LCD modules are available as
seven -segment displays and as dot-
matrix modules that display charac-
ters, graphics or both. LCDs are driv-
en by an ac voltage, typically at a fre-
quency of 30 to 60 Hz, but some mod-
ules generate their own drive voltage
from a dc supply. If an LCD needs
backlighting for visibility in dim light,
add a manual or photoelectric switch
to turn off the backlighting when it
isn't needed.

In spite of their high power con-
sumption, LEDs remain popular be-
cause they're bright and colorful. You
can save power in LED circuits by us-
ing a low -power 555 or other timer to
pulse a LED, flashing it briefly once
per second, for example, instead of
powering it constantly. Pulsing action
makes the LED more noticeable.
Guideline 8. Maximize resistor values.
Use the largest -value resistors possible
to limit the current through them.

Figure 5 shows an LP339 compara-
tor with its reference voltage at the +
input determined by the ratio of the
values of RI and R2. Since the ratio,
rather than the absolute values, deter-
mines the voltage, R1 and R2 can have
large values, up to several megohms
total. With very high resistor values,
the comparator's tiny input currents
begin to affect Vref, while lower
values only waste current.

Pull-up resistors should also be
sized to match their loads. In Figure
5, if Vout drives only a CMOS input,

the value of R3 can be as large as
100,000 ohms.

In RC oscillators, pairing a large -
value resistor with a small -value ca-
pacitor is another way to save power.

Other Design Tips
Clock speed, layout and other design
factors can also affect the power con-
sumption of your circuits.
Guideline 9. Tie unused CMOS inputs
to ground or V + . Remember to im-
plement this basic rule of CMOS de-
sign. If a CMOS input is left floating,
it can drift to a level between ground
and V + , and, consequently, where it
will conduct current.

All HCMOS logic inputs, except for
a few bidirectional transceivers, have
internal input resistors. Therefore,
you can tie the inputs directly to V +
or ground if desired, without an ex-
ternal resistor.

Any CMOS input that has no physi-
cal connection to other circuit ele-
ments is an obvious candidate for ty-
ing to V + or ground. However, some
devices have their own internal pull-
ups and require no external connec-
tion. Check the data sheet to be sure.

Also, an input may be electrically
connected to an output but still be log-

ically floating if the output is unpow-
ered or in a high -impedance state. For
example, the 74HC240 is a popular oc-
tal buffer/line driver with three -state
outputs. With the ENABLE inputs low,
the outputs are high -current bus
drivers, but with the ENABLE inputs
high, the outputs switch to a high -im-
pedance state.

If a CMOS input connects to a high -
impedance output (and has no other
connection), it can float just as if it
were open. Any CMOS input that will
be open or connected to a high -imped-
ance output for longer than 100 its
should have a pull-up resistor or other
termination.
Guideline 10. Power down power -
consuming components when they're
not needed. In addition to using pow-
er -down and idle modes, consider
whether temporarily disabling or
switching off power to other ICs and
semiconductors will save power.

One likely candidate is serial trans-
mitter/receivers like the Maxim
MAX232. If the serial interface is
used only periodically, you can save
power by shutting off the MAX232
when it isn't needed. A new MAX222
version includes a control pin that puts
the chip into a 10-µA shutdown mode.
Other ICs can be unpowered by open -

(continued on page 81)

always -powered
circuits

inputs outputs

power control:

H = power up
L = power down

power -controlled
circuits

inputs outputs

Fig. 6. You can save power by selectively disconnecting power to circuit elements
when they are not needed. This circuit uses a MOSFET for power switching. The
AND gates bring the inputs of the power -controlled elements to ground poten-
tial when they are powered down.
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Application By SF Sparrow

Modifying Your AT Drive Table
How to set up a matching BIOS to get the most space
out of a used hard drive you bought that is not
supported by your computer's drive table

Wbile shopping at a computer
flea market, you take a risk and

pick up a used ST -506 (MFM) hard
drive. At home, you excitedly hook up
the drive, check it and find that it
works pretty well. But the drive table
in your AT doesn't support the drive
type you have. So even though you
could format it using a drive type that
doesn't match, it would leave unused
space. What do you do?

You could just modify your BIOS
drive table, save the modifications to
a file and then program a new
BIOS-all without having detailed
knowledge of memory mapping, hex
notation or assembly code. It can be
done with an average EPROM pro-
grammer and an obscure public -
domain utility. An alternative is to
simply get new BIOS chips for your
computer. This more -costly proce-
dure was well covered in the excellent
"Upgrading Your ROM BIOS" arti-
cle by Roger C. Alford in the April is-
sue of ComputerCraft. If you missed
it, I recommend you go back and read
it so that you have a background for
the procedure described here.

EPROMs and Programmers
It won't do any good to make the
modification attempt if you don't
have access to an EPROM program-
mer, of course. Some of you are fortu-
nate enough to be able to use program-
mers at your places of work; others
can borrow from friends. If you can
do neither, you can build one from the
construction plans in "A Parallel -Port
EPROM Programmer" in the June
and July issues or buy a commercial-
ly available one. You should own or
have access to one in any event if
you're at all serious about getting in-
to your computer's innards and
enhancing your machine.

HTMU is the name of the obscure
utility that helps change a drive table.

Table 1 -Compaq Deskpro 286 Drive Listing

Enter Even -ROM Image (32KB) Filename: even
Enter Odd -ROM Image (32KB) Filename: odd
Edit Hard Disk Table: D)isplay, E)dit, S)ave, Esc = Prey Menu
Display: (1) Type 1-16, (2) Type 17-32, (3) Type 33-47, (4) Type 48-63

Type Cyl. Heads PreComp ECC CB LZone Sect

1 306 4 128
2 615 4 128
3 615 6 128
4 1024 8 512
5 940 6 512
6 697 5 128
7 462 8 256
8 925 5 128
9 900 15 -1

10 980 5 -1
11 925 7 128
12 925 9 128
13 612 8 256
14 980 4 128
15 0 0 0
16 612 4 0

0 305 17

0 638 17

0 615 17

0 1023 17

0 939 17

0 696 17

0 511 17
0 924 17

8 899 17
0 980 17
0 924 17
8 924 17

0 611 17

0 980 17

0 0 0
0 612 17

It was released to public domain in
1989 by Hyun-Taek Chang. Public
domain means that there's no cost for
use of the software. Since it isn't share-
ware, no registration fee is required.
Mr. Chang has kindly donated a use-
ful item to anyone who wants to use it.

HTMU was uploaded to Compu-
Serve Information Service and resides
in Data Library 1 of the IBM Hard-
ware Forum (IBMHW). The full
name of the compressed original up-
load is HTMU.ARC. Fortunately,
you don't have to be a CompuServe
member to get it. A utility this useful
has no doubt made rounds to many
private bulletin board systems.

Simple Preparations
You need a few basic things before us-
ing HTMU. These are a working com-
puter whose drive table you wish to
modify, access to an EPROM pro-

grammer, blank EPROMs of the same
type your computer uses and the speci-
fications for the hard drive you wish
to install.

The disk drive specs are important
because HTMU prompts for seven
parameters that must be changed in
the drive table. Errors or wrong guess-
es can lead to trouble. New hard drives
usually come with a spec sheet that lists
such special information. But used
drives, like those obtained at flea
markets, may come with no documen-
tation at all. With these, you can do
any or all of three things.

One is simply call the manufacturer
of the hard drive and ask for the specs.
If you can't locate the manufacturer,
a second alternative is to check out the
public domain for a text file that can
be found on some bulletin boards that
has a listing of several hundred kinds
of hard drives, along with respective
data specifications. Look for a file
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named DRIVES.TXT, DRIVE.LST
or something similar. The Sysop of
your bulletin board will know whether
or not the BBS has such a file. Chances
are very good that your used flea mar-
ket drive is listed.

A final way to determine drive specs
is to use commercial software. On -
track Systems, for example, offers
Disk Manager, a first-rate hard -disk
diagnostic and formatting utility.
When using Disk Manager, you select
a drive by manufacturer and model
number. Disk Manager then displays
the drive's specs. This method isn't
very expensive, especially since Disk
Manager is good for other things, too.

Using HTMU
HTMU.ARC must be uncompressed
before it can be used. The popular
PKZip from PKWare, Inc. won't
work here, though. Recommended by
CompuServe's IBM Hardware Forum
is the uncompression utility ARC -E.
After uncompressing HTMU.ARC,
two files appear: HTMU.EXE and a
short document file. The first is ma-
chine -executable and can be run from
a floppy or hard drive. If you intend
to use an EPROM programmer that's
off -site, however, you may want to
run HTMU.EXE from floppy.
HTMU stores its resulting data files in
the default directory.

HTMU starts up with a simple one -
line menu that queries you for BIOS
size, the choices being 32K and 64K.
If you aren't sure which choice to se-
lect, pick 64K, which has worked con-
sistently on AT computers. If your
BIOS is different from that selected,
an error message will be displayed.

The next you do is tell HTMU from
where the BIOS image is going to
come. This can be from an on -disk
data file or from the resident ROM.
The choice for a disk data file may
seem strange, but it's apparently a
provision for reading in and changing
previously saved HTMU data files.
Select the option for resident ROM.

Now you can display and edit the
hard -drive table list. HTMU is capable
of displaying the full 1 through 63
range of drive types. Select the display
option because it's a good idea to take
a look at your table listing before
changing anything. At this point, you
must decide which table number you
want to change. Tables 1 and 2 are

good choices because they usually rep-
resent disk drives of smaller capacity,
10M or 20M, that have gone out of
popular usage. Interestingly, most
AT -style computers have a blank table
at location 15. Using this location will
leave all other tables intact, just in case
of some unexpected future need.
Table 1 is the drive table listing from
a Compaq Deskpro 286. Note that
Table 15 is blank.

After deciding which table number
to change, select the Edit option.
HTMU responds by asking you which
table number to edit. Select one by
number, perhaps Table 15. Then, one
at a time, HTMU prompts for the fol-
lowing: Cylinders, Heads, Pre -Comp,
ECC, Control Byte, Landing Zone
and Sectors per Track.

It isn't necessary to understand the
meaning of these parameters. Just be
sure you know how to respond. Don't
make guesses if you don't know. Get
the correct information. Answer the
seven questions, and then answer
"no" to any more editing.

Now select the Save option. HTMU
asks if the data should be saved in bi-
nary or Intel hex format. Your answer
depends on how you want to handle
it. Both ways work equally, well as
long as your EPROM programmer
software can handle both formats.
Otherwise, select the format your soft-
ware does handle.

HTMU next asks if the file should
be split into separate EVEN and ODD
files. Answer "yes" for an AT com-
puter. Finally, HTMU prompts for
names to be used for the EVEN and
ODD data files. Choose file names
that make sense to you and that indi-
cate the function being served. When
you're finished, press ESC to back out
of HTMU.

You can program new EPROMs us-
ing the EVEN and ODD files as source
material. Be sure to label the
EPROMs accordingly so that you
don't get them swapped around when
you install them in your computer.

Using the New BIOS
Once your new BIOS chips are pro-
grammed, simply remove the old ones
from your computer and install the
new ones in the vacated sockets, mak-
ing note of which socket is "even" and
which is "odd." Again, refer back to
Roger Alford's article that explains

how to install new BIOS chips. Ob-
serve proper grounding safeguards to
prevent damage from static electrici-
ty when handling the chips. With the
BIOS chips installed, connect your
hard drive to your system and step
through the normal AT Setup to fix
the hard drive type.

Proceed to surface scan, defect
management, low-level format and
everything else that needs to be done
for any MFM hard drive. You'll now
have full use of all of available space
on the hard drive. Remember that on-
ly MS-DOS 4.01 and later will support
large disk partitions. Earlier revisions
of MS-DOS are limited to maximum
partitions of about 33M.
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And since up to 95%
of all VCR and
Camcorder
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Project By Loyd W. Redman

BCD Word Generator
Provides a simple, low-cost solution to efficient
and fast testing of digital circuits and
microprocessor input ports

C ailing all digital circuit design-
ers and microprocessor -hard-

ware hackers! When testing a circuit
on a breadboard, would you like a
fast, convenient way to generate
four -bit BCD words (bytes, nibbles)?
If you use jumper wires to connect
+ 5 volts or ground to individual
points in a circuit or some form of
spdt manual switch to apply your
logic signals, you must change four
separate connections for each word.
That is a cumbersome and inefficient
way to go. What you really need is
our BCD Word Generator, which al-
lows you to generate any four -bit
BCD word with just one keystroke
on the keypad, followed by pressing
one pushbutton.

Total cost for parts for our BCD
Word Generator is only about $30
from retail and mail-order sources. A
top-quality keypad will raise the
price a bit, of course. A bare -bones
16 -key encoder requires use of at
least four ICs, plus discrete compo-
nents, just to debounce the mechani-
cal keypad switch and encode switch
closure to a four -bit word. We do all
this and more with the National Semi-
conductor MM74C922 16 -key en-
coder chip. The Generator, built
around this chip, can be used with a
wide variety of experimenter digital
circuits. It is useful for generating
signals to test microprocessor input
ports and peripheral devices.

About the Circuit
Before a key switch is closed, outputs
of 74C922 UI , at pins 14 through 17,
are at a high -impedance state. Fol-
lowing key closure debounce and en-
coding, pin 12 of U/ goes high to low.
This signals that valid BCD data is
available at pins 14 through 17. The
high level at pin 12 is inverted by one
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gate in 74LS00 quad two -input
NAND -gate U8. The high -to -low
transition to pin 13 of UI latches the
data on pins 14 through 17.

The BCD data from pins 14 through
17 of U/ is routed simultaneously to
the inputs of 74LS75 dual two-bit
transparent D -type latches U2 through

U5. If the key switch is opened at this
time, the outputs of UI returns to a
high -impedance state. Therefore, it
is necessary for the key switch to be
held closed while S/ through S4 are
pressed and released.

Switches Si through S4, debounced
by U6 and U7, control the enable in -
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PARTS LIST

Semiconductors
Ul-MM74C922 16 -key encoder
U2 thru U5-74LS75 dual two-bit

transparent latch
U6,U7,U8-74LS00 quad two -input

NAND gate

Capacitors
C1,C2-See text
Resistors (/4 -watt, 5% tolerance)
RI thru R8-2,200 ohms
Miscellaneous
S1 thru S4-Miniature spdt momentary -

action pushbutton switch
S01 -16 -pin DIP IC socket

Perforated board with holes on 0.1 -
inch centers and suitable Wire Wrap
or soldering hardware (see text); 16 -
key kepyad (see text); sockets for all
ICs; 5 -volt dc power source (see text);
suitable enclosure (optional); spac-
ers; machine hardware; hookup or
Wire Wrap wire; solder; etc.

Fig. 1.Complete schematic diagram
of BCD Word Generator circuit sans
its dc power supply.
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Fig. 2. (A) Keypad scan frequency vs. value of Cl; (B) Keypad debounce period
vs. value of C2.

puts of the D -type latches. With S/
through S4 in the normally -closed
position, the enable inputs at pins 4
and 13 of U6 and U7 are held low.

When one of the switches is pressed
and released, the low -to -high transi-
tion to the enable inputs transfers the

data to output pins 9, 10, 15 and 16
and latches this data. The least -signi-
ficant bit of the BCD word appears at
pin 16, the most -significant at pin 9.
Outputs of the latches are TTL high
or low logic voltages, not + 5 volts
and 0 volt. The BCD word at the out -

U2
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C I

CC CC
I I

SO1

U3

-114 -

U6

U4

U1

-C1-
-C2-

Keyboard
connector

-R7-
I I

V) (0
CC CC

I I

U5

-R8-

U7

U8

Keypad

Fig. 3. Suggested component layout
board.

for assembling circuitry on perforated

put of the latches then remains un-
changed until the appropriate push-
button is pressed and released again.

If you are designing with only
CMOS ICs, you can easily substitute
the TTL chips with comparable
CMOS devices to permit a wider
range of supply voltages. If your de-
sign work includes both TTL and
CMOS devices, most manufacturer
data books provide suggested circuits
for interfacing between the two types
of logic.

Since you are mainly concerned
with generating four -bit words for
test circuits and not engaged in a typ-
ing -speed contest, the values of Cl
and C2 are not critical. Connected to
pin 5 of U/, Cl sets the scan frequen-
cy of the keypad, which determines
how fast U/ is looking for a switch
closure. Connected to pin 6 of Ul ,

C2 sets the switch debounce period,
which is how long Ul is going to take
to determine if the switch is actually
fully open or closed.

A suggested ratio between the val-
ues of Cl and C2 is: The value of C2
and 10 times the value of Cl. The
graph in Fig. 2(A) can be used to
choose an appropriate value for C/,
while the graph in Fig. 2(B) can be
used to choose an appropriate value
for C2. National Semiconductor's
original graphs were plotted on three -
decade log -log graph paper.

The Keypad
There are several ways to connect a
16 -key keypad. The simplest is to
wire 16 individual normally -open
momentary -type switches to form a 4
x switch matrix, as shown in Fig. 1.
If you use a ready-made keypad,
prices may vary from $5 to $15 or so.
Some ready-made keypads contain
16 separate switches that are not con-
nected in a matrix. If you use one of
these, you must make the proper con-
nections between the keys and to the
row and column inputs at pins 1

through 4, 7, 8, 10 and 11 of U/.
Some keypads are pre -wired in a 4 x
4 matrix, but the wiring is not user -
accessible. In such a case, you must
use an ohmmeter or continuity check-
er to determine the matrix connec-
tions. You may have to re -label the
keys appropriately. Your finished
circuit will look neater and easier to
wire if you use a ready-made keypad
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A Shocking Offer!
Now for the first time in CIE's 56 year history
you do not have to be enrolled at CIE to receive
our Electronics and Electricity Lesson Modules.
Available for a limited time to non -students
for the shockingly low introductory price of
only $99.50.

With CIE's patented AUTO -
PROGRAMMED method of learning
you'll quickly learn and then master
the basics of electronics and electricity
and then move on to soldering
techniques, applications of Kirchhoff's
law. voltage and power, printed circuit
boards and much, much, more.

Your commitment to CIE ends with
your payment, but CIE's commitment
to your success just begins when you
receive your lessons, exams, binder
and equipment. This special price
includes the benefits CIE normally
extends to its students and graduates.

 Free Issue of "The Electron"
 Build your personal burglar alarm
 Theory and hands-on training

lessons and exams covering
"current and voltage" through
"printed circuit boards"

 CIE Bookstore privileges
 Patent learning method
 Electronic Bulletin Board privileges

You'll receive CIE Bookstore privileges, a pat-
er ted learning method, access to CIE's student.
faculty and alumni electronic bulletin board and
a -ree issue of CIE's school newspaper "The
Electron". 24 -Hour grading and unlimited

access to CIE's faculty is available on
an optional basis.

And best of all, when you
decide to continue your electro-
nics education in any of CIE's
programs, you'll receive a
$100.00 CIE tuition credit
certificate.

All this knowledge and sup-
port will put you on the road to
understanding digital electronics,
microprocessing principles,
computer systems, telecommuni-
cations, and much, much, more.

All This For Only!

50
 A $100.00 CIE TUITION
CREDIT CERTIFICATE

Yes, send me CIE's Introductory
Electronic and Electricity Lessons
and Equipment. A2201

Name:

Street: Apt. #:

City:

State: Zip:

Age: Phone (

WOE BOOKSTORE
1776 East 17th Street
Cleveland, Ohio 44114

Total Merchandise: $99.50
Ohio Residents add 7% Sales Tax:
California Residents add 6 1/2% Sales Tax:
Total this order:
Shipping and Handling Charges: $5.00

Method of Payment: Amount Enclosed:
O Personal Check or Money Order
Cl Master Card El Visa

Card Expiration Date:

Signature:

CHARGE BY PHONE! Tr771

9 AM to 4:30 PM Eastern Time;
1-800-321-2155 ext. 2201: In Ohio 1-800-523-9109 ext. 2201
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U.S. CYBERLAB
'EXTREME' HIGH TECHNOLOGY

OUR TECHNOLOGY IS
SO ADVANCED...

itaittss.V1
1:100 **OM

4040 40

The United States Government ordered
us not to tell you about it!

Title 35 U.S.C. 181*
ITAR (International Traffic in Arms Reg.)
ECCN (Export Control Comm. Number.)
*Goods accompanied by sophisticated

know how and keystone equipment.
It's true that the government won't let

us sell you some products "off the shelf'
but we can sell you the kits to build

'extreme' high technology products at
home! It's time to cut the edge!

U.S. CYBERLAB, INC.
RT 2 BX 284, CYBER ROAD

WEST FORK, AR 72774
(501) 839-8293 VOICE MAIL

that includes a ribbon cable and
connector.

Construction
You can build your BCD Word Gen-
erator on a 5HA6 x 4'A -inch piece of
perforated board that has holes on
0.1 -inch centers, as shown in the lead
photo. The preferable type of perfor-
ated board to use is the pad -per -hole
type, such as Radio Shack's Cat. No.
276-192. If you use Wire Wrap hard-
ware, solder two diagonally oppos-
ing pins on each IC socket to the cop-
per rings on the board. Use solder
sparingly here to avoid clogging the
socket pins and preventing good elec-
trical connection between the pins
and the Wire Wrap wire.

Use a 25 -watt soldering pencil or
iron and 0.032 -inch -diameter rosin -
core solder (Radio Shack Cat. No.
64-005 or similar) for all soldering. If
possible, use a pencil or iron that has
variable heat -control facilities.

Plan your board layout carefully
to accommodate all components that
must be mounted on it. A suggested
layout is shown in Fig. 3. Once you
know where you want to mount the
components, mount the IC sockets
and secure them in place, as described
above. Do not plug the ICs into the
sockets until after you have conduct-
ed preliminary voltage checks and
are certain that your wiring is correct.

Mark the pin location of each IC
socket on the wiring side of the per-
forated board before making any
connections to the sockets. You may
want to use commercially available
plastic socket -wrap IDs that slip over
all socket pins before connections are
made to simplify keeping track of pin
numbers. Some mail-order suppliers
offer these in single quantity; so you
do not have to purchase them in
packages of 10 at a time.

Make photocopies of the schemat-
ic diagram and Master Wiring List.
Then begin mounting and wiring to-
gether the various components, start-
ing at the top of the Master Wiring
List and working downward. Solder
both leads of the resistors and capaci-
tors to the copper rings on the perfor-
ated board as you install them. Check
off each run on the Master Wire List
as you make it and trace it on the
schematic diagram.

When you finish wiring the circuit,

Master Wiring List
From To

U 1 pin 1 Keypad(D)
2 Keypad(C)
3 Keypad(B)
4 Keypad(A)
5 C1(T)
6 C2(R)
7 Keypad(H)
8 Keypad(G)
9 U2(12),U3(12),U4(12),

U5(12),U6(7),U7(7),
CI(B),C2(B),S1(3),S2(3),
S3(3), S4(3),GND

10 Keypad(F)
11 Keypad(E)
12 U8(1,2)
13 U8(3)
14 U2(7),U3(7),U4(7),U5(7)
15 U2(6),U3(6),U4(6),U5(6)
16 U2(3),U3(3),U4(3),U5(3)
17 U2(2),U3(2),U4(2),U5(2)
18 U2(5),U3(5),U4(5),U5(5),

U6(14),U7(14),U8(14),
R 1(T),R2(T),R3(R),
R4(R),R5(T),R6(T),
R7(R),R8(R), + 5V

U2 pin 4 U2(13),U6(1,6)
9 S01(4)

10 S01(3)
15 S01(2)
16 S01(1)

U3 pin 4 U3(13),U6(8,13)
9 S01(8)

10 S01(7)
15 S01(6)
16 S01(5)

U4 pin 4 U4(13),U7(8,13)
9 S01(12)

10 S01(11)
15 S01(10)
16 S01(9)

U5 pin 4 U5(13),U7(1,6)
9 S01(16)

10 S01(15)
15 S01(14)
16 S01(13)

U6 pin 2 R3(L),S1(2)
3 U3(4)
5 R4(L),S1(1)
9 R2(B),S2(1)

10 U6(11)
12 R1(B),S2(2)

U7 pin 2 R7(L),S4(2)
3 U7(4)
5 R8(L),S4(1)
9 R6(B),S3(1)

10 U711
12 R5(B),S3(2)

Note: IC pin numbers to which no connec-
tions are made are not listed. Numbers in
parentheses are IC pin numbers. Parentheti-
cal resistor and capacitor letter legends are as
follows: B = bottom; L = left; R = right; T
= top. Orientations are referenced to Fig. 1.
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carefully go over all your component
installations and wiring to make sure
you made no errors. As you trace
each run on the circuit -board assem-
bly and verify that it is correct, strike
through its entry in the Master Wir-
ing List. If you locate an error, cor-
rect it immediately.

Having verified your wiring, check
over any and all soldered connec-
tions. Solder any connections you
missed and reflow the solder on any
SUSDiCiOUS connections. If you locate
a solder bridge between the closely
spaced pins of the IC sockets, clear it
with a vacuum -type desoldering tool
or desoldering braid.

Finally, mount an appropriate -
length threaded spacer at each corner
of the circuit -board assembly.

Checkout
Before applying power to the circuit,
use an ohmmeter or continuity
checker to verify that the keypad is
properly wired into the circuit. Do
this by referring back to Fig. 1 and
operating each key in the matrix,
checking for continuity between the
appropriate row and column pins of
the U/ socket.

With no ICs plugged into the sock-
ets, apply a source of 5 -volt dc power
to the Generator, observing proper
polarity. You can use any source of 5
volts dc to power the project, includ-
ing plug-in wall -type units. Make
sure the dc line is regulated, though.

Clip the common lead of a dc volt-
meter or multimeter set to the dc -
volts function to any convenient
point in the circuit that is supposed to
be at ground potential. Then touch
the tip of the "hot" probe to pin 18
of the U/ socket, pin 5 of the U2
through 5 sockets and pin 14 of the
U6, U7 and U8 sockets. In all cases,
you should obtain a reading of ap-
proximately + 5 volts. If you fail to
obtain the proper reading at any cited
point, disconnect power from the
project and correct the problem be-
fore proceeding.

When you are certain that your
have correctly wired the circuit, pow-
er down and plug the ICs into their
respective sockets. Make sure each is
properly oriented and that no pins
overhang the sockets or fold under
between ICs and sockets.

Using a logic probe, dc voltmeter
or discrete LEDs, monitor the out-

puts of UI for proper indication at
pins 14 through 17 as you press and
release the 16 keys of the keypad. If
you use discrete LEDs, connect a cur-
rent -limiting resistor between the
outputs of U/ and the LEDs.

After verifying that the 74C922 is
encoding properly, operate SI through
S4 and check that the voltages at pins
4 and 13 of U2 through U5 are cor-
rect. These voltages should go low -
to -high when the appropriate switch
is pressed and high -to -low when the

switch is released. Press and hold
each key in turn on the keypad while
operating Si through S4 and verify
that the proper voltages appear at
each pin of socket SO/.

When you are done, your BCD
Word Generator is ready to be put in-
to service. If you have been using
jumper wires or switches in the past
to apply logic signals to circuits, just
one use of the BCD Word Generator
will make you a convert to its ease of
use and speedier testing.

48 HOUR ELENCO & HITACHI PRODUCTS TO ORDER
CALL TOLL FREE

SHIPPING AT DISCOUNT PRICES 1-800-292-7711

Hitachi RSO Series
(Portable Real-time Digital Storage Oscilloscopes)
VC -6023- 20MHz, 201.4S/s $1695

SPECIAL BUY
V-212 20MHz Scope $425

HITACHI COMPACT SERIES SCOPES
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AppliCatiOnBy Nick Goss

A Talking Intruder Alert
This ultimate burglar alarm doubles
as a speech lab.

No area is immune to burglary,
but you can take steps to

minimize the chance of you being
"hit." Ordinary intruder alarms,
usually detect an intruder, but few
provide deterrence. Most require that
some damage, such as a broken win-
dow or a smashed -in door, occur be-
fore they detect unauthorized entry
and trigger an alert. Obviously, the
best sentry system is one that deters a
prospective intruder from even at-
tempting access. Our Cyber Alert talk-
ing intruder alarm project does just
this at very reasonable cost and with-
out the need to completely "wire" the
premises it protects.

Cyber Alert assumes that there's al-
ways someone constantly trying to
break into the premises it's protecting.
It doesn't have to be "triggered" by
an attempted break in. Rather, it con-
stantly "talks" about the break-in
about to occur. By adjusting the vol-
ume level and placing the project in a
strategic location, you can control the
"sensitivity" of this unique alarm.
That is, you foil a would-be intruder
simply by letting him hear his own
crime in -progress.

Cyber Alert has proven its worth
under conditions of actual attempted
break-ins. Even though neighbors all
around me were "hit" on several occa-
sions, Cyber Alert has kept me insulat-
ed from this sort of thing. On several
occasions, I even observed neighbor-
hoods giving my apartment a wide
birth and learned from them that my
apartment was to be avoided at all
cost! Insurance companies love Cyber
Alert because it prevents windows
from being broken and doors from be-
ing jimmied, which is usually a re-
quirement before a conventional
alarm system is triggered.

Synthesizing Speech
Low-cost and relatively easy -to -imple-

ment synthesizer chips make it easy to
make an electronic project "talk."
The synthesizer chip chosen to provide
the "voice" for Cyber Alert is the
General Instruments SP0256 "Nar-
rator" Speech Processor. Though
more natural -sounding speech tech-
nologies exist, they don't lend them-
selves as well to the "robot alarm"
type persona we're trying to create.
Cyber Alert is very straightforward
and uses inexpensive components that
you should be able to find easily. In
addition to being an intruder alert, the
device will provide you with a plat-
form with which to learn about speech
synthesis and its application.

Two basic approaches are common-
ly used to produce low -bit -rate speech:
time -domain synthesis and frequency -
domain synthesis. In speech -synthesis
technology, data bit rates are a critical
factor. Because large memory arrays
are physically large, difficult to man-
age and expensive to implement, low
speech data rates are essential. Intellig-
ibility is generally inversely propor-
tional to the rate data is provided to
the synthesizer. Good -quality digitally
recorded voices typically require
20,000 to nearly 100,000 bits per sec-
ond. On the other hand, the SP0256
used as the "voice" in our Cyber Alert
can produce intelligible speech with
about a 100 -bps sample rate.

Time -domain synthesizers play
back digitally stored or sampled
speech waveforms. It's interesting to
note that most top -40 recordings use
"samplers" (a type of synthesizer) to
digitally recreate sounds that were
previously recorded. On the other
hand, frequency -domain synthesizers
use data to actively "filter" pulse and
noise sources. Resulting sounds
roughly model the human vocal track.

The category of synthesizers into
which the the SP0256 falls is frequen-
cy -domain. This chip uses a 12 -pole
digital filter to model the human vocal

track and is capable of producing 59
discreet speech sounds called "allo-
phones." The English language can be
represented reasonably well by break-
ing speech into its basic phonetic com-
ponents. These allophones can be se-
quenced by our digital vocal track to
"sound" like human speech.

Although the SP0256 can be oper-
ated directly from a standard micro-
processor, the process of creating in-
telligible speech directly from the writ-
ten English language is very tricky.
The speech that comes so naturally to
us as humans still presses us intellectu-
ally to fully understand and predict.
Much of the tedium associated with
this conversion process has now been
automated by an algorithm created by
the Naval Research Laboratory. An
enhanced version of this rather amaz-
ing routine has been coded in a com-
panion coprocessor IC, the General
Instruments CTS256 Code -To -Speech
Processing Chip.

Rule -based speech synthesis theory
is well beyond the scope of this article.
Suffice it to say that many experts con-
tinue to devote their careers to its per-
fection. Fortunately for us, the
SP0256 and CTS256 chips have made
the Cyber Alert speech synthesizer
both fun and easy to program! Let's
look at the actual circuit in more detail.
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PARTS LIST

Semiconductors
U1-MC68HC705C8 microcontroller
U2,U6-74HC373 octal latch
U3-CTS256A coprocessor
U4-74HC04 hex inverter
U5-74HC138 decoder
U7-SP0256A Narrator
U8-LM386 audio amplifier
U9-7805 fixed + 5 -volt regulator
Capacitors
C1 -4.7-µF, 16 -volt tantalum
C2,C3,C5,C6,C7,C8-22-pF, 100 -volt

ceramic disc
C4 -47-µF, 16 -volt tantalum
C9,C10-0.022-µF, 100 -volt disc
C11,C16-0.1-g, 100 -volt disc
C12-Not used
C13 -2.2-µF, 16 -volt tantalum
C14 -0.22-g, 16 -volt tantalum
C15 -100-µF, 16 -volt electrolytic
C17 -4.7-µF, 16 -volt tantalum
C18 -10-µF, 16 -volt tantalum
Resistors ('/4 -watt, 5% tolerance)
R1,R3,R4-10,000 ohms
R2-1,000 ohms
R5-3.3 megohms
R6,R7-33,000 ohms
R9-100,000 ohms

R8 -10,000 -ohm pc -mount trimmer
potentiometer

Miscellaneous
SPK1-2" Mylar speaker
PS1-9-volt 200-mA power -supply

module
S1,S2-Spst toggle or slide switch
X1 -4.00 -MHz crystal
X2 -10.00 -MHz crystal
X3 -3.579 -MHz crystal

Printed -circuit board; suitable enclo-
sure (Pactec HP Series or similar);
sockets for all DIP ICs (optional);
machine hardware; hookup wire;
solder; etc.

Note: The following items can be obtained
from U.S. Cyberlab, Inc., Rte. 2 Box 284,
Cyber Rd., West Fork, AR 72774 (tel.: 501-
839-8293 or 1-800-232-9856 Voicemail):
complete kit of parts (minus IC sockets),
$79.95; ready -to -wire pc board, $9.95; pre-
programmed MC68HC705C8 microcon-
troller, $24.95; MC68HC705C8, CIN256A
coprocessor and SP0256A Narrator,
$34.95. Also available is a complete
MC68HC705C8 development system with
software for $89.95, Add $4.95 for P&H.
Arkansas residents, please add 5% sales
tax. MasterCard and Visa welcome.

About the Circuit
Though the schematic diagram of
Cyber Alert shown in Fig. 1 may ap-
pear to be complicated, it couldn't be
any simpler to create a device with an
extremely large vocabulary.

Cyber Alert is controlled by Motor-
ola MC68HC805C8 microcontroller
U/, which is perfect for embedded -
controller applications that require a
moderate amount of EPROM and
RAM. Run at 2 MHz internally from
external 4 -MHz crystal Xl, Ul out-
puts a constant stream of ASCII char-
acters to 74HC373 octal latch U2.

Cyber Alert "talks" almost con-
stantly to confuse would-be intruders
into believing they've set off the
alarm. External switches SI and S2 are
also provided as back-up, allowing
you to connect window and door
switches directly to the project. So an
actual forced entry can be used to
change Cyber Alert's voice message as
well as trigger other external events
controlled by U/. The micro -program
running in U/ concatenates the ASCII
characters of messages spelled in Eng-
lish and feeds them via U2 directly on-
to the U3/U7 speech data bus.

In this circuit, U3 is the General In-

struments CTS256 code -to -speech
processor chip. It's actually a prepro-
grammed microprocessor that accepts
English messages from U/ and analyz-
es them to create the rule -based allo-
phone data for SP0256 Narrator U7.
Allophone data is transferred from U3
to U7 using 74HC373 octal latch U6.

External control signals created by
U3 are decoded using 74HC138 U5
and applied to pin 20 of U7. Timing
for U3 is provided by 10 -MHz crystal
X2. Likewise, timing for U7is provid-
ed by 3.579 -MHz crystal X3.

Unfiltered digital speech wave-
forms are routed from pin 24 of U7
through the passive RC filter network
formed by R6, R7, C9 and C/O.
LM386 audio amplifier U8 drives
speaker SPK1 through coupling cap-
acitor C15. Capacitor C14 and resistor
R9 make up a high -frequency snubber
circuit that protects the output section
of U8 from undesirable high -fre-
quency oscillations.

Regulated 5 -volt dc power for the
system is provided by 7805 fixed -volt-
age regulator U/O. Additionally, two
sections of hex Inverter U4 are used by
U3 and U/ to provide the required in-
version of pins 19 and 7, respectively.

Construction
Cyber Alert is best assembled on a
printed -circuit card. Though it's pos-
sible to assemble the project on perfor-
ated board, the results are often disap-
pointing. Actual -size etching -and -
drilling artwork for fabricating your
own printed -circuit artwork is shown
in Fig. 2. Alternatively, you can pur-
chase a ready -to -wire pc board directly
from the source given in the Note at
the end of the Parts List.

If you fabricate your own pc board,
after etching the blank, drill all
component-lead/pin holes using a No.
68 bit. Then use a V," bit to drill the
four corner mounting holes.

When your pc board is ready to be
populated, refer to the wiring diagram
shown in Fig. 3. Begin populating the
board by mounting and soldering in-
to place the DIP IC sockets (optional
but recommended), followed by the
resistors, capacitors and jumper wires.
You can either mount the ICs now or
wait until after you've conducted your
preliminary voltage checks and are
certain that all wiring is correct.

Now mount and solder into place
U9. Using a dc voltmeter or a multi -
meter set to the dc -volts function,
check the output of the 9 -volt dc pow-
er -supply module. Mark each lead ac-
cording to polarity. Unplug the sup-
ply and insert its two output conduc-
tors into the polarity -correct holes in
the pc board and solder both into
place.

Make two or more same -size photo-
copies of the front panel artwork
shown in Fig. 4. Trim these to size and
then use rubber cement or contact
spray to secure one copy to the front
panel of the enclosure. Use this copy
to transfer the hole dimensions to the
front panel of the enclosure.

Use a hot knife to cut the various
speaker holes and a smaller hole along
the top edge of the enclosure for the
power -supply leads. (A hot -knife is a
small razor-sharp knife fitted to the
end of a soldering iron. It's used to
very precisely cut holes in plastic. If
you don't already have one, you can
obtain a hot knife from a hardware
store. It's a good investment. You'll
use your hot knife whenever you build
a project that requires a home -ma-
chined plastic enclosure.)

When using a hot knife, work very
carefully. If you haven't used a hot
knife before, start by making the holes
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Fig. 2. Actual -size etching -and -drilling guide for those who wish to fabricate the printed -circuit board for this project.
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Fig. 4. Actual -size front -panel artwork for project's enclosure.

for the speaker under -sized until
you're comfortable with the cutting
process. You can trim to final dimen-
sions later. Always remember to thor-
oughly clean the tip of your hot knife,
allow it to cool and then stow it safely
for the next time you need it.

Test fit everything in the enclosure.
When you're satisfied with hole sizes
and spacing, peel the initial front panel
artwork off the enclosure. Trim a sec-
ond photocopy (or the membrane
front panel applique provided with the
kit if you purchased it) for a perfect fit
on the enclosure's front panel. Then
use spray adhesive to secure the front -
panel artwork in place.

It's sometimes useful to run a No.
2 pencil around the inside of the speak-
er holes where the edge of the front -
panel applique meets the black plastic.

This masks the cut marks and blends
the front panel into the enclosure for
a "factory -finish" appearance.

Next, cement the Mylar speaker in-
to place inside the front panel. Be sure
to center the speaker so that it presents
a good appearance when viewed
through the grille. If you're going to
use Cyber Alert in outdoor applica-
tions, be sure to run a bead of silicone
sealant around the groove between the
front and rear panels of the enclosure.
Also, seal the unit, only after fully
testing it. It's difficult to reopen the
case of a unit prepared in this manner.

One final note, if you build the
Cyber Alert from a kit, the front panel
will be weather -resistant enough for
outdoor use. However, it you use a
photocopy of Fig. 4 to create the
front -panel applique, you must seal

the panel with a clear acrylic sealer,
available from most hardware and dis-
count stores.

Finishing Touches
You can obtain U/ pre-programmed
from the source given in the Note at
the end of the Parts List. If you have
access to an 'HC705C8 development
system, you can program Cyber Alert
to vocalize whatever message you
want. If you don't have access to a
development system, the Cyber
'HC705 Development System is avail-
able from the same source.

The preprogrammed version of U/
vocalizes and repeats the message: In-
truder alert. Zone C. Who is intruder?
Alert. Alert. Alert. Responding to un-
identified intruder. Leave the area im-
mediately. You have been detected."
This message is repeated at 10 -second
intervals and continues to sound un-
til power is removed from the unit.

Once the project is programmed,
you can install it as follows. Begin by
applying power to Cyber Alert with all
components installed and double-
checked. The project performs a self -
test and vocalizes "Okay" when
everything is working
After a few seconds, U/ begins to pro-
vide data to U3. Cyber Alert then
begins vocalizing its intruder message
for the first time.

Mount Cyber Alert in any area you
wish to protect. By using a weather -
resistant Mylar speaker and silicone
sealant around the case, the project
can be used on outside door frames,
windows, patios, garages, etc.

The front -panel keyboard isn't
functional, of course, but I always
pretend to deactivate my Cyber Alert
when entering and exiting the protect-
ed premises. If someone does have
your place under observation, this
should scare him off.

The key to Cyber Alert's success is
in the volume setting. If the project is
set to vocalize its message at too loud
a level, it will be heard at too great a
distance and, thus, will lack credibili-
ty. To adjust your Cyber Alert for a
residential environment, set the
volume to a level that a person can on-
ly hear the message if he's near the
project, say, 10 to 20 feet away. If you
desire a larger protection zone, (in-
dustrial or rural area) simply increase
the volume setting.

If you want to connect S/ and S2 to
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Cyber Alert, remember not to source
any voltage into the project. Resistors
R3 and R4 provide + 5 volts of "pull-
up" for U/.

It's also important to note that long
runs of wire could induce emp (elec-
tromagnetic pulses) in U/ that can
damage this IC. If long runs are re-
quired, use a 6.3 volt zener diode and
1-µF capacitor between pins 27 and 28
of U/ and ground.

If you program your own Cyber
Alert voice messages, you may want
to include special messages that are ac-
tivated by closing SI and S2. You can
also expand Cyber Alert to include the
means for U/ to automatically dial tel-
ephone numbers and report to the per-
son at the other end of the line a break
in using the speech synthesizer.

Cyber Alert can also be used in a car
or other vehicle. Simply connect an
spst switch in series with the + 12 -volt
battery and the power input point to
Cyber Alert. Then when you leave
your vehicle unattended, it's automat-
ically protected. You can also use
Cyber Alert with a solar -cell array and
battery to protect a remote warehouse
or a cabin in the woods.

Experimenting
After building Cyber Alert you'll
probably be impressed with how easy
it is to add a "voice" to your latest
project. To use Cyber Alert with your
computer system, simply interface the
built-in serial port of U/ at pins 29 and
30 with your computer. You can ob-
tain a version of the Cyber Alert cir-
cuit board that has a MAX -232 RS-
232 serial interface chip on it for just
this purpose.

Using the Cyber 'HC705 Develop-
ment System to write and program
your own code directly into U/, you
can provide your home computer sys-
tem with a super simple unlimited
speech synthesizer. Cyber Alert will
automatically vocalize ASCII text
files. Using your computer's serial
port, you can also use Cyber Alert to
let your computer "talk" over tele-
phone lines.

Cyber Alert is also very useful on
the lab bench. Proper pre-program-
ming of U/ can make Cyber Alert
interface directly with various hard-
ware projects. With a internal serial
port, a serial peripheral port, internal
timer, watch -dog and 16 additional in-
put/output lines to work with, Cyber

Alert can be worth many times its
small investment as a diagnostic tool.
For example, you can use it for any of
the following purposes:

Real time clock that announces the
time automatically;

Data logger that can tell you about
an event that's occurring;

Voice module for appliances and
electronic games;

Equipment prompter to assist pe-
ople with complex equipment;

Talking toy for children;
Talking doorbell.

You get the idea. Even if you limit use
of your Cyber Alert to just its primary
alarm function and foil a single burg-

lars, you'll have more than recouped
its modest cost. Better still is the fact
that you'll have peace of mind know-
ing that a tireless electronic sentry is
minding the shop, so to speak.

Nick Goss

USE YOUR FREE
INFORMATION CARD

LA1 General -Purpose PC Logic Analyzer - $149.00
Designed especially for efficient sophisticated digital analysis of non -microprocessor circuits.

IBM PC/XT/AT/386
compatible

> The first PC Logic
Analyzer designed to
be cost-efficient for low -
frequency applications.

>Works with 5 -Volt digital
logic (5V CMOS or TTL).

> 8 color -coded data
lines & external clock
input.

>6 range internal clock
(1Hz-100KHz) for
periodic sampling.

MOUSE
compatible

>38' color -coded ribbon
cable with spring -loaded
micro clips.

> Uses your PC's
microprocessor and
memory with an assembly
language data acquisition
routine for maximum
speed on your system.

>A 12 MHz PC clone easily
handles over 100,000
samples per second.

Add logic analysis to your bench for the price of a DMM
ideal for the professional as well as students & hobbyists  Proven excellent teaching aid

> Integrates with the power & Intelligence of your PC to produce a low-cost yet Impressive test in-
strument.

> 'Snapshots" Logic States for observation.
> Quickly & reliably performs tests that a dual -trace oscilloscope, DMM, and Logic Probe can't (ex-

ample: multiplexed digital displays, stepper -motor controllors, . . . etc.).
> Pop -Down Menus. > 8 Channel color -coded logic probe mode.
> File / Print Utilities. > Free tech support and software upgrades.
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Applications By Ralph Tenny

RS -232 Cables Made Easy

No -solder off -the -shelf components simplify
fabricating computer serial cables

Until recently, home experiment -
ers had only two ways to build

RS -232 cables-ribbon cables using
insulation -displacement connectors
(IDCs) and soldered connections us-
ing standard DB-25 connectors. Now
parts and tools sold by Radio Shack
provide two more options that allow
you to quickly build such special
adapters as gender changers and null -
modem adapters. If a new cable re-
quires no more than six conductors,
an RS -232 to modular adapter pro-
vides a quick solution. For a cable
that requires a greater number of
conductors, crimp -style D -Sub con-
nectors are a practical solution.

Choosing a Connector
Figure 1 shows typical RS -232 con-
nector pinouts for computers and
peripheral devices like printers and
modems. Different computers may
have different connectors and even
different pinouts from those shown,
though. Therefore, you must consult
the owner manuals for your equip-
ment to determine exactly the correct
connections. Most IBM and clone
computers have two DB-25 connec-
tors. The RS -232 port usually has
male pins, and the printer port usual-
ly has female pins.

If your equipment is of typical de-
sign, the pinouts at it and any peri-
pheral devices will be identical. If so,
cables connected between them can
be built using the schematic shown in
Fig. 2. Ribbon cables are ideal for
such connections. If you must con-
nect one computer to another, both
computers use the same DB-25 out-
put circuit. With this arrangement,
you must reverse the signal and hand-
shake lines, as shown in Fig. 3.

In industrial shops, cables are built
using crimped connections like the

one shown in Photo 1. Photo 2 shows
two mating pins. Each pin has four
tangs. Two tangs are for insulation
and two grip the wire. After crimp-
ing, the tangs wrap tightly around the
insulation and wire to create an air-
tight joint on the wire. In addition,
the insulation crimp reinforces the
connection by supporting the wire
against mechanical stress.

There are some advantages to us-
ing crimped pins, not the least of
which is that you can easily field
modify or build whole new cables
without soldering. Cables built in
this manner are stronger and more
reliable than those built by other
means because the wires haven't been
heat -stressed.

To use crimped pins, you need a

special crimping tool that has a ratch-
et to prevent the tool from releasing
until the crimp is complete. Industri-
al crimpers cost more than $50, but
for the home experimenters Radio
Shack has a low-cost ($10) crimper
(Photo 3). Of course, the low cost of
this tool comes with a tradeoff-a
slightly stronger "squeeze" action is
needed to make a crimp, and assem-
bly is a bit more difficult than with
the industrial crimper. The greater
difficulty results because the Radio
Shack crimper doesn't hold the pin
while the wire is inserted, which
slows down assembly.

The procedure for building a
crimped -pin cable is as follows. First,
you must strip the outer insulating
jacket from the cable and then from

(5) CTS
(4) RTS
(3) DATA IN
(2) DATA OUT

(5) CTS
(4) RTS
(3) DATA OUT
(2) DATA IN

(21) RI

(20) DTR
(7) GROUND
(8) DCD

")(o
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TYPICAL SERIAL PORT

(21) RI

(20) DTR
(7) GROUND
(8) DCD

(0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

TYPICAL PERIPHERAL PORT

Fig.1. Schematic details of computer serial ports.
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individual conductor wires as you
would normally do for solder -type
cable connectors. When you do this,
make sure the conductors are uni-
formly stripped to expose about 5/64"
of wire is exposed.

Tangs on crimp -type pins are
spread too wide to easily fit the Radio
Shack crimper. However, you can
use the crimper to force the tangs to
orient parallel to each other. Photo 4
shows how to use the front end of the
crimper to close the tangs so that
they're parallel. The modified pin
can then be wedged into the crimper,
as shown in Photo 5.

When you wedge the pin into the
crimper, make sure its shoulder is
flush with the edge of the crimper.
Close the crimper jaws just enough to
securely hold the pin. Then insert the
wire into the pin just far enough for
the insulation to be inside the rear
pair of tangs. Squeeze hard on the
tool handles to obtain a solid crimp
and then release. When properly done,
the crimp should look like that shown
in Photo 1.

Depending on your application,
you may have pins on one end of a ca-
ble and either pins or sockets on the
other end. Photo 6 shows the ends of
a standard cable with pin -terminated
wires inserted into the connectors.

As you install pin -terminated
wires into the holes in the rear of a
connector, check carefully to make
sure each goes into the correct hole.
Push the pins into the connector until
they lock into place. Clearly marked
pin numbers on these connectors
(Photo 6) greatly minimizes the
chance of mistakes. If you do plug a
pin into the wrong hole, or have to re-
design the cable at a later time, a spe-
cial tool like that shown in Photo 7
must be used to release the pin.

No cable is complete without
hoods to dress it up and provide
strain relief for the cable conductors.
The Parts List gives Radio Shack
Catalog Numbers for standard plas-
tic hoods. All -metal and metallized -
plastic hoods are also available for
applications that require special elec-
trical shielding.

RS -232 -to -Modular
Adapter
Photo 8 shows a finished cable ter-
minated in a modular adapter that al-
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Fig. 2. Cable details for connecting computers to peripheral devices.
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Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of null -modem adapter.

lows your cable to use a telephone ex-
tension cable instead of standard
multi -wire cables. The connector is
labeled with a "T" to prevent its ends
from being accidentally switched.
The built-in modular connector ac-
commodates four- and six -conduc-
tor extension cables for greater versa-
tility. Though the standard adapter is
available with only DB-25 male con-
nectors, a standard DB-25 female
connector can be substituted if need-
ed (furnished male pins must be re-
placed with sockets).

Photo 9 shows the disassembled
adapter. Note that the six wires from

the modular adapter can be inserted
into the connector where needed. Use
an ohmmeter or audible continuity
tester to be sure which wire is which.

Special Adapters
Some RS -232 applications require a
gender changer or a null modem. A
gender changer has a straight -
through electrical configuration like
that shown in in Fig. 2. and is nor-
mally used to adapt existing cables
that have the wrong connector at-
tached. Gender changers have either
two male or two female connectors,
depending on which is needed. A null

COMPUTER

P1 3

*1 COMPUTER
TXD RXD

*2

P23
RXD TXD

6
DSR7

SIG. GND
7

D TR20
DB-25

(FEMALE)
DB-25

(FEMALE)

Fig. 4. Cable for connecting two computers together.
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Photo 1. An industrial -type crimped -
pin connection.

Photo 4. Crimper is used to make a
pin fit into its jaw slot.

Photo 7. An insertion/removal tool
eases cable modifications.

adapter has reversed connections, its
circuit appearing schematically as
shown in Fig. 3. It's used with stan-
dard communication cables to adapt
them for computer -to -computer con-
nection. An inexpensive multi -pur-
pose part can be used to build these
adapters (see the Note at the end of
the Parts List for a source from which
this part can be purchased).

Photo 2. Mated industrial -style con-
nector pins.

Photo 5. Pin shown in place in crimp-
er jaw slot.

Photo 8. A modular adapter uses a
telephone extension cord.

Photos 10, 11 and 12 show how the
adapter can be configured as a cable
hood (Photo 10) or as a special
adapter (Photo 12). Note that a a
plastic cable tie, shown in the fore-
ground at the left, anchors the cable
to the shell when it's configured as a
hood (Photo 11).

Photo 12 shows the adapter from
the outside. Captive screws (left fore -

Photo 3. A low-cost crimper sold by
Radio Shack.

Photo 6. Connectors are shown here
with pins installed.

Photo 9. Modular adapters can be con-
nected as needed by your application.

ground) can be used to anchor the
connector to the computer and spe-
cial tapped standoff nuts (right fore-
ground) allow a cable connector to be
locked to the second connector. The
adapter package contains all the
parts needed to make either connec-
tor configuration, plus a set of cap-
tive screws and standoff nuts as shown
in Photo 13.
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Photo 10. A plastic cable tie (fore-
ground) anchors cable to hood.

Photo 12. Special hardware anchors
adapters to computer and cables.

Photo 11. Completed project attach-
es to computer with captive screws.

Photo 13. Mounting hardware is
available in special kit.

PARTS LIST

Crimping Tool (276-1595)
Cable Hood, 9 -Pin (276-1539)
Cable Hood, 25 -Pin (276-1549)
RS -232 Modular Adapter (276-1406)
25 -Pin D -Sub Male (276-1547)
25 -Pin D -Sub Female (276-1548)
Multipurpose Hood/Adapter Kit, $3
Insertion/Removal Tool, $4.50
Note: The first six items are Radio Shack
parts; numbers in parentheses are Radio
Shack Cat. Nos. Remaining items are avail-
able from Computer Automation Hard-
ware, P.O. Box 830545, Richardson, TX
75083; add $1 P&H per order; Texas resi-
dents, please add 8.45% sales tax.

Cables built as described here offer
a number of important advantages.
They're generally more reliable than
cables built using traditional solder
and IDC means. You can configure a
cable exactly as you want and need it
to be for a specific application. Such
cables are easy to modify. And best
of all, you don't have to use a solder-
ing iron.

COMPUTER SHOW
SCHIEDULE

PRODUCED BY KGP PRODUCTIONS SINCE 1980

Jan. 4
Sat 10-4
200 Tables

Jan. 11
Sat.
10 to 4

Jan. 18
Sat.
10 to 4

Jan. 19
Sun.
10 to 3

Jan. 25-26
Sat. 10-4
Sun. 10-3

WILLOW GROVE, PA - GEO. WASH LODGE
PA Tpke Exit # 27 - Left after Toll Booth
10 Minutes to Phila. - Post New Year's Show!

NEW CARROLLTON, MD - 250 TABLES
Greenbelt Sheraton - Near DC & Baltimore
1-95 Exit # 20-B Just North of DC

HACKENSACK, NJ - FDU - 500 TABLES
Route 4 to Hackenbsack Avenue
10 minutes to Geo, Wash. Brudge to NY

MELVILLE, NY - HUNTINGTON HILTON
LIE TO Exit 49-S - 1 mile on right
200 Tables - Long Island, NY Area

MARLBOROUGH, MA - ROYAL PLAZA
1-495 Exit # 24-B - 1 mile on right
500 Tables - BIG Two Day Show

KGP PRODUCTIONS, INC.
SHOW OFFICE: (800) 631-0062

Cross -Assemblers from $50.00

Simulators from $100.00

Cross-Disassemblers from $100.00

Developer Packages
from $200.00 (a $50.00 Savings)

Make Programming Easy
Our Macro Cross -assemblers are easy to use. With powerful
conditional assembly and unlimited include files.

Get It Debugged --FAST
Don't wait until the hardware is finished. Debug your software
with our Simulators.

Recover Lost Source!
Our line of disassemblers can help you re-create the original
assembly language source.

Thousands Of Satisfied Customers
Worldwide

PseudoCorp has been providing quality solutions for
microprocessor problems since 1985.

Processors
Intel 8048 RCA 1802,05
Motorola 6800 Motorola 6801
Hitachi 6301 Motorola 6809
Rockwell 65CO2 Intel 8080,85
Hitachi HD64180 Mot. 68k 10

All products require an IBM PC
For Information

Intel 8051 Intel 8096,196kc
Motorola 68HC11 Motorola 6805
MOS Tech 6502 WDC 65CO2
Zlog Z80 NSC 800
Zlog Z8 Zlog Super 8

or compatible.

Or To Order Call:

PseudoCorp
716 Thimble Shoals Blvd, Suite E

Newport News, VA 23606
(804) 873-1947 FAX:(804)873-2154

VISA
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Software Review By Joseph Desposito

WordPerfect 5.1: Is It Worth It to Switch?

For many years, WordPerfect has reigned
as the king of PC word processors. Peo-
ple who use other popular packages-
WordStar, Microsoft Word, XyWrite-
may not care about this, but they're
sometimes forced to take notice. In my
own case, I was happy using XyWrite. I
started with version II and upgraded
through versions II + , III and III + .

WordPerfect started infiltrating my
life several years ago when I received a
demo disk of version 4.2. It was sent to
me by the WordPerfect Corporation.
This was an almost complete version of
the product-only a spelling checker,
thesaurus and help file were missing.
Since WordPerfect was such a popular
word processor, I bought an inexpensive
quick -reference book and tried to learn
it. I wasn't very impressed. I thought Xy-
Write was a better all-around program.

I continued to use XyWrite as my pri-
mary word processor until WordPerfect
Corp. introduced version 5.1. Apparent-
ly, the features of this version convinced
several companies that I work with to
switch to WordPerfect. I had to switch,
too, and spend some time trying to learn
WordPerfect. I needed to be able to use
WordPerfect fairly well, of course. The
review of WordPerfect 5.1 that follows is
written from the perspective of a Xy-
Write user who was forced to make the
switch. Throughout the review, I refer to
features from both products and tell
which product I think does a better job.

WordPerfect 5.1 is for IBM PC, XT,
AT and PS/2 computers and compat-
ibles. It requires at least 384K of RAM
just to load; so 512K minimum is needed.
DOS 2.0 or a later version is also re-
quired. The program lists for $495, but
substantial discounts are commonly of-
fered by dealers.

About WordPerfect 5.1
WordPerfect 5.1, like previous versions
of the product, presents you with a blank
screen upon start-up. In the lower -right
corner is a status line that tells you the
document, page, line and position num-
bers. Whenever you select a feature like
bold, underline and so forth, the position
number changes style to indicate that the
feature is in effect. WordPerfect com-
mands are issued by pressing functions
keys. When you press a function key, a
menu bar often appears on the bottom of
the screen, offering several choices;
sometimes a full -screen menu appears.

One of the major changes in WordPer-
fect from Version 5.0 to 5.1 is the incor-
poration of pull -down menus, along with
support for a mouse. When you move the
mouse to the top line of the screen, a
menu bar appears. Then when you click
the mouse on a selection, a menu drops
down. You add mouse support after you
start WordPerfect, not during initial in-
stallation of the program. If you don't
have a mouse, you can use the pull -down
menus with alt -key commands.

There are several other new and note-
worthy features of Version 5.1. A feature
especially dear to those who write techni-
cal papers is the ability to enter complex
equations using common terms and sym-
bols. Another feature, for those who are
fed up with the limitations on filenames
imposed by DOS, is the ability to use up
to 68 characters (including spaces) for
document names. An attribute useful for
spreadsheet users is the ability to bring
spreadsheets directly into a document.
Any change made to the spreadsheet is
made automatically in the WordPerfect
document.

A major feature of WordPerfect 5.1,
introduced with Version 5.0, is the ability
to integrate graphics into documents.
You can't see the graphic in standard
mode, but you can see it in preview mode.

WordPerfect 5.1 vs.
XyWrite III +
Any major word processor has so many
features that it would take much more
room than we have here to list them all.
Also, most people learn only a fraction of
the features available in a word proces-
sor. In switching to WordPerfect 5.1, I
was forced to become at least as profi-
cient with this word processor as I am
with XyWrite. Listed below are many of
the features of WordPerfect 5.1 I had to
learn. Included are my opinions of them
versus similar ones in XyWrite III + .
*Command Interface. As mentioned,
you issue commands in WordPerfect
with function keys. In contrast, you issue
commands in XyWrite from a command
line. If you don't use a template or have a
quick reference handy, using function
keys is intolerable because you must work
with the product for long hours every day
to keep function key commands straight
in your head. With a command -line inter-
face, you memorize a few commands and
type them in whenever you need them.
XyWrite uses function keys for some

%RH' sLl sLCt
for IBM Personal Computers

commands, but there are many less to
keep in mind. I'm sure, therefore, that
WordPerfect's supplied plastic keyboard
templates are widely used by operators of
this word processor.

Incorporation of pull -down menus in-
to WordPerfect 5.1 is a significant im-
provement to the product. You now have
the opportunity to select operations from
a menu without having to memorize them.
*Help. Some people try to learn a new
program by reading the documentation
supplied with it, others by a trial -and -er-
ror process while using the program. I
used the latter method with both XyWrite
and WordPerfect. I resort to the docu-
mentation only when I'm stumped.
When I'm trying to learn how to use a
program, I often use any on-line help a
program has to offer.

To access help with WordPerfect, you
press function key F3 or select Help from
the menu bar. WordPerfect's help con-
sists of a listing of items and correspond-
ing function keys, plus a separate expla-
nation of each function key. Somehow,
the listing doesn't make it easier for me to
figure out what to do in a given situation.
I prefer XyWrite's help method. You se-
lect a command, and XyWrite provides
an explanation as well as a list of related
commands.

Since WordPerfect is such a popular
program, there are many companies of-
fering third -party support. One com-
pany, Sybar, sells a program called the
WordPerfect 5.1 On -Line Advisor. For
more information on this product, see the
Advice on WordPerfect 5.1 box given
elsewhere in this review.
Copy and Move Text. As with any other
word processor or text editor, you can
copy and move text with WordPerfect
5.1. You begin the process by pressing
Ait-F4 and then make a selection based on
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whether you want to copy, move or delete
the block. With XyWrite, in comparison,
you highlight text with a function key and
then use an alt -key combination to copy,
move or delete text. Either method is easy
enough. However, a function I often use
in Xy Write is to copy a block of text many
times. For the longest time, I couldn't fig-
ure out how to do the same thing with
WordPerfect. With WordPerfect, you
can retrieve a block of text by pressing
Ctrl -F4, selecting retrieve and then block.
This is a cumbersome way to perform this
operation, in my opinion.
*Search and Replace. To perform a
search and replace with WordPerfect 5.1,
you select either F2 (search only) or Alt -F2
(search and replace). Then you enter the
search characters and press F2 again. A
problem occurs if you accidentally press
Enter to start the search. Instead of start-
ing the search, a symbol for the enter key
appears. Actually this is good, since it lets
you search your document for carriage
returns, but it can be confusing. With Xy-
Write, you enter the appropriate com-
mand and enclose your search characters
between slashes (/). You can search for
and replace carriage returns by typing
Ctrl -Enter between the slashes.

With XyWrite, a problem occurs if you
need to search for the slash character. I
had to do this when writing about Lotus
1-2-3, which uses the slash to bring up the
main menu. I couldn't figure out how to
search for the slash, and on-line help and
documentation didn't help.
*Navigation Keys. Navigation in Word-
Perfect 5.1 is a horror. It's inconsistent
and requires too many keystrokes to ac-
complish. For example, to go to the end
of a line, you press End. To get to the be-
ginning of the line, you press Home Left -
Arrow. To get to the top of the document,
you press Home Home Up -Arrow. There are
many different combinations, too many
to keep up with. Luckily, mouse support
obviates the need for navigation keys.
XyWrite's navigation keys, though, are
splendid. Use Mt -Right (or Left) Arrow for
word jumps, Ctrl -Right (or Left) Arrow to
jump from the left to the right end of a
line, and Ctrl -Home or Ctrl -End to reach the
beginning or end of a document.
*Text Manipulation. WordPerfect 5.1
manipulates text in an awkward way.
Suppose you want to insert text into a
paragraph. As you insert text, the line ex-
tends way beyond the margin. The para-
graph doesn't justify itself correctly until
you hit the Down -Arrow key. This is annoy-
ing and is sometimes frustrating when
editing a document. For example, if you
insert or delete text on a line, and then try
to reach a certain word on the next line,
you usually miss the word due to the rear-
rangement of the paragraph as soon as
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A WordPerfect 5.1 pull -down menu used for selecting the appearance of a selected type
font from either keyboard or mouse.

Advice on WordPerfect 5.1

The WordPerfect 5.1 On -Line Advisor
($29.95) from Sybar Software (a divi-
sion of Sybex, Inc.) is essentially an in-
depth help program. It's a TSR that
runs in the background (using 90K of
RAM and about 400K of hard -disk
space) and is activated by pressing Alt-/.
WordPerfect 5.1 has its own Help pro-
gram; so you may wonder why Sybar
created another one. As mentioned in
the accompanying review, WordPer-
fect's built-in help doesn't always assist
you in solving a problem; so there's a
reason for more help. To find out the
usefulness of the On -Line Advisor, we
compared it to WordPerfect's help for
two specific problems.
Problem 1: Copy text repeatedly. Sybar
uses a simple method to locate a sub-
ject: just type the subject's name. To
find out how to copy text repeatedly, we
pressed Alt-/ to activate the On -Line
Advisor and then typed: copy. Then we
used the Down -Arrow key to reach the
subject heading: Copying with blocked
text. Pressing Enter gave an explanation
of the heading. Just above the explana-
tion was a menu bar.

We selected one of the menu choices:
Related Topics. A list of related topics
appeared in a box. We selected from the
list: Cut and Copy Text. From here, we
read the explanation until we came to a
paragraph that explained how to per-
form a copy operation multiple times.

The explanation was clear, and the in-
structions given solved the problem.

When we tried the built-in WordPer-
fect help utility, we couldn't locate an
indication under the copy command for
copying text multiple times.
Problem 2: Creating Macros To find
out how to create macros with the On -
Line Advisor, we pressed Alt-/ and
typed: Macros. A heading of the same
name appeared: Macros. Pressing Enter
presented the keystrokes needed to de-
fine a macro.

By pressing the PgDn (page -down)
key, we eventually found a section ti-
tled: Usage-General. This explained
what a macro is and what you can use it
for, Another section, Usage-Creating
Macros, gave a step-by-step explana-
tion for creating macros. In contrast,
WordPerfect's on-line help gave only
the keystrokes needed to define and ex-
ecute macros. To receive an explana-
tion and a step-by-step guide to creating
macros, you must refer to the documen-
tation supplied with WordPerfect.

As you can see from the foregoing ex-
amples, the Sybar On -Line Advisor
provides a more complete help facility
that WordPerfect does. If you're some-
one who disdains printed documenta-
tion and prefers to have extensive help
at your fingertips, Sybar's WordPer-
fect 5.1 On -Line Advisor is for you. It
comes with a reference manual, to boot.
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NOW YOU'RE
TALKING!
The Code -Free

Ham License is Here

Enjoy all Amateur Radio privileges
above 30 MHz without having to pass
a code test. All you have to do is pass
a 55 -question exam on basic radio and
the FCC regulations. ARRL's new
book, Now You're Talking makes
understanding what is required on the
test a snap! And there are exams given
all over the country every weekend.

w_you'Rf
TALKING! 0EFIT

DISCOVER THE WORLD OF HAM RADIO

Just think how much fun you'll have
communicating through repeaters,
enjoy Sporadic E skip and worldwide
communications on six meters when
conditions are right. There's satellite
communication and you can even talk
to Astronauts and Cosmonauts in orbit.
Enjoy friendly local communication
both direct and through repeaters. Help
with disaster drills and the real thing!
Sound like fun? It is! Order your copy
of Now You're Talking below:
Enclosed is $19 plus $4 for shipping
(a total of $23) or charge $23 to my
( ) VISA ( )Mastercard ( ) Discover
( )American Express

Signature

Acct. No

Good from Expires

Name

Address

City State Zip
CC

THE AMERICAN RADIO RELAY LEAGUE
225 MAIN STREET

NEWINGTON, CT 06111
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WordPerfect 5.1 lets you import graphics into a document. Graphics display only in pre-
view mode, as illustrated in this screen shot.

you hit the Down -Arrow cursor key. With
XyWrite III + , this isn't a problem.
Graphics. WordPerfect 5.1 lets you in-
corporate graphics into a document. The
graphic needn't be WordPerfect format,
but some formats are not acceptable. If
you want to convert a graphic to Word-
Perfect format prior to using it, you must
use a convert program that you run sepa-
rately from WordPerfect. If you don't
read the documentation the only way to
find out about this program is by examin-
ing the files in the WordPerfect directory.
Graphics display only in the preview
mode. XyWrite falls far shorter here
since it makes no provisions at all for in-
corporating graphics into documents.
',Special Characters. In WordPerfect,
special characters are entered with a fea-
ture called Compose. You press ctrl -v
and then type the number of the character
set and number of the character. A full
listing of characters and symbols is con-
tained in the WordPerfect documenta-
tion. With XyWrite, you bring up the
help menu and select from it ASCII. The
ASCII menu then provides five categor-
ies of special characters from which to
choose. I find this approach an easier way
to access special characters.
*Equations. WordPerfect 5.1 contains a
graphical based equation editor for creat-
ing mathematical equations. You access
this feature by pressing Alt -F9, selecting
Equations, Create and Edit. This fea-
ture, a very useful one for anyone who
produces technical documents or books,
is not available with XyWrite + .
Multiple Documents. WordPerfect lets

you work with two documents at a time,
and lets you split the screen so both can
display at one time. Although it is a sim-
ple matter to invoke this feature (ctrl -F3
or choose it from the pull -down menu), I
rarely use this feature with WP. With
XyWrite III+ , however, I use this fea-
ture frequently. One reason may be that
XyWrite III+ lets me open as many as
nine windows and lets you show all of
them on the screen.
*Spell Checker. Checking spelling with
WordPerfect 5.1 is tedious, simply be-
cause the checker rarely chooses the right
word as a replacement. You usually need
to run down a list to find the correctly
spelled word. XyWrite's spelling checker
is adept at choosing the correct option.
With XyWrite, I find I can correct a
document much more quickly than with
WordPerfect 5.1.
@File Types. Files saved with WordPer-
fect 5.1 are in a format suitable for use
with Versions 5.0 and 5.1. If you want,
you can also save files in WordPerfect 4.2
or ASCII format. WordPerfect gives you
two choices for ASCII files: you can save
the files as DOS text (hard carriage re-
turns) or as generic text (soft carriage re-
turns). This is a great advantage when
you need to send text with hard carriage
returns through an electronic mail service
like MCI Mail.

All files saved with XyWrite III + are
saved in ASCII format with soft carriage
returns. Putting in hard carriage returns
is a pain; so WP is way ahead here. You
can do it by hand or automatically by
printing to a file. If you print to a file,
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Using WordPerfect 5.1's Equation Editor

Word processors typically can't pro
duce mathematical equations like those
that appear in technical papers and text-
books. The best you can hope to do with
most word processors is use the IBM
Graphics Character Set to produce
mathematical symbols like plus/minus
(q), greater than or equal to (r), division
(v), and other common symbols.

With WordPerfect, you create these
kinds of symbols by using (Ctrl -v) and
typing the appropriate code. For exam-
ple, to type q, you press Ctrl -v and the
prompt Key = appears in the bottom -
left of the screen. If you type the code:
6,1, you get the "q" symbol. If you
can't remember the codes, you need to
check in the documentation or retrieve
the file CHARACTR.DOC and look
up the code.

WordPerfect 5.1 goes way beyond
this rather crude method of creating
mathematical equations. It has an
Equation Editor that works in a graphic
mode. To enter the Equation Editor
you use Alt -F9 and select Equation Cre-
ate (or select Graphics Equation Create
from the pull -down menus). A full -
screen menu appears with nine choices
from which to select. When you select
Edit, a graphics screen similar to the one
shown in Fig. A appears.

There are four main areas on the
screen. On the right side is a list of func-
tions you can select. Along the bottom
is a menu. Just above this is an area
where you enter the equation from the
keyboard. Taking up most of the screen
is the equation display area.

To use the Equation Editor, you first
type in the equation from the keyboard.
Nothing displays in the equation win-
dow until you select Screen from the
menu. If you need to make a change,
you do it from the keyboard. Then you
select Screen to see how the change
looks. This is very much a trial -and -er-
ror process.

To test the Equation Editor, we at-
tempted to enter an equation that de-
scribes an RLC circuit, utiVting Kirch-
hoff's current law. The result is shown
in Fig. B.
We had two main problems creating
this equation. The first concerned the
term v(t)/R and similar terms. It was
difficult to figure out how to place the
entire term v(t) in the numerator. The
obvious choice, OVER, didn't work.
Typing v(t) OVER R gave a graphic with
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Fig. A. When you select Edit, a graphics screen similar to this appears.

only the right -most parenthesis over R.
To place the entire term over R, it's nec-
essary to enter the command STACK, as
shown in Fig. B.

A second problem, which we never
did figure out completely, concerns the
integral sign. When setting the limits
from 0 to t, the limits appear to the left
of the integral sign, rather than the
right. Numerous attempts to add spac-
ing to correct this problem failed.

It's clear that the WordPerfect 5.1
Equation Editor, although a powerful
addition to the program, isn't as intui-
tive as it might be. Figuring out how to
get the equation just right is a chore, in-
volving lots of trial -and -error steps.
The fact that you can't work directly in
graphics mode is a serious drawback to
the Equation Editor, but one that you
can live with as you become better ac-
quainted with this feature.
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Fig. B. Results of an attempt to enter an equation that describes an RLC circuit, utiliz-
ing Kirchhoff's current law.
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Program

6805
Chips

Design & Test on your
PC . . From $349

TECI's MCPM- I system allows your IBM PC and Compatibles to
be used as a complete development system for the Motorola
6805 family of single chip microcomputers. Many time saving
features at an affordable price.

Also available - Programmer for 68HC05, in -circuit emulators,
"How-to" Primer, and many software tools to help you.

Call Toll Free
1-800-336-8321

The Engineers Collaborative, Inc
RL 03 Bon 8C Barton, VT 05822 USA
TEL: (802) 525-3458 FAX (802) 525-3451
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POST CODE MASTER
Debug PCs, Usin Built in

Power On Self Test. (POST)
0 Listings and database
for major BIOS types
0 Power Supply LEDs
0 For IBM AT & comp-
atibles including Compaq
0 Only $59.00

PORT TEST
PC Serial/Parallel Port
Diagnostic Software.

0 Comprehensive
Diagnostics and Utilities
0 Universal Loopback
plug Included
0 Identify Addresses
0 Only $89.00

V1
(408)296-4000

MicroSystems Development
4100 Moorpark Avenue, 4104
San Jose, CA 95117

Fax: (408)296-5877
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CABLE TV DESCRAMBLERS
THE MOST ADVANCED

TECHNOLOGY IN CABLE EQUIPMENT:

 BASE BAND  JERROLD *PIONEER
 TOCOM  HAMLIN  ZENITH
 SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA  OAK

FOR OUT OF THIS WORLD PRICES CALL
WORLDWIDE CABLE

1 800-772-3233
FREE CATALOG AVAILABLE

7491 C..-5 N. FEDERAL HWY., SUITE 142
BOCA RATON, FL 33487
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though, you often get extraneous print
characters in the file. You can avoid this
by eliminating the printer driver from a
start-up file. If this sounds confusing, it
is. The saving grace of XyWrite is that
you can send files with character such at-
tributes as bold, underline and so forth
through services like MCI Mail, since the
attributes are in ASCII. This is impossi-
ble to do with WordPerfect.
*Macros. Creating macros in WordPer-
fect 5.1 is a relatively simple task. You
press Ctrl -F10 to start the process. Then
you name the macro and let WordPerfect
record your keystrokes. To use the ma-
cro, either you press an alt -key combina-
tion or you press Alt -F10 and type the
name of the macro. You can create ma-
cros with XyWrite, too, but I've never
figured out how to do it. Although I
wanted to, I've never used macros with
XyWrite. Xy Write also contains a pro-
gramming language, which I never both-
ered to investigate, simply because I

haven't have the need for it.
*Printer Support. WordPerfect 5.1 has
extensive printer support. One of its fin-
est features is the ability to select one of
three text print qualities: draft, medium
or high. I use an old Juki 5510 nine -pin
dot-matrix printer. Normally, to print in
a near -letter -quality (NLQ) font, I have
to flip one of the Juki's DIP switches.
Even doing this, the boldface font is dif-
ferent from the standard NLQ font.
WordPerfect, however, overrides the
DIP -switch settings and provides an at-
tractive near -letter -quality font in both
medium and bold.

Using the font capabilities of a printer
with WordPerfect 5.1 is relatively easy-
you select a font or print characteristic
from a menu. With XyWrite, selecting
print characteristics is easy, too. You se-
lect a control-key/number combination,
such as CtrI-3. Unfortunately, with Xy-
Write, it isn't always easy to figure out
what print characteristic or font you'll be
selecting. Xy Write printer commands are
stored in a printer (.PRN) file. Learning
to edit these files properly is difficult and,
therefore, can inhibit you from using all
the capabilities of your printer.
*Screen Colors. The default screen colors
for WordPerfect 5.1 are white characters
on a blue background-a pleasing com-
bination. If you want to change colors,
you press Shift -Fl and select Display and
then Colors from successive menus.
You're then presented with various color
combinations from which to choose. The
default screen colors for XyWrite +
are white characters on a black back-
ground. This combination is fine, but it
isn't too colorful. Changing screen col-
ors, however, is a chore with XyWrite. It
involves editing a printer file and typing

Speed Test Results

Test

File Size
XyWrite III +
WordPerfect 5.1

Replace all periods
with exclamation
points
20K (approx.)
19.9 seconds
0.9 second

in appropriate color numbers. Conse-
quently, I use the default.
*Windows Compatibility. WordPerfect
5.1 runs perfectly under Microsoft Win-
dows 3.0 in Standard Mode. If you run
Windows in Enhanced Mode and Word-
Perfect 5.1 in a window, everything
works fine until you try to use preview
mode. Windows then locks up WordPer-
fect, which then can no longer be used. It
seems there should be a way for the two
programs to work together in Enhanced
Mode, but I haven't discovered it. Xy-
Write has one problem when running un-
der Windows 3.0 in Standard or En-
hanced mode. You must press each func-
tion key twice to get it to work. For this
reason, I seldom use XyWrite under Win-
dows. (A Windows for WordPerfect is
expected to be released momentarily.)

Comments & Conclusions
WordPerfect 5.1 is a major-league word
processor with many advanced features.
With so many, it's unlikely that you'll
need to tap the full power of the program
in everyday work-but the power is cer-
tainly there if you need it. When com-
pared to another top-flight word proces-
sor, like Xy Write III + , it's evident that
WordPerfect has both strengths and
weaknesses.

Switching word processors from the
one you currently use to WordPerfect 5.1
is a decision not to be taken lightly. Al-
though WordPerfect is one of the most
popular and capable word processors on
the market, it takes some effort to learn
to use it proficiently.

Should you switch to WordPerfect?
The answer to this depends on whether or
not you have a compelling reason to do
so. For example, has your employer
switched to WordPerfect, forcing you to
be compatible with the rest of the staff?
Or does your current word processor lack
support for a specific feature you need,
such as integrated graphics? If there's no
compelling reason to switch, you're
probably better off sticking to the word
processor you now use, assuming you've
used it for some time now and are famil-
iar and pleased with it.
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What 8051 compiler would Santa

use to automate his workshop?

BCI517of course - even Santa knows BASIC!

BC151-BASICcross compiler with integer math  Supplement BASIC -52
or stand-alone  Now includes 'C51F support  BCI51 with assembler
and utilities $299 Powerful Dallas DS5000T extensions $149 
Assembly Language Programmers Toolkit $99 . superb documentation

Sq4eireUt /Pt G
754 East Roosevelt Avenue
Salt Lake City, Utah 84105
801-487-7412 FAX: 801-487-3130

PC -BASED
DEVELOPMENT

TOOLS
If you're interested in microprocessor -related projects,
our tools can help. Our PIC microcontroller tools allow

you to learn about and use single -chip computers.
And our EPROM emulators are time-savers in

almost any project that uses EPROMs.

MICROCONTROLLER PROGRAMMER

The PIC 16C5x family of microcontrollers are inexpensive,
8 -bit, single -chip computers. They combine a CPU, EPROM,
RAM, and I/O for as little as $3.00 each. Our tools allow
you to program these parts with your own software. A single
PIC can replace many ICs, in addition to adding real
intelligence and flexibility to your designs.

Includes assembler, programmer, and cables.
IC is a registered trademark of Microchip Technology. Inc. $199

27256 EPROM EMULATOR
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If your projects use EPROMs, you can probably use an
EPROM emulator. An EPROM emulator plugs in place 3f an
actual EPROM, but instead of programming parts to test
your code, you simply download to the
emulator.

'Emulates 2764, 27128, and 27256 EPROMs. $199

7

PAR/11421): fzi -tosterCard

(916) 721-8217  FAX: (916) 726-1905
Parallax. Inc.  6200 Desimone Lane. #69A  Citrus Heights, CA 9.21

Prices subject to change without notice.
California residents add appropriate sales tax.

Add $4.00 for UPS ground. $7.00 for 2nd day. $15.00 for next day.
CIRCLE NO. 81 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD
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Product Evaluation By Art Salsberg

Power Quality Monitoring

We've all been made aware that what's fed
into a computer from an ac power line may
harm the equipment and/or its programs
and data. As a result, a variety of surge
protectors, radio -frequency noise filters
and uninterruptible power supplies are
used to circumvent damage of one sort or
another. But one really doesn't know if the
protective device is adequate. To find out
what the problems are before you suffer
the consequences requires the use of an ap-
propriate monitoring device, such as the
Probe 100 discussed here.

The Probe 100 from Eastern Time De-
signs (Manchester, NH) measures only
5% "L x 3% "W x 1% "D plus a three -prong
6 -foot -long ac line cord, and is priced at
$149.95. It detects a variety of power
disturbances, indicating what they are by
LED display on the face of the device. It
detects spikes on hot and neutral lines, for
example. Hot-line impulses are displayed
in increments: 20, 50, 100 and 500 volts,
while neutral -line impulses are in 1-, 5-, 10 -
and 50 -volt increments.

In addition, there are a variety of ac level
LED indicators: surge (over 135 volts for
at least 100 ms), high line (126 to 135 volts),
normal (105 to 125 volts), low line (under
105 volts), sag (under 95 volts for at least
100 ms), dropout (less than 80 volts within
8 ms or half a cycle), power failure (less
than 80 volts for at least 500 ms), high -
frequency normal -mode noise (2 volts
peak -to -peak at 10 kHz to 10 MHz),
hot/neutral reverse and open ground. The
Probe 100 uses a sine -wave tracking design
to capture impulses and operates to a max-
imum of 140 volts rms.

Once caused to illuminate, the LED in-
dicators remain on until a RESET button at
the rear of the device is pressed (except for
normal, high and low line displays). On in-
itially plugging the unit into a three -prong
ac outlet, some LEDs will light and be
latched. So the RESET button must be
pressed to set up the monitor in an un-
latched state.

In -Use Comments
The Probe 100 is a simple, handy monitor-
ing device to use. It gives a good picture
of how clean is the ac power feeding a corn-
puter, whether directly from a wall outlet
or a receptacle on a protective device, such
as a strip surge/noise protector.

Power -disturbance problems typically
occur intermittently. Accordingly, the
manufacturer suggests that it remain
plugged in for 24 to 72 hours, with periodic
checking of the LED display.

I plugged the monitor into a variety of

receptacles in our main office: wall outlet,
surge/noise device and the output of a UPS
that has built-in noise suppression. Addi-
tionally, the monitor was plugged into a
home wall receptacle and into a
surge/noise suppressor's receptacle.

In each instance, I switched on a com-
puter and peripherals. At home, I also
switched on and off a clothes dryer and
washing machine in an effort to trigger the
monitor's LEDs. The results were very
interesting.

All our office ac outlets caused the High -
Frequency Normal Mode Noise LED to
light, generally only moments after press-
ing the RESET button. Plugged into a
receptacle on a surge/noise device, the
same LED illuminated after about 5 min-
utes. Connected to a UPS output, it lit in
about 15 minutes or so. This is line -to -line
noise that rides on the sine wave, which
could cause processing errors to crop up
if it's not too high, and system failure if
it exceeds 10 volts.

With fast checks on all outlets in my

home, I discovered one that had the hot
and neutral lines reversed! The monitor in-
dicated this immediately and then many
LEDs lit up like a Christmas tree. It was
the receptacle used to power my home
alarm system, which had recently become
flaky in operation after about eight years
of service in this manner, and was re-
placed. (After switching off the appropri-
ate circuit breaker, I corrected wiring to the
receptacle. The black wire was connected
where "white" was clearly marked.)

Again at home, I was able to cause the
HF Normal Mode Noise LED to light
when I switched on and off peripheral
devices. Worse, though, was a once -in -
while result of switching off any switch on
the power -distribution system that sits be-
tween my computer's system box and vid-
eo display monitor. You know, the con-
venience system that gives you front -panel
power control of different devices, from
monitor to printer. Once in while, it caused
as much as the 100 -volt LED to light up as
a Hot Line Impulse on the monitor and

(continued on page 85)
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CONSUMERTRONICS
2011 CRESCENT DR., P.O. DRAWER 537

ALAMOGORDO, NM 88310

1-505-434-0234
FAX 1-505-434-0234 (orders only). Mon. -Sat.
8AM-9PM MST Voice 8 Manual FAX. 9PM-8AM
Auto. FAX. Add $4 ship. (USA, Canada). All items
are in stock. COD (UPS cash only). VISA, Master-
Card OK. Catalog is $2. In business since 1971.
As seen on TV. John Williams - former Senior
Engineer (Lockheed). NMSU Professor of
Computer Science.

OFF -THE -SHELF HARDWARE
Van Eck System, Shriek Module, Voice Dis-
guisers, Hearing Assistor, Diabetes Alarm, 6th
Sense Communicator, The Levitator, Resonant
Coils, TENS Devices, Long Range Eavesdropper,
Bumper Beeper, PC A / D Interlace, Radar Emitter,
Subliminal Mixer, Neurophone, EM Weapons
Countermeasure, Payphone Autodlater - more!
Assembled and tested (no kits). St for descriptions.

COMPUTERS

HARD DRIVE MANUAL
Relates to all hard drive and controller implementa-
tions (emphasis on PCs). How to select, interface,
initialize, set up, use, maintain, troubleshoot and
repair them. How to protect them from mistakes,
sabotage. prying eyes, sticky fingers. How to
recover damaged and lost files. Includes software
reviews. Loaded with info, advice and tips. S29.

DISK SERVICE MANUAL
Maintain, troubleshoot, repair, adjust, align floppy
drives without special equipment or software -
5.25"/3.5"/8", PC/XT/AT/386/486, Apple, Com-
modore, Kaypro, Tandy, Epson, Atari, TI, HP, DEC,
etc. systems. All floppies need regular upkeep. $29.

DISK DRIVE TUTORIAL
Theory and practical facts on floppy drives,
disks, FDCs, formatting, software protection.
Systems described above. Invaluable advice and
tips on how to best select, interface and use
drives and disks. $19.

PRINTER/PLOTTER MANUAL
Types, descriptions, specs and 100* interfaces
(parallel, serial). Detailed plans for X-switchers,
buffers, and serial -to -parallel and parallel -to -
serial interfaces, breakout devices. Many buy,
use, service, repair tips. $14.

SUPER RE -INKING METHOD
Re -ink cloth ribbons for about 50 cents and 10
minutes each. Plans for el cheapo motor -driven
re-inker. Commonly used ink (5 colors) and
carrier described. $9.

COMPUTER PHREAKING
TROJAN HORSES, VIRUSES, WORMS, etc and
countermeasures. Includes disk with 250K* of
hacker text files and utilities, and legendary
FLUSHOTa protection system (Ed. Choice, PC
Magazine). Dozens of computer crime and abuse
methods and countermeasures. How systems
are penetrated. BBS advice, password defeats,
glossary, much more! Manuals + Disks. $39.

BEYOND VAN ECK PHREAKING
Eavesdropping on VDT and TV video signals
using an ordinary TV! Ranges up to 1 KM. Plans.
countermeasures. Includes legal Van Eck uses,
and original Top Secret Van Eck design! $29.

ABSOLUTE COMP. SECURITY
Dozens of simple, versatile, secure computer
security methods and tips. Plus our invulnerable
Cipher Program (in .COM and its .BAS source).
Plus 51,000 CIPHER CONTEST rules
with ciphertext. Manual a Disk. $24.

CRYPTANALYSIS TECH.
Five powerful menu -driven crypto programs (in
.COM and their .BAS sources) to analyze, decrypt
"secure" ciphertexts. Worked -out examples.
Recommended in the prestigious COMPUTERS
8 SECURITY. Manual + Disk. $29.

SOFTWARE PROTECTION
Unique system that highly discourages costly
software piracy while not interfering with legit
archival copies. No known way to defeat. No
special equipment required. Easy, automatic to
install on your disks. Can be used with any other
protection system. Manual + Disk* $59.

BRAIN VIRUS ANTIDOTE
The PAKISTANI BRAIN VIRUS plagued dozens
of instlutions, businesses. The mildly destructive
original version has been hacked into highly vir-
ulent strains. BVA consists of the antidote, source
code and write-up. Disk. (NOT Infected) $19.

AL DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM
Powerful program for creating/editing AL source
code. Like sophisticated wordprocessor with many
unique and powerful AL features. Includes tutorial
and program for integrating AL routines into
corn. iled BASIC  r rams. Manual + Disk* $19.

ROBOFONE AUTODIALER
Powerful, versatile, menu -driven program allows
you to dial any number (up to 10K) or mix of local and
long distance numbers in any order, over any length
of time, whether busy or answered (your choice) and
log the times, commands and results to monitor,
printer and -or disk. Quick -dial directory of up to 600
numbers. BUSY redial options. Direct modem corn -
mend and control. All result codes, including Voice
and Ringing. Optional shell to terminal program
upon Connect Exit to menu or DOS (for batching).
Ideal "Wargames" power dialer, phone call logger
and telemarketing dialer. Manual a Oleic. $29.

* *

'All software supports all IBM-PC and compatible
systems ('86 '486).

ELECTRONICS

PHONE COLOR BOXES
Designed by Phone Phreaks! 15 phone color boxes
described. Dozens circuits, programs. Plus call for-
warding, conferencing, phreak history. Plus 50 useful
and legal phone circuit plans. More! Manual $29.

VOICE MAIL BOX HACKING
How Voice Marl Box (VMB) systems are used and
the specific ways they are hacked. Includes
ASPEN, MESSAGE CENTER, BIX, EZ, SYDNEY,
PHONE MAIL, AUDIX, etc. Absolutely required for
all sysops. users! $29.

VOICE DISGUISER
Plans for neat devices to change voice pitches.
Effective against snoops using voice analyzers; to
conceal gender for women living alone; for anti -
intrusion systems; for music accompaniment; for
gags. Voice sounds natural. $19.

CELLULAR PHONE MANUAL
How cellular phones are designed, operated and
programmed. How cellular systems are vulnerable
to hack attacks and countermeasures. $29.

PHONE RECORD. INTERFACES
Plans for undetectable (ultra -hi input impedance),
indestructable TELECORDER to record phone
conversations. Also monitors for bugs and taps.
Plus simple FM xmitter addition and the ear -
piercing SHRIEK CIRCUIT plans. $9.

RADIONICS MANUAL
Exciting electronic and electromagnetic therapeutic
and diagnostic devices (mostly experimental).
History, descriptions, plans (dozens), availabilities
of Radionics Devices from early to modem. $29.

HEAL THYSELF
Many electronic medical devices are now licensed
by the FDA for therapies. Plans for three major
different devices that you can build and use
yourself. Save $ Thousands! Plus details on many
other devices. $19.

BIO-SPECTRUM ANALYSIS
Summary of the biologic effects of electromagnetic
fields from DC to the near -infrared (0-300 GHZ).
Bands include: 6 ELF, VLF, LF, MF, HF, VHF, UHF,
SHF. EHF. Special emphasis on DC, 50 HZ. 60 HZ,
2.45 GHZ (microwave ovens), 3 GHZ (radar).
Graphical spectrum display includes frequency,
researcher, date, source, effects, subject type and
signal attributes. Also includes FCC assignments
and physical properties. $19.

EM BRAINBLASTER
Tutorial and plans for powerful ELECTROMAG-
NETIC WEAPONS and LAB DEVICES. Optimum
circuits, freqs., waveforms, intensities. Compre-
hensive, MIND BOGGLING! $29.

UNDER ATTACK!!
ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERFERENCE (EMI) and
ELECTRONIC WEAPONS cause INEXPLICABLE
MANIFESTATIONS! These attacks can cause
cancer, birth defects, psychological and neurological
disorders, cardiovascular and immune system
failures, etc. Destructive to people, pets, livestock,
plants, equipment INCLUDES ACTUAL CASES
(which we have investigated and documented) OF
ATTACKS ON PEOPLE BY EM WEAPONS! And
includes how you can verify and pinpoint the source
of the EMI/electronic attack, and specific counter-
measures you can take. $29.

HIGH VOLTAGE DEVICES
HV devices plans: Stun Gun, Taser, Prod, Cane,
Umbrella, Zapper, RE/Radar/Audio Jammer,
Flasher, Blaster, Jacob's Ladder, Plasma and Van
de Gras ft' Gens., Fence Charger, Geiger Counter,
Ozone Gen., Fish Stunner, Pest Killer, Plant Stimu-
lator, Kirlian, Magnetizer, etc. SHOCKING! $29.

SECRET & SURVIVAL RADIO
Optimum survival and security radio equipment,
methods, frequency allocations and voice/data
scrambling /encoding. Includes small receivers/
xminers, telemetry, antenna optimizations, remote
monitoring and control, security, surveillance, and
ultrasonic, fiberoptic and infrared commo. More!
70+ circuit plans, tables. $29.

TV DECODERS/CONVERTERS
Tutorial and plans for several TV decoders and
converters. Plus satellite TV component purchase
and use tips $14.

STEALTH TECHNOLOGY
Police radar is fascinating. It also has error rates of
10%-20%! Every known. Error mode - Method and
material to minimize radar reflections - Strategy
and tactic to fight unjust radar tickets (that cost
you a fortune in insurance) - Method to detect and
am si  nals - full described! $19

THE "GOLDFINGER"
Tired of digging up rusty nails and bottle caps?
The "Goleitinger" detects GOLD, SILVER, PLAT-
INUM, COPPER and ALUMINUM while rejecting
all ferromanetics. Plans. $14.

THE "SILKWOOD"
The "Silkwood" detects X- and Gamma Rays, and
Alpha and Beta particles. Simple, pocketsize. 9 -
volt battery -operated rad detector requires no
Geiger -Mueller tubes or high voltages. 95.46
linearity between 10-1,000 rads/min. Indicates to
less than 0.1 rad/min. Check out your job, home,
possessions. Prospect for minerals. And a lifesaver
for nuclear survival situations. Plans. $14.

NEW CIRCUIT
DESIGN CONCEPT

Describes new circuit design "MAGIC POLY-
HEDRON" concept Soldering typically less than
20% of PC and pert board designs - much less
risks of toxic chemicals, burns, bad solders.
cooked parts, etc. Compact, efficient, versatile,
low -noise, reliable shape, size, layout. Easy to
troubleshoot and make design changes. Relatively
inexpensive. Easy to integrate with chasses,
controls, connectors, displays, power supplies,
etc. Assemble circuits just about anywhere. $19.

ENERGY

KW -HR METERS
How watthour meters work, calibration, error
modes (many), ANSI Standards, etc. Demand, Pole
and Pol  hese Meters. Ex - mental results. $19.

STOPPING POWER METERS
As reported on CBS 60 MINUTES! How certain
electrical loads (r'mply plugs into an outlet) can
slow down watthour meters - even stop them -
while drawing lull loads! Also describes meter
tree , overload droo.. $19.

THE I.G.MANUAL
External magnetic ways to slow down and stop
watthour meters while drawin full loads. $19.

GAS FO' ALL
Every known vulnerability of gasoline and diesel
fuel  urn s and dis nsers. S19.

LIBERATE GAS & WATER
How gas and water meters can be reversed using
sim  le household e ui  ment. $19.

VORTEX GENERATOR
Heat/cool with simple, amazing 3 -port device. Uses
no moving parts, electricity, fossil fuel, liquid or freon.
Guaranteed scientificall sound. Plans. $14.

MDVR METHOD
Plans for the effective and inexpensive MDVR
Method to legally save electrical energy (30%-
60%)! Develops optimum efficiency, safety and
versatility, and saves wear and tear - all without
significant loss of performance or service. $9.

FINANCIAL

CONS & SCAMS
Cons and scams fleece Americans of at $50.
Billion per year! The most comprehensive manual
on cons and scams of all kinds from the classic to
the high tech. Details on hundreds of cons and
scams and their many variations and counter-
measures. Fraud is ram nt -  rotect ourself! $29.

ATM'S
ATM crimes, abuses, security, vulnerabilities. 100-
methods described - from Reg. E to ciphers. Case
histories. law. countermeasures, detailed security
checklist Internal photos, figures! Still unsolved: One
crook stole $237,000 from one bank's ATMs! $39.

CREDIT CARD SCAMS
Cardholders. merchants and banks suffer $ Billions
losses annually because of credit card fraud.
Describes every known means of credit card fraud
and scams. Protect ourself! $29.

CREDIT REPORTING ENTITIES
Giant commercial and government databases
now contain millions of financial, employment
medical, family history, lifestyle, criminal, religious
and political files on most Americans. These files
are instantly accessible to thousands of people.
Data is often erroneous, incomplete, obsolete or
repetitious - often costing people credit and jobs -
even their freedoms! How to protect your privacy
and security. Comprehensive. $/9.

ULTIMATE SUCCESS MANUAL
Underpaid? Harassed? Manipulated? Stuck in a
dead end job? Expect to be laid off or fired? Sick of
office politics? Job/division/company moving to
Timbuktu? The ultimate no -hold -barred Machiavel-
lian techniques for finding, obtaining. optimizing
and keeping top jobs and benefits. THE RULES OF
THE GAME FOR A GAME WITHOUT RULES!
From resume to CEO. $29.

GOVERNMENT LAND GRAB
You can force the Government to sell you prime
land at ridiculously low prices with no competing
bids allowed because of a little-known 100+ year
old Federal Law! One man legally forced the Gov-
ernment to sell him 160 acres of prime forest land
for $400 - appraised at $1.6000.000! Another got
19 prime acres in Phoenix, AZ for $47 - appraised
at $376,000! Complete details and proof. $19.

STOCKPRO
Unique, powerful. shrewd, unconventional
common stock investment strategy. Created for
NMSU, and basis of expensive consulting
system. Manual + Disk. $29.

PHYSICAL SURVIVAL

ORDER OF THE MAGNITUDE
THE MOST COMPREHENSIVE SURVIVAL BOOK
EVER WRITTEN! Topics include electronics, com-
puters, energy, weapons, concealment revenge.
alarms, etc. Helps you survive today and in the
Day After. Absolutely required' Field -expedient
use of technology typically in a lower -intensity
conflict environment C41 emphasis $39.

SURVIVAL GUNS & AMMO
THE ULTIMATE FIREARMS SURVIVAL MANUAL!
Describes optimum guns and ammo, conver-
sions, silencers. explosive devices, improvised
weapons, End Times scenarios, retreats. etc. VI

SILENCE IS GOLDEN
How acoustic silencers are designed from simple,
cheap, commonly -available materials. $9.

SECRET & ALTERNATE IDS
Privacy is virtually gone! With the huge data-
bases now maintained by credit bureaus and
governments. your sanity and future survival are
at great risk - unless you can escape under a
secret and alternate ID. Legal methods detailed.
Not a rehash of the Paper Trip books $14.

ROCKET'S RED GLARE
How to design and build solid -propellant amateur
and survival rockets. Special emphasis on the
formulation, manufacture and installation of
propellants. motors, igniters, etc. Includes list of
commonly available materials. And the design of
launch pads and electronics. $29.

COMBAT/SURVIVAL FITNESS
Weight training for combat, survival, police,
martial arts, contact sports, brawling and street
fighting! Scientifically designed to maximize the
explosive power. speed, quickness, agility.
endurance and hardness for combat and survival.
SURVIVAL OF THE FITTEST - There are no
second -place winners! $14.

FIREWORKS!
Describes how firecrackers (M -80s, block-
busters, cherry bombs), rockets (match, bottle,
large), volcanoes and fountains, sparklers and
safety fuses are made and colored $9.

MISCELLANEOUS

TECH. RESEARCH SERVICES
Unique 51 electronic and computer design
articles in database accessed by title and
subject. Digital, uP, uC, analog, hybrid. nomo-
graph. software. Provide us keys. we return list
$25 search fee (1-20 keywords/phrases, yor,
may combine unrelated topics). Saves you R&D
$55. Powerful RES-SNAP program will allow
your own searches thru popular electronic
books, magazines and your files. Disk* $95.

SPECIAL PROJECTS
We design, build, repair, modify, maintain and
consult on any device, system or project - computer
i zed, electronic. electrical, mechanical. optical
Many invention prototypes. Confidentiality guaran-
teed. Describe and include $25 fee (does not obi: -
gate you). We then provide you cost, time estimates

MMPI PERSONALITY GAME
What exactly is your personality? How does t
compare with others you care about? Do you
have more than one? Much more than lust a
game, the MPG is a zany, satirical, insightful,
realistic and critical hands-on education about
personality testing. Mind -boggling and a real
blast' Manual a Disk. $39.

NUMEROLOGY PROGRAM
Religion and science are filled with numbers that
have special meanings. Enter a name or phrase
into NUMERNAM and watch the dozens of
equivalent numbers displayed - derived from
ancient and modern algorithms. Whether numbers
have special meaning to you or just for fun and
games, NUMERNAM is numero uno! Disk' $19.

PREVENT/CURE
DENTAL DISEASE

About 70% of all tooth losses are caused by
"gum disease" - not tooth decay! Simple little-
known method developed by a Government
scientist is inexpensive and really works. $9.

TAP NEWSLETTER
TAP was a controversial technological survival
newsletter published by the Yippies until the
mid -1980s, and is a goldmine of hard -to -find
technological information from ATMs to Zapping
(just about everything). And of great historical
and nostalgic value. Issues 1-91. $2 per back
issue, $150 for entire set.

SOLD FOR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES ONLY.
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Forrest M. Mims III

The Analog -Digital Connection

The relationship between analog and digi-
tal electronics is both competitive and com-
plementary. On one hand, digital logic,
programmable controllers and computers
have supplanted analog circuits in many
applications. On the other, there are many
applications that can only be implemented
with or with the help of analog electronics.
Between the two is a fuzzy area where both
technologies either work together or com-
pete with each other. In the former case,
interfacing digital electronics with an ana-
log world requires analog circuits. In the
latter case, digital designers with little or
no analog skills sometimes use program-
mable controllers or microprocessors
when a single analog chip would suffice.

In the future, a new world of ultra -so-
phisticated computing will be ushered in
by neural networks. These are circuits with
their roots firmly entrenched in an analog
world of circuit design.

This time around, I'll discuss a recent de-
bate over the relative merits of analog and
digital electronics. So you can become bet-
ter acquainted with what really matters, I'll
also describe some real -world applications,
one of which is best solved with an old-
fashioned analog chart recorder and the
other with a computer -controlled data -ac-
quisition system.

Analog & Digital Ways of
Doing the Same Thing
To set the stage, let's examine a simple ex-
ample of how both analog and digital elec-
tronics can perform the same function-
comparison of two or more values. To
keep things interesting, I'll show how a
simple high/low number guessing game
can be implemented three different ways,
using an analog circuit, combinational dig-
ital logic and sequential digital logic.
 Analog Hi/Lo Game. Shown in Fig. 1
is the schematic diagram of a simple hi/lo
game you can quickly assemble from some
potentiometers, resistors, LEDs and an in-
expensive quad -operational amplifier. The
circuit is known as a window comparator.
In it, RI supplies an adjustable voltage to
the circuit's input. Potentiometers R2, R3
and R4 define the upper and lower limits
of the window. The CORRECT LED lights
when the input voltage falls within the win-
dow's limits. Otherwise, the HIGH or Low
LED turns on.
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Fig. 1. A simple analog hi/lo game.

Ideally, RI should be a free -turning po-
tentiometer fitted with a knob that has no
index marker or pointer. The game is
played by setting potentiometers R2, R3
and R4 to any desired positions (the un-
known number). Without watching the
LEDs, R1 is then rotated to any position
to supply an input voltage (the guess). The
LEDs then indicate the result.
 Combinational -Logic Hi/Lo Game. A
schematic diagram for a hi/lo game imple-
mented with a mix of analog and both
combinational and sequential digital logic
is shown in Fig. 2. Since the brains of the
game is a combinational -logic network (a
four -bit 7485 comparator), we'll call it a
combinational -logic high/low game.

In operation, the 555 analog chip gener-
ates a continuous series of pulses at a rate
determined by the values of RI and Cl.
When Si is momentarily closed, an unpre-
dictable number of these pulses is counted
by the the 74193 four -bit binary counter
(a sequential chip). When Si is opened, the
count stored in the 74193 will be a four -bit
word between binary 0000 and 1111 (deci-
mal 0 to 15). Because of the high frequen-
cy of the pulse rate, it's impossible to guess
the status of the count stored in the 74193
when SI is opened.

To play the game, you first enter a four -
bit guess into switches S2 through S5. Then

you close and open SI. The 7485 compares
your guess with the count stored in the
74193. If your guess is correct, the middle
LED turns on. If it's too low, the lower
LED turns on and if it's too high the up-
per LED turns on.
 Sequential -Logic Hi/Lo Game. There
are lots of ways to design a hi/lo game with
sequential logic. You can design your own
from sequential -logic chips (flip-flops,
counters, and RAMs). Or you can use a
ready-made sequential -logic circuit known
as a computer. That's what I'm going to
do next with the MS-DOS machine into
which these words are being typed. First,
I'll save this text on disk. Then I'll go to
SYSTEM and then to BASIC and enter
these lines:

10 'HI -LO GAME
20 RANDOMIZE TIMER
30 N =INT(RND*10)
40 PRINT "WHAT IS YOUR GUESS";G
50 IF G N THEN PRINT "LOW"
60 IF G=N THEN PRINT "CORRECT"
70 IF G N THEN PRINT "HIGH"
80 END

Line 20 re -seeds the random -number gen-
erator with the number of seconds since
midnight or since your computer was last
reset. This causes the RND (random) func-
tion in line 30 to produce a different se -
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quence of random numbers. Otherwise
RND will produce the same sequence each
time. Lines 40, 50 and 60 then perform
comparisons to determine the result of
your guess.

The Fig. 1 analog and Fig. 2 combina-
tional -logic hi/lo games can be modified,
but not nearly as quickly as the listing
given above. For example, to amend the
hi/lo computer program to recycle for a
new game at your request, simply add
these lines:

70 INPUT "WANT TO GUESS AGAIN (Y
or N)",Q$
80 IF Q$ -Y" OR Q$="y" THEN 15
901F 0$ - "N" OR Q$ = "n" TH EN PRINT
"GAME OVER":END

Of course, you can include additional in-
structions to embellish the display (for ex-
ample, insert a score box, add various col-
ors, etc.). You can also easily modify the
game for more sophisticated games involv-
ing memorizing strings of digits and
characters.
 Hybrid Sequential -Logic Hi/Lo Game.
You can transform the computerized
Hi/Lo game described above into a hybrid
analog/digital game by replacing the ran-
dom -number lines of the program with
some lines that sample the position of a
joystick. Between games, you simply move
the joystick to input a new number to guess.
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Fig. 2. A hi/lo game implemented with digital logic.

The Internet Debate
All the above hi/lo games are extremely
simple, but they do illustrate how analog
and digital methods can be used to imple-

ment the same basic function. Now let's
jump into the perennial debate over the
merits of analog -versus -digital technology.

This topic was recently the subject of a
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few exchanges during a debate on the skep-
tics forum of the Internet BBS over cancel-
lation of my assignment to write "The Am-
ateur Scientist" column for Scientific Am-
erican after that magazine learned I do not
accept the Darwinian theory of evolution.
Here's what one of that magazine's sup-
porters had to say:

"[Mims] seems to have an anachronistic
attitude on the role of analog -vs. -digital
electronics (supporting the former, of
course). Take the following passage from
page 3 of The Forrest Mims Circuit Scrap-
book (McGraw-Hill, 1983):

'An amazing number of applications use
either digital or analog circuits. Lately, of
course, the trend has been toward digital
almost exclusively. In some ways, how-
ever, this trend (or is it a fad?) is clearly un-
fortunate. [Paragraph about digital volt-
meters deleted.] When it comes to com-
puters, digital technology has the advan-
tage in accuracy, programmability, and
computing power. Analog computers,
however, are ideal for simulating a real -
world system such as a structure, machine,
dam, aircraft, or missile. Simply rotating
a few control knobs enables the computer's
operator to observe the effect of changes
on the system as they take place (in real
time). Contrast this simple procedure with
the elaborate software manipulation re-
quired to vary conditions in a digital com-
puter's program.'

"WHAT? Digital computing a FAD? I
think not! I do not know of a single moder-
ately responsible professional engineer
who would use ANALOG circuits to simu-
late ANYTHING. All such is done exclu-
sively on digital computers with finite ele-
ment and other numerical simulation codes.
As for the 'elaborate software manipula-
tion' required for digital computers, most
of the circuits in his books do things (such
as adding two voltages) that can be done
with a single line of computer code in FOR-
TRAN or any other language, or with any
decent piece of data acquisition software.

"If nothing else, this shows that he is not
a very competent engineer, let alone a sci-

entist . ."

Responding to the Debate:
In spite of this message's claims to the con-
trary, the passage quoted from my book
is as valid today as in 1983. Of course, I
didn't write that digital computing is a fad;
the comment about the move away from
analog circuits applied then as it does now
to application -oriented circuits, not com-
puters. If digital computers were a fad, I
certainly wouldn't have wasted time writ-
ing the operator's manual for one of the
first hobby computers, the Altair 8800,
back in the winter of 1974/5 in exchange
for one of those vintage machines. (That

Altair is now displayed in the Smithsonian
Institution.)

The message claims that analog circuits
aren't used "to simulate ANYTHING."
Actually analog computers are used to sim-
ulate and model such real -world things as
ecological systems, population growth,
chemical reactions and aerodynamic sys-
tems, to name just a few. Simpler analog
systems are used to multiply, divide, ex-
tract roots and generate a wide range of
nonlinear functions, including trigonome-
tric functions. What's more, analog cir-
cuits often perform these simulations and
operations in close to real time, a feat un-
matched by a conventional digital comput-
er or processor that processes instructions
in serial manner.

The message goes on to claim, " . most
of the circuits in his books do things (such
as adding two voltages) that can be done
with a single line of computer code in FOR-
TRAN or any other language, or with any
decent piece of data acquisition software."

Software can do wonderful things, but
an infinite number of lines of FORTRAN
can't transform a computer into a power
supply, lightwave communicator, laser
system, radiometer, Geiger counter, xenon
strobe circuit, green vegetation detector,
seismometer or many of the other circuits
described in my books. Of course, as regu-

know, this
doesn't mean that a computer can't be used
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with external hardware to implement some'
of these circuits.

More puzzling than the claim about the
power of FORTRAN is the reference to
"data acquisition software." The missing
ingredient here, of course, is data -acquisi-
tion hardware-without which data -ac-
quisition software is useless. Analog cir-
cuits, of course, form the core of most data
acquisition systems. They transform the
analog signals of the real world into the
digital bit patterns that can be processed
by a digital computer.

Since I don't have access to Internet, it
wasn't possible to respond to the above
message. Others, however, did respond,
and here's what one party had to say:

" . I felt that [the critic's] dismissal of
analog [was] too offhand. I wish we had
a few more 'anachronistic', or I would pre-
fer 'eclectic,' engineers . . . .

"It seems that digital has completely
supplanted analog, not because it is inher-
ently and always better-sometimes it is
worse-but because it is easy to play with,
program and twiddle. Digital forces you
to discreetize, which ain't always a good
thing; consider all the work put into get-
ting decent digital derivation and integra-
tion. They are (in principle) trivial with
analog circuitry.

"Analog on the other hand more or less
requires you to build a new computer for
every program. Sure ain't cost effective,
I agree! Now maybe with a digital comput-
er as a front end? Anyway, I'm afraid ana-
log is becoming a lost art and someday we
will miss it. Such as in another computing
`Fad': neural networks.

"And in any case, the passage seems to
advocate using BOTH types of circuits ra-
ther than exclusively one or the other . . .

You've never heard the joke about the
complete Unix system for the microproces-
sor controlled toaster then?

To use an old analog expression, this
writer is "tuned in." The ideal solution to
the analog/digital debate is to be suffi-
ciently knowledgeable and open-minded
to understand which technology best ac-
complishes the goal at hand. Sometimes,
a hybrid analog/digital approach is the
best solution. An example well known to
every reader of ComputerCraft is the
voice -synthesizer chip. These chips use a
digital ROM to store code for sounds,
words and phrases that are transformed in-
to an electronic analogy of sound. The re-
sult is a hybrid analog/digital circuit that
simulates human speech and other sounds.

A more -recent example of the impor-
tance of analog technology is the remark-
able analog memory chip made by Infor-
mation Storage Devices, Inc. (2841 Junc-
tion Ave., Suite 204, San Jose, CA 95134).
Various versions of this chip can store and
play back up to 20 seconds of an analog

signal (including voice). For detailed infor-
mation about this chip and a working test
circuit, see the September 1991 installment
of this column ("A Tape Recorder Chip").

The second writer also mentioned neural
networks. While this fast-moving technol-
ogy can be simulated using software and
a digital computer, implementation of
neural networks in hardware requires ana-
log circuits.

Apples and Oranges?
When I discussed some of this debate with
Art Salsberg, the editor of ComputerCraft,
he succinctly summed it up in only four
words: "It's apples and oranges." Art then
observed, "It's an analog world."

One way to illustrate the apples -and -
oranges analogy is with a paragraph about
digital voltmeters that the first Internet
poster failed to include when I was quoted
from one of my books:

"The unprecedented accuracy of a
three- or four -digit DVM is ideal for mak-
ing measurements of fixed voltages. But
have you ever tried to monitor a slowly
changing voltage with a DVM? If not,
good luck! The stream of constantly
changing numbers is almost impossible to
read and makes little sense. An old-fash-
ioned panel meter with an analog readout
(pointer and scale) offers a much better sol-
ution to this common problem."

Today some DVM manufacturers offer
a partial solution to this drawback in the
form of a liquid -crystal bargraph incorpor-
ated into the DVM digital readout. While
these bargraphs help trends to be visual-
ized, even the 32 -element versions are no
match for the old-fashioned meter pointer.

The apples and oranges of this are quite
clear. Use a DVM when you want to know
the precise value of a voltage or current.
Use an analog multimeter when you want
to see subtle trends.

Real -World Examples
Here are some practical examples of how
both analog and digital techniques can be
used to conduct some real -world studies.
As this is typed, my daughter, Vicki Rae,
is at work on her latest science -fair project.
She's using her computer to measure tem-
perature changes in a test chamber that
simulates the Earth's atmosphere. The
temperature in her chamber is sensed by
a silicon sensor. An analog -to -digital
(A/D) converter transforms the analog sig-
nal from the sensor into strings of eight -
bit data bytes that her computer stores in
its RAM and, from time to time, saves in
a disk file. Software then plots the data on
an on -screen graph. Her setup can best be
described as a hybrid analog/digital system
since it merges a temperature sensor and
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Fig. 3. A section of a chart recording that
shows the dip in sunlight caused by pas -
age of a cloud and the spikes on either side
of the dip caused by sunlight reflected from
the edge of the cloud.

A/D converter with a digital computer.
While this is going on, I'm conducting

a study of the effect of various kinds of
clouds and aerosols on the amount of di-
rect solar radiation that strikes the Earth's
surface. As these words are typed (into a
digital computer, naturally) a pair of cables
at my feet snake their way through a crack
in a window to a point in a field around 30
meters from my office. One cable carries
power to a 117 -to -12 -volt dc converter that
powers a motor controlled by a crystal -
controlled oscillator. The shaft of the mo-
tor is attached to a small gear that turns a
much larger gear that, in turn, tracks the
exact position of the sun.

Attached to the sun tracker is a minia-
turized enclosure that houses an ultra -
low -noise CMOS operational amplifier.
Plugged into the amplifier enclosure is a
silicon photodiode fitted with an ultravio-
let filter and a collimator tube. Nearby is
a second detector and amplifier. The posi-
tion of the second detector is fixed; it stares
at the zenith sky.

Amplified signals from the two photodi-
odes travel down the second cable to a two -
channel analog chart recorder sitting on a
shelf over my desk. A pair of pens carefully
trace on a moving strip of paper the tiniest
variations in sunlight that arrive at the
detectors.

Every part of this system is analog. The
only time digital techniques are used is
when I use a pocket DVM to check the volt-
ages at both ends of the signal cable each
morning.

Now anyone who has used a chart re-
corder knows that long charts are a nui-
sance to store. Indeed, at least 10 meters
of chart paper are curled up next to my
computer as these words are being typed.
So why don't I use a digital data-acquisi-
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tion system instead-particularly since an
eight -channel system connected to a bat-
tery -powered computer is within a few me-
ters of my desk? There are some good rea-
son why I don't. Just before a cloud begins
to cover the sun's disk, it reflects a signifi-
cant amount of light that causes a sharp
spike in the amplitude of the detected sig-
nal. The same thing happens when the
cloud moves away from the sun. Figure 3
is a sketch based on a chart recording of
a small cumulus cloud that passed over-
head while this column was being typed.

I'm very interested in these spikes, and
with a chart recorder I can be assured of
detecting all of them. A digital data -acqui-
sition system can, too, but it will have to
use such a fast sample rate that it will re-
quire a considerable amount of memory
over the course of a day.

Another benefit of the chart recording
is the speed with which it can be set up and
switched on during a fast -changing wea-
ther event, such as the unexpected arrival
of a thunderstorm. There's no waiting for
a computer to boot up a program, and you
don't have to spend time selecting various
menu options. Changes in chart speed and
gain can be made in a second or two. A
nearby lightning bolt may cause a spike on
the chart-but there's no memory to be
erased or, worse, zapped. Comments
about transient events and important wea-
ther observations can be written directly
on the chart for later reference.

Even the sound of the chart recorder's
servos and the pens drawing on the paper
provide valuable clues about what's hap-
pening. For example, I can tell when the
shadow of a buzzard or aircraft has passed
over the detectors or when a spider is waltz-
ing around the end of a detector's col-
limator tube-all by the sounds emitted
by the recorder!
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Fig. 4. A simple analog data -acquisition system (A) compared with a typical computerized
data -acquisition system (B).

Comparing the Examples
The block diagram in Fig. 4 shows my ana-
log chart recorder sun -monitoring system
and Vicki's digital data -acquisition sys-
tem. Vicki's two -channel and my eight -
channel digital data -acquisition system,
both of which depend on analog A/D con-
verter chips, are both well suited to collect-
ing precise values at specific intervals. But
they just don't provide the kind of detail
needed for my cloud/aerosol study. And,
believe it or not, wolf spiders hunting for
prey and other spiders looking for a place
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to erect a web have proved to be a serious
problem-and the trusty old chart recorder
announces their presence almost instantly.

On the other hand, Vicki's project is
ideally suited for a computerized data -ac-
quisition system. Her experiment is care-
fully controlled-no clouds, no wind, no
need to make quick measurements of a
transient event and, best of all, no eight -
legged visitors. The software for her data -
acquisition system includes easy -to -use
menus and stores data on -disk as strings
of numbers or completely formatted
graphs. After she's completed her project,
I'll use her data -acquisition system for sev-
eral experiments that don't require the de-
tailed trace provided by a chart recorder.

Summing Up the Debate
By now, it should be apparent that both
digital and analog circuits and systems play
vital roles in today's electronics. It's im-
portant for experimenters, circuit design-
ers and end users to understand the advan-
tages and limitations of both technologies.

Those who feel analog electronics has
been completely supplanted by digital tech-
nology should take a look under the hood
of some of the gadgets and computers they
use. Consider compact disks, one of the
latest digital storage media. Audio CD
players are made possible by such analog
support as a regulated power supply, a reg-
ulated laser diode driver, tracking photodi-
ode amplifiers and an output amplifier.
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Ted Needleman

Sonera Technologies' DisplayMate
Utilities and Gibson Research's SpinRite II

In the last two columns, I discussed how
to quantify the performance of PCs. I've
covered the process of benchmarking and
relevance of different techniques and ap-
plied this discussion to a review of an
AMD-powered 386/40 computer. The one
aspect I haven't addressed is video
monitors. This month, I'll give you a look
at two handy utilities you should add to
your toolbox. One lets you keep your hard
disk in tip-top shape, the other lets you
determine display performance and tune
your existing monitor.

DisplayMate Utilities
Displays are an integral part of a PC sys-
tem, but they're difficult to discuss from
a quantative point of view. As with the rest
of a PC system, there are certain specifi-
cations that can be detailed, like dot -
pitch (the size of the phosphor dot on the
screen, where smaller is better), diagonal
screen measurement (often 13" or 14") and
scan bandwidth.

Knowing the above specifications allows
you to make several inferences. For exam-
ple, a 0.25 -mm dot pitch generally permits
a greater resolution to be used than that af-
forded by a 0.31 -mm pitch. Bandwidth is
also important in determining a display's
overall resolution capability. You need a
high bandwidth monitor (70 kHz or bet-
ter) to take advantage of the newest 1,024
x 768 resolutions offered by today's best
graphics adapters.

There are, however, lots of things that
these specifications don't tell you. Some
of these are important, such as how a
displayed image actually looks. Does the
display exhibit pincushioning (sides
or/and top and bottom pulling in towards
the center), bowing (sides pushing out
from the center), flaring or fuzziness?
These are all serious defects in any display,
especially one that will be used for hours
at a time, but overall quality of a display
is something that's not evident from
published specifications. The fact that a
particular display can produce a specific
resolution says nothing about how an im-
age at that resolution actually appears.

To some extent, viewability of a display
is a subjective call. There are specialized
(and very expensive) test instruments that
can determine some of these viewability
factors, but few reviewers can afford them,
many reviewers (including me) would need
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Screen shot of Sonera Technologies' DisplayMate Utilities.

a course in how to use them, and the results
would be relevant only to those people who
have a rather extensive video background.
Between the two extremes (purely subjec-
tive and rigidly technical) is another ap-
proach. It's Sonera Technologies' Display -
Mate Utilities.

Priced at a very reasonable $149, the
DisplayMate Utilities serves two major
functions. First, it lets you evaluate the
three major components of a display sys-
tem: monitor, adapter card and video
BIOS. The tests are numerous and ex-
tremely comprehensive, and you can run
them in a variety of formats. There are two
basic "tracks." There's a non -technical
level designed to let most average users
thoroughly test out their systems with a
minimum of operator intervention. A
technical track gives experienced users
more comprehensive tests and more con-
trol over the testing process.

All told, there are more than 300 tests
that permit you to examine display geom-
etry, resolution, color reproduction, gray -
scale reproduction, screen distortion,
speed performance, compatibility in dif-
ferent modes, and much more. These tests
are performed without the need for hard-
ware other than the PC and monitor.

For the average user, many of Display -

Mate's capabilities will be overkill. A good
portion tests and measurements are meant
to be used when evaluating a display mon-
itor/adapter card combination for possi-
ble purchase. By taking DisplayMate with
you to the computer store and running the
test suite against a few different combina-
tions of displays and cards, you can quick-
ly see if spending the extra money for a
premium display makes sense (it often
does, in subtle ways that make the display
less taxing to use over the long run).

For most users, DisplayMate's value is
that it lets them adjust a current display far
more effectively than the simple diagnos-
tics that probably came with their systems.
This is accomplished by selecting the Setup
Display choice from the main menu (on
either the technical or non -technical track)
and following directions.

Different display patterns are shown
and adjustments are made as directed (and
as a monitor permits, of course). The
whole process is menu -driven and takes
just a few minutes to run through. For best
results, Sonera suggests that this adjust-
ment be performed every time the system
is booted. This is probably true, but for
most of us, every few days or so will be al-
most as good.

DisplayMate is one of those utilities that
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you won't really appreciate until you've
used it. Over time, even the best monitor
drifts from its best image, subtly enough
so that you don't see how bad it's gotten
until you run a test suite like DisplayMate.
You do, however, notice the overall effects
of this drift, manifesting themselves as eye
strain and headaches.

The Sonera utility would be worth its
modest price even without the excellent
documentation. The manual that accom-
panies the software is over 300 pages long.
It gives complete details on each of the tests
DisplayMate offers, what the results mean
and if there's any adjustment that effects
the display in this area. Part II of the man-
ual provides an education in monitor and
display technology. Again, it's probably
more than you'll need to know, but it
makes interesting reading.

About the only down side to Display -
Mate is that it's so extensive that it gives
results on things that can't readily be
changed or, like with convergence, need
the services of a qualified video technician.
On the whole, though, with DisplayMate,
a little knowledge is a very useful thing.

Most IBM-compatible PCs these days have
hard -disk drives. Chances are that, at one
point or another, a hard disk will begin to
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give problems. Because a hard disk is an
electromechanical device, it will eventually
fail. The only question is whether or not
a failure will be catastrophic.

With many hard disks, read and write
problems crop up long before gross mech-

anical defects do. This is also due to the na-
ture of the device. A hard disk consists of
a magnetic coating on a metal substrate.
If a head lands too hard on a section of the
media holding data, you have a problem.
Even if nothing happens to physically

MICON-196KC - The HIGH PERFORMANCE
"16 -BIT Personal Controller KIT"Tm

COMPLETE DIGITAL CONTROL SOLUTION - HARDWARE & SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT KIT

MICONA Corporation

1885 Surveyor Ave. Bldg. 102
SIMI VALLEY, CA 93063

TEL: (805) 522-9444
FAX: (805) 522-9779
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1. The HARDWARE DEVELOPMENT KIT contains:
- CPU MODULE (3.5"x3.5") with 30C196KC processor (16 MHz) has 8 ADC channels 10Bit resolution,

3 Pulse -Width -Modulated outputs (DAC), one DMA channel, 6 High -Speed Output channels,
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- MEMORY MODULE (3.5"x3*) with 64K Memory space RAM and/or EPROM;
- 2 -Connectors BUS MODULE;
- PROTO MODULE (3.5"x3.5") with a 3 -Connectors Bus Module;
- POWER SUPPLY & 6FI' RS -232 COMMUNICATION CABLE.

2. The SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT KIT contains:
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- 80C196 Machine Language Assembler;
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Ted Needleman

damage the magnetic coating or heads, in-
formation stored on the media in the form
of magnetized areas often fades over a
period of time. When it fades too much,
you have a problem.

The MS-DOS FORMAT command is
designed to partially correct some of the
problems inherent in using magnetic disk
media. When an initial low-level format is
first performed on the drive to delineate
the tracks and sectors, DOS writes, reads
and verifies every byte on the drive and
marks those areas where it can't reliably
write and read in a special area on disk.
When the disk is then formatted with the
MS-DOS format command, access to
these bad blocks is prevented.

These procedures help to keep obvious
bad areas of the disk's surface from being
used, but they do nothing as far as an ongo-
ing check of the media. Some areas of the
disk take a less -permanent magnetic charge
than others. After a while, some formerly
good blocks of disk space won't take a
magnetic charge reliably enough to be
used. The operating system doesn't notice
this until it's too late to do anything about
it. As a result, data is often lost.

In addition, over time, track -to -track
alignment may drift slightly. With the
read/write head not over the exact center
of the track, the drive/controller may have
difficulty reading existing data, which can
also lead to data loss.

Fortunately, there's a terrific utility
from Gibson Research called SpinRite II
that can keep many of these problems from
ever occurring. It can't assure that no area
of your disk will ever go irretrievably bad,
or that your drive motor won't pack it in
one day, but regular use of SpinRite will
keep your hard disk operating at peak ca-
pacity and performance.

SpinRite is simple to use. Running

DOS IN ROM!
Tired of waiting for the
Prompt? Speed up with en
MVS ROM Drive. Boot
Instantly! Also used for
Disldess Workstations and
Embedded control. Easy
to install half-size card.
64k $95
360k 5200
1.44m $300
PROM Programmer $95

MerrimackValleySystems
Box 850 Mentrhatk,NH
Phone: (508) 792 9507

WORLDS SMALLEST PC I
robots-alarms-datalog

3 Easy Steps:
1. Develop, debug on PC
2. Download, test In SBC
3. Bum PROM, stand alone
-LCD port -3 ser 2 par
-Keyboard In -PC bus
-Battery or 5v -BIOS option
-Reel Tm CIk -LED display
Use Turbo C, BASIC, MASM

'.MVS

8088 SBC $95

SPINRITE.COM causes a menu to come
up that allows you to choose a quick sur-
face scan (which takes a shorter time, but
is much less thorough) or a complete analy-
sis. SpinRite must be run from a clean sys-
tem, with no TSRs or strange drivers in-
stalled. In fact, the best way to run Spin -
Rite is to put DOS in a clean disk (with the
FORMAT/S option) and copy SpinRite to
this disk. If you then boot with this flop-
py and run SpinRite, you should experi-
ence no problems.

The first thing SpinRite does is check to
see if you're running at the right interleave.
Many hard disks are capable of operating
reliably at a tighter interleave than that for
which the controller/drive combination is
set. SpinRite triei a variety of interleaves
and points out the one that provides the
fastest and most reliable data transfer rate.
It then implements this new interleave, if
you wish, during the second part of its
operation.

It's the second operation that earns
SpinRite its well -deserved reputation.
SpinRite performs a low-level format of
your disk, without destroying any data! It
does this by reading in a track at a time,
low-level formatting this track, and writing
out the track as it existed previously. While
it's doing this, it's also checking every byte
on the surface of the disk platter to see how
well it holds the magnetic charge. If the sur-
face is marginal or bad, it's marked as a
bad block in the FAT (file allocation table)
and prevents access to it. If a block already
marked as bad is found to be useable, it's
returned to service.

SpinRite lets you adjust the level of pat-
tern testing it performs. Though it's the
most thorough, Level Four also takes a
very long time to complete. My 110M drive
took more than 12 hours to check at this
level. Gibson Research recommends that

HAR
REMOVE

WARE LOCKS

PROTECT YOUR INVESTMENT!
MAINTAIN PRODUCTIVITY!

Software utility that allows for
the removal of hardware locks.

A vaiable for most major
CAD/CAM and PCB
software programs

Easy - Simple - Guaranteed

Programs start at $99.00 U.S.
Visa and Mastercard Welcome

Call or Fax for more Information

SafeSoll Systems Inc.
202-1100 Concordia Ave.
Winnipeg, Mb. R2K 4B8
Canada

Phone (204) 669-4639
FAX (204) 668-3566

Level Four be used the first time you use
SpinRite. After this, you can use a less
time-consuming (and less in-depth) test
pattern, returning to Level Four every once
in a while. If you need to, you can inter-
rupt SpinRite to use the PC, and restart
SpinRite where it left off.

While a test is running (and the drive is
being reformatted/renewed), the screen
can be blanked, except for a message that
states not to disturb the PC. This message
is displayed at random and in changing po-
sitions on the screen to prevent phosphor
burn -in. At any time, you can also display
a status screen that tells which tracks have
been tested and notes correctable and un-
correctable errors.

At completion of the test, an operation
summary report can be printed. This re-
port details the drive system's parameters
(actual drive rpm, performance, data en-
coding technology and current sector inter-
leave) as well as a track map and low-level
format summary.

SpinRite works, at least to some extent,
with most drives. With SCSI and ESDI sys-
tems, drives with more than 1,024 cylin-
ders, and any other drive that does sector
translation (where the controller "hides"
the actual cylinder and track number from
the PC), you can still scan for defects, and
SpinRite will move the data to a new loca-
tion if it finds a bad block, locking it out
of use. However, the software won't be
able to do a low-level reformat.

The same is true with IDE drives, most
of which prevent an end -user from per-
forming a low-level format. This inabili-
ty to perform a low-level format also
means that SpinRite won't be able to reset
the sector interleave. Incidentally,
SpinRite does work with caching hard disk
controllers.

If you have an MFM-, RLL- or ERLL-
encoded disk, you'll get the full benefit of
SpinRite IP s ability to renew the format
and data as it goes. Even if you just get the
software's capability to scan for bad
blocks and move data when it finds them,
SpinRite His most certainly worth the $89
Gibson Research charges for it.

Products Mentioned

DisplayMate Utilities, $149
Sonera Technologies
P.O. Box 565
Rumson, NJ 07760
908-747-6886

SpinRite II, $89
Gibson Research Corp.
22991 La Cadena
Laguna Hills, CA 92653
714-830-2200
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Have you ever wondered how automobile
air bags work? A new acceleration sensor
is responsible for giving the signal to inflate
this safety device in the event of a collision.
This month's item is just such a device.

Surface-Micromachined
Acceleration Sensor
Analog Devices' (One Technology Way,
P.O. Box 9106, Norwood, MA 02062)
ADXL-50 is claimed to be the first surface-
micromachined acceleration sensor (accel-
erometer). It's also claimed to be the only
acceleration sensor of any kind that offers
complete signal conditioning and self -test
circuitry on -chip.

This device measures acceleration in a
single plane of sensitivity over the + 50-g
range to an accuracy of 5%. Self -test cir-
cuitry is activated by a digital command
and guarantees operation of both sensor
and associated signal conditioning to stat-
ed specifications-a vital feature in life-
saving applications, such as automotive
air -bag systems. Designed primarily for
automotive applications such as collision
detection, active suspension and anti-skid
braking systems, future devices will also
be applicable for machine monitoring,
smart munitions and inertial guidance.

The ADXL-50 surface-micromachined
acceleration sensor measures only 500 x
625 fan. Unlike other accelerometers that
monitor the resistance change of stressed
piezoresistors to detect acceleration, the
ADXL-50 measures changes in capaci-
tance and is, therefore, insensitive to tem-
perature changes. The micromachined sen-
sor is manufactured using conventional
semiconductor fabrication techniques on
a normal production line; so no special
tooling or equipment is required.

The sensor operates in a force/balance
mode. Voltage is applied to the sensor,
which produces a force exactly opposite to
that caused under acceleration. Therefore,
the sensor remains at rest at all times, and
nonlinear mechanical properties of the sili-
con structure can be effectively ignored.

Currently over 99% of air -bag designs
consist of several electromechanical accel-
erometers positioned throughout a vehi-
cle, a central control unit located in the
dashboard and a detonation system in the
steering column. These distributed designs
are expensive to install and maintain.
However, most future systems will in -

Acceleration Sensor, Configurable
Memory and x40 DRAM Module

'4100044.4 :

Fig. 1. Analog Devices' ADXL-50 surface micromachined accelerometer includes signal con-
ditioning on -chip.

tegrate the whole air bag system into a silicon substrate. By depositing and then
single unit located in either the steering col- etching (chemically machining) multiple
umn or passenger -side dashboard. Instead thin films and layers of silicon and silicon
of having several accelerometers located oxide with acid, various tiny beams,
at strategic ac- masses and other structures can be formed.
celerometer will be incorporated into the The feature dimensions of surface -micro -
driver and front passenger air -bag system machined devices are typically 1 to 2
for so-called "single -point" measurement. similar to the feature dimensions of con -

Air -bag accelerometers must work only ventional electronic integrated circuits.
once (if at all), in a fraction of a second and Because surface micromachining adopts
at precisely the right moment. They must conventional, tried- and -tested IC manu-
distinguish between clumsy parking, a facturing techniques, these devices can be
blow from a mechanic's hammer and a made on existing IC fabrication lines. Even
30 -mph head-on collision. To differentiate more important, electronic circuitry can be
between these events, it's widely anticipat- made on the same chip as the microma-
ed that micro -machined electronic acceler- chined structures. This combination of mi-
ometers will predominate in future single- cromachining and electronic circuitry on
point air -bag systems. This next generation the same die is formidable. For example,
of accelerometers has a continuous analog the ADXL-50 accelerometer includes all
output and offers complete self -testing to signal -conditioning circuitry on -chip.
ensure proper operation. Analog Devices' When viewed from above, the microma-
ADXL-50 has been specifically designed chined capacitive sensor on the ADXL-50
to meet all these criteria. looks like a letter H (see Fig. 1). The long,

Micromachining is a processing tech- thin arms of the H are the tethers that an-
nique used to manufacture tiny mechanical chor the micromachined element to the
structures from silicon. A silicon wafer substrate. The thicker, central mass is free
normally used to make electronic semicon- to move in a plane perpendicular to the
ductors can be carefully etched with acid tethers. Projecting from the central mass
to produce small beams, masses and other are a series of regular fine filaments that
structures measuring only a few thou- look like the fingers of a comb. Each fila-
sandths of an inch. ment is actually one plate of a series of

Surface micromachining is a sophisticat- parallel -plate variable capacitors. The
ed technique that creates small, intricate other plates interleave with moving -mass
and precisely patterned structures. Surface plates secured to the substrate.
micromachining adopts manufacturing Acceleration or deceleration along the
techniques perfected for making integrated axis of sensitivity exerts a force on the cen-
electronic circuits to produce small mech- tral mass that, free to move, displaces the
anical structures close to the surface of the tiny "inter -digitized" capacitor plates to
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of the Dallas Semiconductor DS1645 NV SRAM.

cause a fractional change in capacitance.
The device actually operates within a
force/balance electronic control loop. So
the mass is prevented from moving under
acceleration by application of an equal but
opposite force that's created by applying
a charge to the capacitor plates. By precise-
ly measuring the charge applied to the
plates, acceleration can be derived.

The capacitor plates are approximately
115µm long and about 4µm wide. The sen-
sor is claimed to be the most intricate ever
created for the mass market and the most
precise at measuring acceleration. Besides
its immunity to temperature variations, ca-
pacitive sensing also permits operation

over a wide frequency-dc to 1 kHz.
The signal -conditioning circuitry on the

chip produces a fully scaled, referenced
and temperature -compensated output
voltage between 0.25 and 4.75 volts. Addi-
tionally, a digitally -controlled self -test
function permits the sensor to be electro-
statically deflected at any time, producing
a precise output voltage corresponding to
the equivalent g -force for a healthy sensor.

Full self -test is essential in many applica-
tions, most notably in automotive air -bag
systems. How can it be certain an accelero-
meter sensor is still working after one, five
or ten years beneath the hood of a car un-
less it's tested or replaced? If for any rea-

son the sensor or associated signal condi-
tioning isn't working to specification, the
air bag controller immediately detects that
failure and takes precautionary action.

The ADXL-50 operates over the - 55 °
to + 125 ° C automotive/military tempera-
ture range. It's packaged in a 10 -lead
TO -100 can. Other packages are available.
Pricing is $23 in 100 -piece and $5 in auto-
motive OEM quantities.

Configurable Memory
A new memory device from Dallas Semi-
conductor (4401 S. Beltwood Pkwy., Dal-
las, TX 75244) features 16 separate blocks,
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each configurable as either RAM or ROM.
These designations can be changed at any
time. With the DS1645 Partitionable Non-
volatile SRAM (see Fig. 2), both program
and data memory can be stored in one chip.
Thus, the DS1645 can combine the func-
tions of several existing memories, includ-
ing ROM, EEPROM, FLASH or SRAM.
In this way, the device conserves valuable
printed -circuit -board space and reduces
the number of memory units required.

Through easy -to -produce software, a
designer can write -protect any or all blocks
of memory. Write protection can be
changed, cleared or eliminated at any time
with this software.

Dallas Semiconductor has been refining
the technology of lithium -backed mem-
ories for seven years. Like the company's
first products, the DS1645 prevents data
corruption when power goes out of specifi-
cation. When a built-in voltage detector
senses an out -of -tolerance condition on
system power, a lithium source automatic-
ally switches on and all data is write -pro-
tected to ensure its integrity. The device re-
tains data over 10 years in the absence of
external power.

The DS1645 takes a further step towards
solving the problem of data corruption by
looking beyond voltages at a wider range
of causes. There are conditions in a system

where the voltage is normal but the system
is still out of control. In sections defined
as ROM, the DS1645 protects data from
any irregularities in the microprocessor's
operation.

The DS1645 recognizes a highly struc-
tured pattern from the CPU. Once that
pattern is recognized, commands can be is-
sued to the device through the address lines
to select which of the partitions is read-only
and which is read/write.

The Partitionable non-volatile SRAM
can be used in place of existing 128K x 8
static RAM that directly conforms to the
popular byte -wide 32 -pin DIP standard.
An unlimited number of write cycles can
be executed.

The DS1645 has 1 megabyte of memory
that can be divided into 16 8K x 8 blocks,
any and all of which can be designated as
ROM. Another version, the DS1630, is a
256K SRAM that can be divided into 16
2K x 8 blocks.

The DS1645's lithium energy source re-
mains electrically disconnected until the
part is powered for the first time, thus
guaranteeing full energy capacity. Redun-
dant lithium cells are provided to enhance
reliability.

The DS1645 1,024K Partitionable Non-
volatile SRAM sells for S59.35, the DS1630
256K for $27.50 in 1,000 -piece quantity.
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x40 DRAM
Micron Technology (2805 East Columbia
Rd., Boise, ID) has a new line of x40
DRAM modules that contain additional
bits necessary for the error -checking code
used in Error Detection and Correction
(EDC). These new SIMM devices are of-
fered in 256K x 40 (MT 1 OD25640G),
512K x 40 (MT20D51240G), 1M x 40
(MT10D140G) and 2M x 40 (M'T20D240G)
configurations.

The x40 configuration of these DRAM
modules is well -suited for use in worksta-
tions and other applications, where large
amounts of memory require EDC rather
than Parity Generation and Checking for
bit -error detection. EDC goes one step fur-
ther than parity checking by correcting sin-
gle -bit errors that would otherwise halt the
system. EDC works by storing an error -
correction code with each word that identi-
fies where a failure occurred and corrects
the error.

Micron's new x40 DRAM modules are
packaged in a 72 -pin format with gold con-
tact plating and are available in fast access
speeds of 70 and 80 ns. Production quanti-
ties are available within standard lead
times. As an example of pricing, 70-ns 1M
x 40 modules are $215 each in 100 -piece
quantity.
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The Tax Man Cometh-Again!

The efforts of New York State to tax Bulle-
tin Board Systems (BBSs) for all software
downloads and to require system operators
(sysops) of all New York bulletin boards
to register with the state as businesses are
important to all of us who use computer
telecommunications. This law was enacted
as part of New York State's budget negoti-
ations and would require sysops to remit
to the state the sales tax due on any soft-
ware downloaded, including shareware
and public -domain software, as well as
commercial software.

In the case of public -domain software,
sysops would be required to estimate the
"value" of the software and to remit the
tax due on this "value." The tax remission
requirement on shareware was said to be
in effect for sysops, regardless of whether
or not the the person doing the download-
ing ever paid for the software. Collection
of the tax was to have begun on September
11, 1991. As this was being written, it
hasn't been enforced.

This completely unexpected blow to dis-
tribution of shareware and public -domain
software sent an alarm throughout the en-
tire computer industry. It quickly mobil-
ized leading members of the industry to
protest. John and Barbara McMullen of
Newsbytes, the national on-line news ser-
vice, put the information on the national
news line and within a day mobilized a fire-
storm of protests. As a result, New York
State tax lawyers re-examined the implica-
tions of the law and decided that, obvious-
ly, non-profit and non-commercial BBS
weren't subject to the requirements of the
law. However, the law remains on the
books. Consequently, if tax departments
could ever figure a way to collect it, you
can be sure they'd enforce it. If this occurs,
similar taxes might spread to other tax -
hungry states.

As always, the power to tax is the power
to destroy. Once again, the power of in-
stant information through the on-line
community has defeated another effort to
diminish our liberties.

SeniorNet Moves to AOL
After 5 years of on-line operation, Senior -
Net, the international community of com-
puter -using seniors, which has established
senior computing centers throughout the
country, has transferred its on-line opera-
tions from Delphi to America On Line

(AOL). The new SeniorNet area on AOL
offers seniors unlimited evening use of
SeniorNet Online for a monthly price of
$9.95, including one free hour of other
AOL services.

The SeniorNet area includes social meet-
ings, computer help, educational seminars
and many other items of interest to seniors.
There's no better way for seniors to net-
work and learn about computers than Sen-
iorNet. To learn more about SeniorNet,
you can call or write per the box at the end
of this column.

Another low cost on-line service has re-
cently been announced by GEnie. For
$4.95 per month, you get access to more
than 100 services, including on-line games,
airline schedules, news, weather, electronic
mail, stock quotations, shopping, an on-
line encyclopedia and a wide range of bul-
letin boards. However, if you want to ac-
cess the computer Roundtables and Soft-
ware Libraries, you must sign up for an ad-
ditional $6 per hour. Still, GEnie is one of
the most cost-effective of the commercial
bulletin -board services.

New Telecomm Services
As the world of communications moves
on-line, each company performs in a man-
ner you'd expect of it from past methods
of operation. For example, AT&T Data
Communications Service presents a new
$4.95 per month service called National
Videotex. For this fee, National Videotex
gives you free access to six free services pro-
vided by USA Today Decisionline includ-
ing, news, classified ads and unlimited use
of the gateway to many pay-as-you-go in-
formation services (investment, trans-
action and directory services). The soft-
ware to use this service costs $14.95. Na-
tional Videotex is really more a common
carrier and gateway than an information
service. It's what you'd expect from AT&T.

Penthouse magazine, true to its tradi-
tions, has an on-line service that promises
downloads of beautiful color images of
Penthouse Pets and uninhibited on-line
chats with Pets and special guests from
around the world. It also promotes un-
censored Electronic Mail from other mem-
bers. As might be expected, access is ac-
complished by dialing a 900 telephone
number. You must be over 18 to use your
modem for Penthouse On -Line.

Just for your information, in case you're

interested in Penthouse's adult entertain-
ment, you can get pretty much the same
thing free of extra charge in the Close En-
counters Forum on Delphi, the People
Connection Rooms on America On Line
or the CB simulation on Compuserve.

Updated Anti -Virus Weapons
Two effective weapons in the war against
virus infestations, Vshield and Sentry,
have just been upgraded by McAfee Asso-
ciates. Viruses can enter your system dur-
ing downloading. Hiding within ordinary
programs, they reproduce and infest a sys-
tem, destroying your software. Because
viruses are constantly changing, it's neces-
sary to keep updating your protection.
Never think you're completely safe be-
cause you have an anti -virus program.

Updated anti -virus programs are the on-
ly defense against viruses. One of the best
is McAfee's VShield, which protects
against a spectrum of 760 known viruses
as of June 20, 1991. This Terminate and
Stay Ready (TSR) program first scans
disks for viruses and destroys any it finds.

Once your system is clean, VShield from
then on won't permit a virus -infected pro-
gram to execute. It prevents the system
from being booted from any disk that con-
tains a virus in the boot sector. Use only
the version called VSh1d82.Zip. Do not use
versions 78, 79 or 81, if you ever come
across them on private BBS, because they
were subjects of a Trojan Virus alert.
(Most sysops have removed them by now.)
Version 82 is a clean upgrade of version 80.
Can you imagine a dirtier trick than plant-
ing a virus in a program that's supposed
to be a virus killer? That's why they call
it a Trojan Virus.

Vshld82.Zip is available for download-
ing on Compuserve, Delphi, GEnie and
AOL, as well as many private BBSs. It's
a shareware program, and the registration
fee is $25.

Sentry is another excellent McAfee As-
sociates anti -virus program available on-
line. The latest updated version, Sentry:
V2.0, is designed to run on the latest ver-
sions of MS-DOS from DOS 4.0 to DOS
5.0. It has additional checks for a special
kind of virus called "partition -table" virus
that directly attacks the operating system.

Sentry uses a different approach to virus
detection. Other products rely on filters
that attempt to trap viruses, or they detect
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changes in critical files. This approach has
numerous weaknesses, mainly because the
filters can't prevent viruses from directly
interfacing with system I/O controllers.
Thus, more than half the viruses can't be
stopped or detected by such products.

Sentry relies on a characteristic of virus-
es called the "positioning rule," which rule
relates to how viruses attach themselves to
other programs. They may attach to the
beginning, middle or end of a program.
They may also fragment themselves and
scatter virus segments throughout a pro-
gram. They sometimes will even keep the
main body of the virus unattached to the
program and lie hidden in a bad disk sec-
tor. All viruses that have been discovered,
however, have modified at least some small
portion of the beginning instructions of the
programs. This is because a virus must be
executed before the program to which it
has become attached. Sentry destroys the
virus before it can execute.

Sentry is installed by simply typing the
install command. Thereafter, it automati-
cally checks all components of the system
that could possibly be hosts to the virus and
places an automatic check function in your
AUTOEXEC.BAT file. If you ever do get
a virus, Sentry will list any components of
the system that are infected.

Downloads of the Month
This month, the recommended download
program, Boxer, is for programmers who
seek a better and simpler text editor for
writing programs and DOS users who need
a facility for editing ASCII files. Using
Boxer, you can open separate windows on
the screen and load a file into each window,
enabling you to compare each file and edit
the text shown in each window. Windows
you open can be any size and can occupy
any on -screen location. Within each win-
dow, text can be scrolled vertically and
horizontally across the screen. All com-
mands that modify text can be undone with
the UNDO command.

Boxer supports use of a mouse, or you
can control operation from the keyboard.
The program features a global search and
selective replace command that permits use
of "wildcard" characters. You can also
create up to 26 keyboard macro programs
that first learn and then play back a se-
quence of keystrokes when the name of the
macro program is entered.

Boxer is one of the most useful text edi-
tors I've come across. It's proof that the
quality of shareware these days meets or
exceeds that of commercial software in
many categories. It was written by David
R. Hammel, who deserves thanks for mak-
ing available such a useful program. You
can download it from CompuServe in
Library 1 of the IBM Applications Forum

They're Here! books and pay
piouonly

FrAlgailCS
FUN PROJECT BOOKS
You'll want these two exciting proj-
ect books, packed with complete
plans for building a wide variety of
useful electronic devices. The First
and Second Books of Modern Elec-
tronics Fun Projects, both Howard
W. Sams publications, are now
available.

You'll find all the how -it -works informa-
tion, schematics, photos, drawings,
printed -circuit guides and the parts
sources to make it a snap to build al-
most 50 useful, unique electronic de-
vices at modest cost.

Discover how these circuits and mod-
ern electronic devices perform their ma-
gic. Learn practical electronic technol-
ogy the painless way and enjoy doing it!

All projects are based on material pub-
lished in Modern Electronics, with up-
dates and revisions. They've been built
and tested by the original authors.
Chapters are divided into; Intro To Elec-
tronic Projects, Home Electronics,
Audio/Video Electronics, Security Elec-
tronics, Computers, Test Equipment,
and Electronic Designing. There's
something for everyone!

Look at what you can build and take
pride in:
 Digital voltmeter accessories-high-

frequency ac probe, true-rms adapter,
temperature probe

 Car projects-anti-theft alarms, en-
gine tachometer

 Life-saving detectors-gases & mi-
crowave leaks

SAMJ

Second look of
Modern El./Tonics

Sun Pods

J...
It k

 Computer system power controller
 Dual -pulse generator
 Surround -sound audio enhancer
 Security-telephoned status report-

er, alarm control center
 Home convenience-selectable phone

ringer musical tunes, touch -sensitive
light controller.
... and so much more.

The Fun Projects are capped by intro-
ductory information on building proj-
ects and kits (tools needed, parts
sources, etc.) and advanced design
techniques that illustrate how a design-
er thinks and plans when putting togeth-
er a practical end product.

From beginning to end, MODERN
ELECTRONICS FUN PROJECT BOOKS
are for you! Order them today for a fast
start in the world of electronics.- - _ - - - - -

CO BOOKSTORE Order DateMain Street
Greenville, NH 03048
Division of CO Communications, Inc.

Name

Address

City

State p

( ) Check ( ) MasterCard ( ) VISA

Card No.

Expires

Signature

(Signature required on all charge orders)

OTY Title Price Total

First Book
of Modern
Electronics
Fun Projects

812.95 ea.

Second Book
of Modern
Electronics
Fun Projects

$12.95 ea.

Both Books $22.95

Order both
books and psi

only 572.95
plus shl

 Shipping

Total

Shipping charges $4 mail, $S UPS, per order. Orders pro-
cessed day received, but please allow 30 days for delivery.
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The World On -Line By Stan Veit

as BOX303.ZIP and from GEnie in IBM
Roundtable No. 23385 BOX303.ZIP. It's
also available from AOL and several
shareware mail-order vendors. It uses
325K and costs $35 to register. You must
get this one!

Windows Screen Capture
If you use Windows 3.0, you may find that
your usual screen -capture programs don't
work with programs running in this envi-
ronment. You can try to use the facility
provided in Windows Paintbrush, but that
doesn't help to capture a screen from a run-
ning application. I've tried several share-
ware Windows screen -capture programs.
The one I find works best and easiest is
Grablt, a true Windows application that
rates an icon in the Windows Applications
screen. All you have to do is call it up and

return to your running application through
the Windows 3 Tass List (press Ctrl -Esc).

When you want to capture a screen, you
select the Mark command from the Grablt
pull -down window. When you do this, the
Grablt window disappears, replaced by the
selected screen with a movable cross -hair
index on it. You move the cross -hair index
to select the portion of the picture you want
and then click on your mouse to capture
it into memory.

You can select the Print command from
the Grablt pull -down window and print
the captured screen, or you can copy it to
any other file where you need it, after giv-
ing the captured screen a file name with a
BMP file extension. If you need the cap-
tured screen in a different file format, you
must use one of many conversion programs.

Grablt is from Moon Valley Software.
It's available on AOL in the PC Software

CABLE -MATE, INC.
Are You Tired of Paying

Outrageous Fees?
All makes and models of cable

equipment shipped within 24 hrs.
Quantity discounts. For free

catalog send S.A.S.E. to:
Cable -Mate, Inc., 450 Shag Bark

Algonquin, IL 60102
C.O.D. orders accepted

CALL FOR PRICES TODAY!!
800-422-0525

=(708) 658-2121
*No Illinois orders

Hours -8:00 am -5:00 pm central time

HEAR THE TONES..SEE THE NUMBERS!
DTMF DECODER/DISPLAY AND ASCII CONVERTER
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Mode TDD 8 decodes and di plays all 16 DTMF digi s and
provides an ASCI eerie output. Digits are displayed on eight
LED' . 32 character buffer can be scrolled. It will accept
almo t any audio source such as a tape recorder, telephone
answering machine, scanner, etc. Perfect for remote
computer data entry using a telephone keypad. Serial output
can be connected to your computer. IBM compatible software
included for displaying, storing/printing time, date and number
for automatic logging. Assembled/tested circuit board, ready to
use! 30 day money back guarantee!

VISA/MC ACCEPTED

TDD-8 DTMF DECODER/DISPLAY/ASCII $99.00
CAB -1 AUDIO & COMPUTER CABLES $20.00
PS -12 110VAC TO 12VDC POWER PACK $10.00
PMK-1 PLASTIC MOUNTING KIT $15.00

Add $5.00 S/H USA/Canada, $10.00 foreign
MoTron Electronics, 310 Garfield St, #4

Eugene, OR 97402
ORDERS: 800-338-9058 (USA/Canada)
INFO: 503-687-2118 FAX: 503-687-2492

CIRCLE NO. 74 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

K.D. VIDEO
FOR ALL YOUR CABLE TV NEEDS
WE SPECIALIZE IN DEALER PRICING

QTY 1 10 20
Jerrold (Type) SB-3 89.00 56.00 48.00
Jerrold (Type) Tri-Bi 119.00 69.00 65.00
Scientific Atlanta SA -3 129.00 80.00 75.00
Hamlin MLD-1200 99.00 59.00 45.00
Oak N-12 Vari-Sync 99.00 59.00 58.00
Jerrold 550 Converter 99.00 75.00 68.00
Jerrold 400 DRX-3DIC
(With Built in SB-3) 169.00 109.00 100.00

1-800-327-3407
Call us for prices on large quantities

K.D. Video PO Box 29538, Mpls., MN 55429

InTrol-PC provides futuristic:
 BURGLARY PROTECTION
 ENERGY MANAGEMENT
 FIRE PROTECTION
 EM ERGENCY/M ED ICAL
APPLIANCE CONTROL

and much more for your home!
Amazing NEW device you can build in

ore evening! Construct for less than $150.00.
Easy toolkss installation! Does more than
systems coating thousands! Uses IBM-PC or
compatible. Comes with POWERFUL yet

easy -to -use software that is unlike any other. Save money
on energy; feel secure from theft, in -home assaults and fire.
Enjoy the convenience of having a SMART HOME that
knows how to manage your lights, appliances, sprinklers,
heating/air conditioning and more. AMAZINGLY simple
and fun to build and install -wireless convenience too! Uses
COMMI parts.
PLANS and POWERFUL SOFTWARE
ONLY $19.95 DoopeWare

Send Check or M.O. to: POB 3079 Dept. IPC
or call 702-6260522 Sparks, NV 89432-3079

CIRCLE NO. 65 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

Library, on Compuserve in Library 3 of
the IBM Utilities Forum as GRAB-
BER.ZIP and many local BBSs. Registra-
tion fee is $29.95, and telephone support
is available once you register your
downloaded copy.

Wallpaper For Windows
If you use Windows 3.0 a lot, you've prob-
ably become tired of seeing the same "wall-
paper" when you sign on. By using Paint-
brush in the Accessories window and
downloading interesting BMP graphic files
from on-line sources, you can have a lot
of fun. For a while, I had Calvin &
Hobbes saying "Hi!" to me when ! signed
on. Now I have Teminator saying "Watch
It Stan." Who knows what I'll find next?
I downloaded these files from AOL in the
Windows Software Library. You can find
others on every BBS. Just be sure they have
a .BMP extension.

If you wish to contact me, you can do
so on Compuserve (70210,300); on Delphi,
BIX, AOL, MCI Mail (SVEIT); and The
Well and Prodigy (Stan Veit).

Companies Mentioned

America On Line (AOL)
Tel.:1-800-827-6364

Boxer Software
P.O. Box 3230
Peterborough, NH 03458
Tel.: 603-924-6602

Compuserve
Tel.:1-800-848-8199 (customer services)

Delphi
Tel.: 1-800-695-4005 (voice);
1-800-365-4636 (modem)

GEnie
1-800-638-9636 (information

McAfee Associates
Tel.: 4088988-3832

Grablt
Moon Valley Software
Tel.:602-375-9502

National Videotex
Tel.: 1-800-348-0069

Penthouse Magazine
Tel.: 1-900-463-8300 (50 cents per
minute)

Senior Net
Tel.:415-750-5030
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Power Saving (from page 35)

Sources

Digi-Key Corp.
701 Brooks Ave. S.
P.O. Box 677
Thief River Falls, MN 56701-0677
1-800-344-4539
Good source for low -power components
and data, including HCMOS logic, volt-
age regulators from. Toko and National
Semiconductor, LCD modules.

Intel Literature Sales
P.O. Box 7641
Mt. Prospect, IL 60056-7641
1-800-548-4725
Memory Handbook (includes low -power
applications notes).

National Semiconductor Corp.
2900 Semiconductor Dr.
P.O. Box 58090
Santa Clara, CA 95052-8090
408-721-5000
CMOS Logic Data Book (includes
HCMOS); General Purpose Linear Data
Book.

Maxim Integrated Products
120 San Gabriel Dr.
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
408-737-7600
Low -power voltage regulators, switching
converters.

ing their V + or ground connection
with a software -controlled switch.

One caution: If you disconnect
power to part of a circuit, be sure that
in doing so you don't leave any pow-
ered inputs on unpowered ICs, or
leave any open inputs on powered
CMOS ICs. These can consume power
and possibly damage the parts in-
volved. Add pull-up or pull -down re-
sistors to any open inputs and bring all
driven inputs on unpowered ICs to
ground, as shown in Fig. 6.
Guideline 11. Slow the clock. Since
CMOS parts consume power only
when switching, it makes sense to slow
their clocks to the minimum frequen-
cy required, to reduce the number of
transitions. Most microcomputers will
operate over a range of clock speeds.
Fully static micros, like Motorola's
MC68HC11, require no periodic re-
fresh signals to maintain internal logic
levels; so they can be clocked at speeds
down to dc.

An application that includes many
delays, where the microcomputer

waits for a keypress, a READY signal,
an end -of -convert or some other event
to happen, is a candidate for a slower
clock. Slowing the clock is especially
useful if power -saving modes aren't
available or appropriate.

Besides slowing the system clock,
lowering the frequency of CMOS tim-
ers and other clock ICs will also save
power consumed.
Guideline 12. Ensure fast transitions.
A CMOS gate consumes more power
when it's driven by a sine wave, tri-
angle wave or other slowly changing
input than if driven by a square wave
with sharp transitions. A slowly
changing input means that the CMOS
transistors are conducting current for
a longer period of time.

Try to avoid slowly changing in-
puts. Risetimes for HCMOS inputs
should be between 25 and 500 ns. Be
sure oscillators have enough drive
power to produce square outputs.
Guideline 13. Group together inter-
connecting components on the circuit
board. Short circuit traces reduce load
capacitance and power consumption,
especially at high frequencies.

Final Check
When you think you've done all you
can do, look again. Examine each cir-
cuit element to see if you can squeeze
any more power savings out of your
design. Check for power -saving tips in
the data books for the components
you're using. Monitor the current con-
sumption of your prototype, looking
for any large power consumers.

Once you get into the habit, you'll
find it difficult to put together a cir-
cuit without saving power in mind.
Low -power circuits are compact, light
in weight, cool -running and reliable in
operation. You couldn't ask for more.

Next time around, I'll answer some
reader questions.

Jan Axelson
---

Now Doubled in Library Size
And Window 3.0.

Compatible Including
Virtual Memory Support

DC/CAD
CAD Showdown Results!

HIGH DENSITY EXPERTS!

Integrates Schematic Capture,
PCB Layouts & Autorouting

This top rated CAD out -routed the competition in the 1990 CAD

Showdown. DC/CAD displayed its power and flexibility when

routing a double -sided board while competing routers used four

to six layers. This non -copy protected package with sbcface

mount support includes:

Multi -strategy 1 -mil parts autoplacer

1 -mu' autorouting w/ripup 8 retry

 Thorough annotating design rule checker

 Full 2 -way GERBER and DXF support

 Optional autoground plane support with cross -hatching
Optional simulation capability 8 protected mode for 386 users

LEASE PROGRAM 8, SITE LICENSE AVAILABLE

30 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

SM-14=113-4-UE11"116d0nri;tr--)11Pnv
=DESIGN
It COMPUTATION

RI. 33, Sherman Square, Farmingdale, ,111 o77.27
(90%) 938-6661  (908) 938-6662 (N I /

DC/CAD Innovative, Intelligent 6- Integrated Sqiware

CIRCLE NO. 61 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

CABLE TV DESCRAMBLERS
* CONVERTERS *

and ACCESSORIES.

SAVE MONEY.*
DON'T RENT!

PANASONIC, JERROLD, OAK,
PIONEER, SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA

AND MORE. LOWEST PRICES. FREE CATALOG.

CABLE READY (800) 234.1006COMPANY

NU-VUE ELECTRONICS
State of The Art

Converters/Descramblers

Free Catalog
1-800-833-2915

Includes Other Specialty Electronics
Best Warranties/Best Guarantees

175-B US Hwy. 1
Suite 308

Tequesta, FL 33469
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68HC11 (from page 17)

Free Software

If you want a 68HC11 cross -assembler
and you have a computer with a modem
and communications program, you can
obtain a 68HC11 assembler for just the
cost of the call to Texas through Moto-
rola's Freeware electronic bulletin
board by dialing 512 -891 -FREE. Set
your modem for 2,400, 1,200 or 300
baud, eight data bits, no parity and one
stop bit. When you make contact and
the BBS asks for a password, type in
your name. (If you're still asked for a
password, your name is in use. Simply
change to a different name or word un-
til the board responds by letting you
have access.)

In addition to a simple assembler (file
name: asllnew.exe), a 68HC11 simula-
tor and small C compiler are also avail-
able, as is the excellent high-level BA-
SIC -11 resident interpreter language
meant to be programmed into an
EPROM. With BASIC -11, you can

program the 68HC11 using the BASIC
language. Another worthwhile piece of
software available through the Free -
ware BBS is the BUFFALO monitor. If
you connect to Freeware, don't neglect
the Zipmail concerning the 68HC11
(hcl lmail).

I've used the asllnew.exe assembler
and sim68.exe Version 1.02 simulator
for the 68HC11 extensively. I detected
bugs in the simulator but not in the as-
sembler. (It's likely Version 2.0, avail-
able by the time you read this, will be
free of bugs.) This free software is ex-
cellent for the experimenter who
doesn't depend on program develop-
ment for a living. For the professional
who does, I recommend downloading
and using BASIC -11 and BUFFALO
monitor programs; both are free and
truly professional. All the free software
is available in PC versions, and most in
versions for MACs and Amigas.

another even more critical restric-
tion. All 68HC11 systems must in-
clude a means to automatically con-
trol RESET to drive it low whenever
VDD is below minimum limits. To be
safe, 4.5 to 4.75 volts should be the
minimum to operate at all frequen-
cies. With low -frequency clocks, this
minimum voltage can be reduced (at
32 kHz, this is around 3 volts).

If automatic control is designed
improperly, or it fails, corruption of
the CONFIG register and/or internal
EEPROM can result. Fortunately,
there are several ICs that can do a
great job here. Two mentioned in
Motorola literature are the com-
pany's own MC34064 and Seiko's
S-8054HN. The SBC you'll be build-
ing uses Maxim's MAX690, which
also provides backup -battery control
for the Single -Board Computer.

Unlike the 6800, the 68HC11 has a
built-in clock that requires only a
crystal, resistor and two capacitors to
implement. Crystal connections are
made to EXTAL and XTAL pins. The
chip doesn't have a true NMI (non-
maskable interrupt) pin, as does the
6800. Rather, it has an improved and
more versatile level -sensitive XIRQ

(pseudo -NMI) pin. The 68HC11's
IRQ input is similar to the 6800's,
though it's more versatile because it
gives you a choice of either edge- or
level -sensitive triggering.

Aside from VDD + 5 volts), GND
and the data and address lines, the
other vital pins on the 68HC1 I are
MODA/LIR and MODB/VSTB. For
normal expanded multiplex opera-
tion, MODA/LIR should be held high
through a 4,700 -ohm resistor connect-
ed from it to VDD. The MODB/VSTB
pin should also be held high, this time
with a 4,700 -ohm resistor from it to a
backup voltage source since this pin
also provides standby power to the
static RAM.

Once demultiplexed, the address
and data lines are nearly identical to
those of the 6800. Keep in mind,
though, enable line E must be includ-
ed in address decoding circuits.

Many pins on the 68HC11 haven't
been mentioned in this discussion.
These connect to the chip's peripher-
als and aren't required to get the chip
working. To avoid confusion, we'll
provide here only the minimum re-
quired information to get the project
going. Further details will be given as

the need arises. Just bear in mind
that most inputs to the peripherals
shouldn't be left floating.

Basic 68HC11 Circuit
The best way to obtain experience
with the 68HC11 is to build a basic
no -frills circuit like the one shown
schematically in Fig. 1. Keep in mind
that many MPU/MCUs can't handle
excessive capacitance on their ad-
dress and data lines. As you bread-
board the Fig. 1 circuit, therefore,
make sure to keep wire runs short
and don't neglect to include the by-
passing capacitors.

Keep interconnecting wires be-
tween power supply and circuit to an
absolute minimum. Do as neat as
possible a job in all wiring, of course.
Use a low -power, high -efficiency
light -emitting diode for LED1. If
you use a standard LED, change the
value of R14 to 330 ohms.

Double- and triple -check all wiring
before powering up the circuit. If
everything has been properly wired,
the LED should light an instant after
power -up. About a second later, it
should extinguish for a second. The
process should repeat itself until
power is removed.

If on power -up your circuit
doesn't work properly, use an oscil-
loscope or logic probe to check activ-
ity at RESET pin 39 of U2 to make sure
it registers greater than 4 volts. In ad-
dition, check to see if the clock is
working by monitoring the E signal
at pin 27.

The power source you use with the
circuit should supply regulated 5
volts dc at a minimum of 200 mA. If
possible, current drain should be
monitored so that you can immedi-
ately shut off power to the circuit be-
fore any damage is done if you notice
that excessive current is being drawn.

Pins 1, 6, 7, 8, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44,
45, 46 and 47 of 68HC11 U2 tie to
VDD via R1 through R13. Under cer-
tain circumstances, these pins can
function as inputs. Hence, they
shouldn't be left floating if not used.

MAX690 chip U/ provides auto-
matic control of the RESET signal.
Pin 7 of /C/ goes low whenever VDD
is less than 4.65 volts. Pin 5 of U2
connects to the base of Q1, which has
LED1 in its collector circuit. Pin 5 is
the PA3/0C5 pin that's used by the
programmable timer, though it can
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be used as a general-purpose output,
as is done here. This connects to Bit 3
of Port A, located at address $1000
(the $ identifies a hexadecimal num-
ber). Thus, to turn on LED1, all you
need do is write 00001000 ($08) to ad-
dress $1000.

Decoding in this circuit is minimal.
Address line A14 is omitted so that
the EPROM responds to both $FFFE

and $BFFE to permit operation in
the special test mode. While address
decoding permits a wider range of
addresses (from $8000 to $FFFF if a
27C256 is used and pin 27 is con-
nected to address line A14), it's best
to restrict firmware to an address
range beginning at $F800 through
$FFFF($B800 through $BFFF in spe-
cial test mode). To keep things sim-

Listing 1. Example of an Assembly -Language Program

*TEST6811.ASM program
*short program for turning on and
*off the LED controlled by
*bit 3 (00001000) of port A
*which is located at address $1000

*START OF PROGRAM IS $F800
ORG $F800

*LOAD STACK POINTER WITH ADDRESS OF
*THE TOP OF INTERNAL RAM

LDS #$OOFF

*NEXT LOAD ACCUMULATOR A WITH $08
DOAGIN LDAA #508

*STORE A AT $1000 -- LIGHTS LED
STAA $1000

*WAIT HERE ABOUT 1 SECOND
JSR DELAY

*CLEAR $1000 -- SHUTS OFF LED
CLR $1000

*WAIT HERE ABOUT A SECOND
JSR DELAY

*JUMP TO DOAGIN AND START OVER
BRA DOAGIN

*PROGRAM END subroutine follows
*** ******** ******

**THE FOLLOWING PROGRAM SEGMENT
**IS THE DELAY SUBROUTINE

DELAY
LOOP

LDX #60000
NOP
NOP
NOP
NOP
DEX
BNE LOOP
RTS

*FINALLY WE MUST STORE THE
*STARTING ADDRESS AT $FFFE-$FFFF
*WHICH IS THE ADDRESS OF THE RESET
*VECTOR

ORG $FFFE
FDB $F800

*THE END DIRECTIVE IS NOT NEEDED
*BY MANY ASSEMBLERS BUT WE INCLUDE
*IT HERE ANYWAY

END

*SHOWN BELOW IS THE MOTOROLA S FORMAT
*LISTING FOR TEST6811 FIRMWARE
** ************* ******* ********* ** ****** ******************* ******** ***
*************** ********* *** ******* ******************** ***** *****

S121F8008E0OFF8608B71000BDF8137F1000BDF81320FOCEEA60010101010926F93958
S105FFFEF80005
S9030000FC
***** ******** **************** ***** **** ********* ************** *********
********* ************* ****** *********** ****** ***** *************** *****

ple, avoid the slight possibility of
conflict with the internal EEPROM
and permit use of either a 27C256 or
27128 EPROM.

A working program must be stored
in the EPROM. Since all you want to
know is that the circuit is working,
you want the program to instruct the
68HC11 to turn on LED1, wait about
a second and then turn off the LED
and repeat until a reset is initiated.
This program can be extremely simple.

Let's step through a brief descrip-
tion of the logic behind the program
given in Listing 1. Operation starts
after the RESET line goes high, at
which time data at locations $FFFE
and $FFFF load into the CPU and is
the address where the program starts.
Here is placed $F8 at $FFFE and 00
at $FFFF, which means that the pro-
gram starts at $F800. At this point,
you want to load the stack pointer
with the top of internal ROM, or
$00FF. This is done with the LDS
ti$OOFF instruction. The "#" prefix
means you want to load the stack
pointer immediately with $00FF-
not the data located at the address
$00FF. Omitting loading of the stack
pointer at the start of the program
and neglecting to include the enable
signal in address decoding are prob-
ably the two most common blunders
of neophytes working with the 6800/
68HC11 series of MPU/MCU's.

Next, store 00001000 ($08) at Port
A ($1000), which turns on the LED.
This is accomplished by the LDAA
#$08 ; STAA $1000 instructions. You
now delay for about 1 second by jum-
ping to the DELAY (JSR DELAY)
delay subroutine. Next, shut off the
LED by clearing Port A (CLR $1000).
Jump to the delay subroutine again
and then jump back to the start to
continue again (BRA DOAGIN).

Also given in Listing 1 is the Mo-
torola S file format listing. Many
EPROM programmers can use this
directly to program an EPROM.
Note that an "s" indicates that com-
ments follow. These comments are
ignored by the assembler.

This concludes our generalized dis-
cussion of the 68HC11. Next time
around, we'll focus on describing the
circuitry of the actual Single -Board
Computer that's the ultimate objec-
tive of this series. In Part 3 we'll con-
clude with construction details for
the SBC and how to use it.
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What's New (from page 13)

Earn Your B.S. Degree
in

ELECTRONICS
or

COMPUTERS

By Studying at Home
Grantham College of Engineering,

now in our 41st year, is highly ex-
perienced in "distance education"-
teaching by correspondence-through
printed materials, computer materials,
fax, and phone.

No commuting to class. Study at
your own pace, while continuing on
your present job. Learn from easy -to -
understand but complete and thorough
lesson materials, with additional help
from our instructors.

Our Computer B.S. Degree Pro-
gram includes courses in BASIC,
PASCAL and C languages - as well as
Assembly Language, MS DOS, CADD,
Robotics, and much more.

Our Electronics B.S. Degree Pro-
gram includes courses in Solid -State
Circuit Analysis and Design, Control
Systems, Analog/ Digital Communica-
tions, Microwave Engr, and much more.

An important part of being pre-
pared to move up is holding the right
college degree, and the absolutely neces-
sary part is knowing your field.
Grantham can help you both ways
to learn more and to earn your degree
in the process.

Write or phone for our free
catalog. Toll free, 1-800-955-2527, or
see mailing address below.

Accredited by
the Accrediting Commission of the

National Home Study Council

GRANTHAM
College of Engineering

Grantham College Road
Slidell, LA 70460

Glossbrenner's
Master Guide
To GEnie
By Alfred Glossbrenner
(Dvorak Osborne/
McGraw-Hill. 616 pages
and one 360K disk. $39.95.)
To appreciate this book, you
must understand something
about GEnie. GEnie (Gener-
al Electric Network for In-
formation Exchange) is a
popular on-line service and a
subset of a much larger
business -oriented system
called General Electric In-
formation Services (GEIS).
Because the GEIS service re-
ceives relatively little use
outside regular business
hours, GEnie was created to
fill the void.

As a result of this unique
design, GEnie may very well
be the best "bang for buck"
on-line service in existence
today. GEnie subscribers
pay a flat monthly fee of
$4.95 for unlimited access to
most of its services from 6
PM to 8 AM (plus all day
Saturdays, Sundays and hol-
idays) local time. Those ser-
vices that are not free cost a
mere $6 per hour in connect
charges during non -business
hours. Access to all services
during business hours is $18
per hour, which is compara-
tively inexpensive by corpo-
rate standards.

In contrast, CompuServe,
the on-line service nearest to
GEnie in terms of services
offered, costs over $12 per
hour all the time, and some
of its research facilities carry
heavy surcharges. Prodigy,
with far fewer facilities and
options, costs $12.95 per
month and assesses a sur-
charge when a user exceeds
his message monthly quota.

Glossbrenner has the re-
putation of being a superb
writer, and this volume can
only enhance that reputa-
tion. He provides in-depth
discussions of RoundTables
(BBS-style public forums),
on-line conferences, E-mail,
research facilities, travel ser-
vices, financial services,
shopping, news services,
games and more. Whether
you've had on-line experi-
ence or not, Glossbrenner
will quickly tutor you into
GEnie super -user status.

The book includes a 360K
floppy with a copy of Alad-
din, a telecommunications
program that automates on-
line operations. There's
even a certificate good for
$12 credit of on-line time.
All you need is a modem.
How good is Glossbrenner's
Maser Guide to GEnie? This
confirmed CompuServe/
Tapcis user is busy now ex-
ploring GEnie with Aladdin.

Free Catalogs
Jameco Catalog
Jameco offers its 90 -page
1992 Electronic and Comput-
er Product Catalog for free.
It features educational infor-
mation, a RAM cross-refer-
ence guide, 24 -hour toll -free
order placement, toll -free
FAX and BBS service.

CIRCLE NO. 18 ON FREE CARD

Scientific Software
The Fall 1991 Catalog of sci-
entific software is available
from MicroMath Scientific
Software for free. The
16 -page four-color catalog
includes product information
on such scientific and engi-
neering software as model-
ing, simulation and curve fit-

ting. Other product informa-
tion includes descriptions of
plotting packages, ODE solv-
ers, statistics, math packages,
software for Laplace trans-
form inversion, chemical
structure drawing and math
and graphics routines. The
catalog is available by calling
800 -942 -MATH (6248).

CIRCLE NO. 19 ON FREE CARD

Tools
Techni-Tool's 248 -page cata-
log lists more than 18,000
items from 850 + manufac-
turers. Items range from elec-
tromechanical and assembly
devices to aerospace produc-
tion tools to SMD devices.

CIRCLE NO. 20 ON FREE CARD
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Computer Games ifrom pug

that memory to store images, instead of us-
ing slower disks. More games should sup-
port memory beyond 640K, whether ex-
panded, extended or both.

Accompanying the graphics are authen-
tic engine sounds, brilliant, thick explo-
sions and the screaming whines of ricochet-
ing bullets. A sound card, though, is need-
ed to obtain full audio effect.

An enjoyable game feature is the abili-
ty to record flight action and play it back
later. Lucasfilm was one of the first to do
this well for combat simulation, and it
proved a valuable feature in Battlehawks
1942. Furthermore, players can play the
game by running one battle scenario or
another, or by starting up a campaign and
playing key historic battles.

The campaign keeps track of results of
engagements, and this affects the current
state of the war. Maybe by flying the Me
262, the Komet and the more conventional
German aircraft, you can turn the war to-
ward Germany's favor. While the Go 229
didn't see combat, speculative missions are
included just for its sake. Otherwise, the
game's custom design feature let's you
create your own missions.

Secret Weapons is an excellent combat
simulation that combines history, graphics
and sound for a satisfying playing experi-
ence. It's overall design displays evidence
of forethought and planning. It's fun to
play and will keep a flight enthusiast busy
for many long hours. Secret Weapons has
certainly improved on a fine Lucasfilm
tradition.

Bird's Eye View

Secret Weapons of the Luftwaffe, $69.95
Lucasfilm Games
P.O. Box 10307
San Rafael CA 94912
1-800-STARWARS

Memory
Graphics

Sound

Controllers

Requirements

640K (Tandy 768K)
VGA, MCGA,
EGA, Tandy
AdLib, Sound
Blaster
Mouse, Joystick

Evaluation

Documentation
Graphics
Learning Curve
Complexity
Playability

Excellent
Good
Medium
Medium
Good

In brief: Exciting combat flight simulator
that's as much a history lesson as it is a
simulation. For best results, the mini-
mum recommended configuration is '386
computer with joystick, expanded mem-
ory and sound card.

CIRCLE NO. 98 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

Power Quality (from page 60)

from 1- to 10 -volt LEDs to illuminate as
a Neutral Line Impulse indication.

Conclusions
There are more sophisticated power -line
monitors available, but they do cost much
more. The Probe 100 maker has one (its
Detective PC Edition for $595), for exam-
ple. Nevertheless, the Probe 100 does its
job well, though it lacks some refinements
that higher -cost monitors provide.

For instance, it has LED indicators at
selected level points, rather than precise
meter measurements. Also, low- and high -
voltage indicators aren't latched; so you've
got to be right there to observe when and
if either of these conditions occur. More
importantly, it doesn't indicate common -
mode noise, which are impulses between
neutral and ground lines and are a great
deal more damaging to computer systems
than high -frequency normal -mode noise
(line to line).

Nevertheless, the Probe Model 100
proved to be a very useful device that can
detect power -line problems that could ruin
your computer equipment and data. At
150 bucks, not everyone will run out and
get one, but based on what it reveals, you
should certainly consider getting one. Ac-
tually, it's modestly priced for what it does.

Compact & Versatile

8051/8052
Microcontroller Board
For Production Applications

 Low power CMOS technology
 Only 3.5"x4.5" with mounting holes
 Supports R5232 or RS485
 Battery -backed RAM socket
 Watchdog timer and power -fail interrupt

circuitry
 Parallel I/O: 41/2 8 -bit I/O ports
 Configurable for all known byte -wide devices
 4 jumper -Selectable Memory Maps

603-469-3232  FAX: 603-469-3530
Call for detailed brochure and quantity pricing

7--k Binary Technology, Inc.
mon SI  PO B. 67 . Mandan NH 037,0 CIE kaR

SURVEILLANCE
COUNTERSURVEILLANCE Electronic Devices Catalog...$5.001

Miniature Surveillance Transmitter Kits.. $39.95,0
Voice Changers, Scramblers, Vehicle Tracking, Bug & Phone

Tap Detectors. Books, Videos, & much more!

CALL IDENTIFIER tletplays callers phone number, stores
phone number with date 8 time of call...$69.95ppd.

RO. Box 337, Buffalo, NY 14226 (716) 691.3476

BTK52 BASIC -52 TOOLKIT
The BTK52 is an intelligent front end for program development on the
MCS BASIC -52 CPU. It reduces 8052 program development time
substantially and can be used with any MCS BASIC -52 based target
system. The BTK52 runs on any IBM-PC/XT or compatible.

 Program download from PC host to target
 Program upload from target to PC host
 BASIC program renumber utility, with "from," "through," "start,"

and "increment"
 Full screen program editing
 Single line editing with automatic error line number detection
 Full on-line help facility
 Transparent, adaptive line compression for full input line

buffer utilization
 All functions accessible wih only one keystroke from the

terminal emulator
 $125

BXC51 8051/8052 BASIC COMPILER
 Fully compatible with code written for MCS BASIC -52 interpreter
 Now with integer, byte and bit extensions for code that runs more

, than 50 times faster than the MSC BASIC -52 interpreter
 Full floating point support
 In -line assembly language option
 Compile time switch to select 8051/8031 or 8052/8032 CPUs
 Includes Binary Technology's SXA-51 cross -assembler and Hex file

manipulation utility
 Compatible with any RAM or ROM memory mapping
 Runs on IBM-PC/XT or compatible
 $295

603-469-3232  FAX 603-469-3530
Binary Technology, Inc.
Main Street  P.O. Box 67  Meriden. NH 03770 r -aetau-

laa
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What's New By Peter R. O'Dell

New Software
For Windows
WinConnect from Traveling
Software allows a laptop com-
puter to connect to a PC run-
ning Windows to accomplish
file sharing and file transfer.
A user sees the laptop drives as
additional drives on his ma-
chine running Windows. Win -
Connect comes with software
and a 25 -foot serial cable for
connecting two computers.
For efficient file transfer,
WinConnect utilizes File En-
hancer, a MicroApp devel-
oped by hDC that provides
pop-up interface for moving,
copying and managing files.
File Enhancer is instantly
available from within any
Windows application. $99.

CIRCLE NO. 21 ON FREE CARD

Reference Software's Gram-
matik Windows 2.0 works
from inside Word, Ami Pro
and other Windows word pro-
cessors. Users can create a
document and access Gram-

matik Windows 2.0 without
closing the document. The
business and government
packs supporting five users
each offer expanded network
support for Novell, Token
Ring, 3COM and Banyan
Vines. Support for earlier ver-
sions of Windows has been
dropped to take full advan-
tage of the Windows 3.0 mem-
ory management system, re-
sulting in significantly faster
operation.

In addition to Windows
word processors, Grammatik
Windows 2.0 works with most
traditional DOS word proces-
sors, including WordPerfect,
Word and Wordstar. The pro-
gram now locates thousands
more errors in grammar,
style, usage and punctuation,
such as redundant phrases,
cliches, and syntactical errors.
Grammatik Windows 2.0 al-
lows access to the user spelling
dictionaries of leading Win-
dows and DOS word proces-
sors. As a result, the program

-Ide Lrld Dew Insert formal !Nero endow

Ibeseirrus Shitt4 7
I ont

Normal

!I PR Spelling

Hyphenateu
Renumber
Revision Marks
Compare Versions

r Sort

Slylu

Repoginole Now
Cu:bonnie
Grammatik

.1

 J

recognizes names, acronyms
and other special words users
have added to their personal
dictionary.

A new "Replace/Next"
button allows users to make
corrections and continue
proofreading with a single
command. Grammatik Win-
dows 2.0 allows the user to ac -

Editorial (from page 4)

all the same; so different software versions
for different machines don't have to be used.
IBM/Apple apparently want to set the
standards for RISC.

Even if large corporations do in time
switch to RISC computer systems in a big
way, it's unlikely that many personal and
small -company owners of conventional
PCs will cut bait and start completely over
again. So if one assumes success for the
RISC move being made, it's likely that it
will be a distinctly different market. It's
unlikely that non -RISC PCs will go away
because their microprocessors are locked
into so many millions of machines now.
Moreover, you can be sure that there will
continue to be plenty of software support
for such a large market.

Things will continue to change in the
computer field, of course. Down the road
you'll likely have to choose between stick-
ing with DOS or moving to another operat-
ing system, say, Microsoft's in -the -works
32 -bit New Technology (NT) system or
IBM's upcoming OS/2, which it claims is
compatible with Windows (doubted by
Microsoft). Still, it's highly probable that,
in most cases, compatibility between older
machines and newer ones will be main-

tained-at least for 386X -and -up comput-
ers. A 32 -bit version of Microsoft Win-
dows will likely hit the streets in another
year or so, too, but application programs
can be written by software vendors so that
it can run on other platforms, from PCs
to RISC computers.

The key word here is compatibility.
That's what Intel and Microsoft have
stressed from the beginning. And there are
a lot of clever software and hardware de-
velopers out there who will make it hap-
pen. It's a combination of profit motive
and talent. For example, if you wish to tap
the enormous power of Unix on a main-
frame, there's software, such as Hum-
mingbird Communications' $545 HCL-
eXceed Plus, that enables you to do so by
turning your PC into an X Windows serv-
er system.

So given proprietary -minded Apple and
high -royalty -driven IBM, they may set
some de facto standards, but I'm confident
that they won't induce most people to dis-
card all their computer gear and software.

cess the Rule and Help Editors
from within Windows to sim-
plify customizing the program
to an individual writing style.
$99.

CIRCLE NO. 22 ON FREE CARD

Intermission Version 2.0 from
ICOM Simulations has over
55 animated screen -saving
programs. Additionally, it
features enhanced system se-
curity and password protec-
tion. A NetPass utility allows
the network system adminis-
trator to create a single net-
work -wide password for any
Intermission installation. A
user can combine elements of
separate screen -saver displays
to create new ones. Intermis-
sion 2.0 has the ability to im-
port screen savers from other
products, such as After Dark
and MultiMedia Windows.
The program includes the first
playable game/screen-saver
displays, permitting leisurely
game of diversion while wait-
ing for a spreadsheet to recal-
culate. Another utility, Cur-
tain Call, automatically cus-
tomizes the wallpaper display
each time Windows loads. A
TSR is included that permits
Intermission 2.0 to fully sup-
port DOS applications either
running as a task under Win-
dows or within the primary
operating system. Both 1.2M
and 1.44M disks are included
in the package. $50.

CIRCLE NO. 23 ON FREE CARD
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Computer Games By SF Sparrow

Exciting Air Combat in Secret Nazi Fighters

Luftwaffe General Adolf Galland once
stated: "Only the spirit of attack born in
a brave heart will bring success to any fight-
er aircraft, no matter how highly devel-
oped it may be." This statement somewhat
epitomizes the fervor that gripped Ger-
many in its quest for world domination
during World War II.

Although losing the air war, Germany
forged determinedly ahead with secret pro-
jects of exotic aircraft in last-ditch efforts
to gain an advantage. Its bold creations of
rocket planes and tail -less gliders were
revolutionary beyond doubt, but too late
to affect the course of the war. Still, one
can't help but wonder what might have
developed if Germany had been able to ex-
ploit in numbers the capabilities of its
secret aircraft designs.

Lucasfilm Games helps players ponder
the what -ifs of World War II with release
of its newest combat flight simulation, Se-
cret Weapons of the Luftwaffe. This sim-
ulation follows a tradition of historical ac-
curacy and stunning graphics that was in-
troduced in the computer game market
with Battlehawks 1942, a Lucasfilm game
that debuted some years ago. At its release,
Battlehawks was simply the best game of
its kind. Lucasfilm must have realized that
designer Lawrence Holland had come up
with something special, because Battle -
hawks was later followed with Their Finest
Hour: The Battle of Britain, another
historical air -combat simulation that was
even better.

Secret Weapons is another improvement
in game design, graphics and execution.
One game -design feature is that it allows
players to fly both sides of the conflict.

This is especially interesting because it's a
real thrill to fly Germany's secret planes,
including the dangerous Me 163 Komet
Fighter, the speedy Me 262 and the exotic
Gotha Go 229.

The Komet was a rocket -powered,
short-range interceptor that used highly
volatile fuels. Consuming its entire fuel
supply in only 8 minutes, it was limited to
making a few lightning passes at allied tar-
gets. Then the Komet had to glide to a
rough skid landing that could break a pi-
lot's back or explode the aircraft if the lan-
ding were imprecise. Pilots even wore acid -
resistant flight suits in case of leakage of
the Komet's corrosive fuel mixture.

Another interesting aircraft, the Me 262,
was the world's first jet aircraft to be used
in air combat. It's twin jet engines and rev-
olutionary swept -wing design made it
hopelessly faster than any allied plane.
Despite German bureaucracy, the Me 262
reached production and saw operational
combat long enough to get evaluation on
its battle performance. The aircraft's su-
perior speed was also its liability because
the plane was too fast for its pilots to do
accurate shooting. When pilots slowed the
plane for attack or landing, the new rocket
planes became vulnerable.

The Gotha Go 229 was the most exotic
aircraft of the war. This strange tail -less
glider was jet -powered, built of wood and
covered with a kind of radar -absorbent
paint. It was very fast and almost radar -
invisible, and German test pilots reported
it as having good flight characteristics. The
Gotha project was under development for
more than 10 years before the model was
placed into production. The Go 229 never

saw combat against allied aircraft because
the Gotha factory was captured before
production began in earnest. With super-
sonic versions on the drawing board, it is
intriguing to think what might have hap-
pened if the Gotha had been introduced
earlier and in numbers.

The historical part of Secret Weapons
is fascinating, as you can see from the
above brief facts I've pulled from the game
manual. Other parts of the manual explain
basic flight principles and how to operate
the controls of the game's various aircraft.
Each cockpit, whether belonging to an ex-
otic secret plane or an allied bomber, has
its own layout and operation. This is a
challenge for players who want to become
proficient with all the aircraft, but a wel-
come challenge that's much better than
having a generic panel layout for every
kind of plane.

Getting good at flying the different craft
takes some practice. Just as each plane has
its own cockpit layout, each also has its
own handling characteristics that are no-
ticeably different from other planes. The
design team is to be commended for over-
coming the temptation to make a generic
flight simulator and apply it to every air-
craft in the game. Too many multi -aircraft
simulations have succumbed to this partic-
ular pitfall.

Game graphics are state-of-the-art, as
is the norm for Lucasfilm simulations.
Enemy planes are detailed enough that
they can be identified visually. Views from
the cockpit are likewise detailed, and they
respond quickly when called. Expanded
memory can hasten display of detailed
cockpit views because the game can use

(continued on page 85)

Lucasfilm Games avoids the pitfall of a "generic" cockpit for its Secret Weapons of the Luftwaffe game. Different cockpit layouts
(left and center photos) give different "feel" so that each different aircraft design is different from the others. All three photos demon-

strate the attention Lucasfilm Games traditionally gives to graphics details.
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107 SPECTRUM PROBE $249.
converts any scope into a

100MHz spectrum analyzer
60dB display dynamic range

SMITH DESIGN 30 day refund, VISA/MC
1324 Harris Dresher, PA 19025 (215) 843- 8340

PAY TV AND SATELLITE DESCRAMBLING

ALL NEW 1992 EDITION ALL NEW

It's up to the minute. All new update on cable, wireless and
satellite. Turn -ens, bypasses, circuits, chipping, bullets, bags,
dectec, liberty one, ECM's, data readers, programming, and lots
more. Our best yet. Only $15.95. Other (all different) editions
1991, 1989, Volume One (Basics) $15.95 each. MDS Handbook
$9.95. Satellite systems Under $600. $12.95. Any 3/$29.95 or
6/$49.95. Video $29.95. Scrambling News Monthly $24.95/yr.
Sample $3. All New Catalog $1. Shipping costs included.

Scrambling News 1552F Hertel Ave
Buffalo. NY. 14216. Voice/FAX (716)-874-2088

COD'S ARE OK. ADD S6

Satellite -TV
SAVE 40% - 60%

48 Page Catalog; it's loaded wil
All Major Brands, Systems,
Upgrades, Components 8 Accessories
Huge Sayings, Easy Installation and
Complete Intruclions

800-334.6455
IAA SKYVISION INC. 218-739-5231 Inn

Iola FRONTIER DRIVE
11. FERGUS FALLS, MN 56537

INSTALL OR UPDATE YOURSELF!

AC/DC VOLTAGE
AC/DC CURRENT
DIODE TEST Stock No.
LOGIC TEST 990092
LED TEST GOOD/BAD
5 FREO RANGES
5 CAPACITANCE RANGES
LOW BATTERY Warning
CONTINUITY TEST/BUIIER
TRANSISTOR CHECKER
20 MHZ FREO COUNTER VISA

AVC°° KELVIN Electronics
MOM0. 7 Fairchild Ave. Plainview, NY 11803

(516) 349-7620 1(800) 645-9212
FAX (516) 349-7830

PRO 400

30 DAY
MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE,

GlIGN..1101

CABLE TV
DESCRAMBLERS
ALL TYPES 800-582-1114
FR EE CATALOG
M.K. ELECTRONICS 7958 Pines Blvd
Suite 276  Pembroke Pines, FL 33024

ENGLISH TO FRENCH!

 Translates Customizable Vocabulary
 Conjugates  Call about Spanish

800-243.4470
529.95 + S5 S&H Money Back Guarantee

FLUENSYS
CORPORATION

10451 Mill Run Circle
Suite 400

Owings Mills, MD 21117

FREE CATALOG

GADGET
The Catalogue of Unique Electronics,
Home Automation and High -Tech
Paraphernalia forthe Serious Gadgeteer

Circle numberon Free Info Candor write:

GADGET CATALOG
PO BOX 27983
SAN DIEGO, CA 92198-9910

ComputerCraft Mart

Classified Commercial Rates: $1 per word, 15 -word minimum ($15.00) prepaid. (Word
count includes name and address; ZIP code and abbreviation each count as one word;
P.O. Box number and telephone number count as two words each.) Indicate free cate-
gory heading (Computers, Software, Electronics, Video or Miscellaneous). A special
heading is available for a $6 surcharge. First word only is set boldface caps at no charge.
Add 25t for each additional boldface word.
Non -Commercial Rates: FREE to subscribers, as space permits; maximum 15 words. A
recent COMPUTERCRAFT mailing label must accompany ad.
(All advertisers with P.O. Box addresses must supply permanent address and telephone
number. Copy is subject to publisher approval.)
Mailing Information: Copy must be received by the publisher by the 25th of the third
month preceding the cover date. Send Advertising material with check or money order or
credit card information (Visa or MasterCard only) with number and expiration date to:
COMPUTERCRAFT, Classified Department, 76 N. Broadway, Hicksville, NY 11801.

COMPUTERS

BARCODES Get in on an industry that is
growing by 20% each year with THE BAR-
CODE COURSE. THE BARCODE COURSE
comes complete with a detailed barcode text-
book, a portable barcode reader, RS -232 in-
terface and barcode printing software for only
$149.95. OBR Inc., RR3 BOX 47 -7, Carbon-
dale, IL 62901. 618-549-7100.

HOW TO MAKE MONEY AT HOME with
your PC. Remarkable Information. 24 Hour
Recorded Message 201-512-0298.

$35 RING DIRECTOR PC SOFTWARE al-
lows Fax and Modem or Modem and Answer-
ing Machine to share one phone line. Also
calls pocket pager whenever phone messages
are received. As seen in ComputerCraft, Page
14, June 1991. Call 1-800-325-7379.

BUILD touch-tone display. Decodes dialed
telephone numbers to your PC with time,
data, and printout. Basic software and sche-
matics. Free information VRM SYSTEMS,
164 Donhead Village Blvd, Richmond Hill,
Ontario L4C7R6 Canada

COMPUTERS AND ACCESSORIES Mouse
$9.00, Keyboards $18.00, Buy direct from for-
eign manufacturers! Any quantity! EXCEL-
LENT BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY! Free in-
formation. SMI, Box 5500-R, Lakeland, FL
33807.

CREATIVE SOFTWARE Fractals Astron-
omy Games Free Brochure Brienna Charm,
183 Midtown Plaza, Suite 299-A, Rochester,
NY 14604.

OUTRAGEOUS ADULT SOFTWARE!!
VGA GRAPHICS, MOVIES, AND MORE!!
$20 FOR SIX DISK SAMPLER, OR GET 30
MGS OF XXX GIF'S FOR ONLY $50!! CAL
AD SOFTWARE, P.O. BOX 50204, LONG
BEACH, CA 90815.

TEMPERATURE -SENSOR, on cable. Fits
any 8052BASIC board. EPROM, Assembled,
$29.95. LOGTROLLER, Data logger and
controller. Plans, $12.00. TENSOR, Box
2543-C, Thunder Bay, Ontario P7B 5G1
CANADA.

ALPHA/THETA BRAINWAVE STIMU-
LATION SOFTWARE for IBM or 100%
clones. Requires color monitor and EGA or
VGA. Select colors, patterns and frequencies,
WARNING EPILEPTICS MUST NOT USE!
5 1/4" $19.95, 3 1/2" $21.95. Templehof,
Dept. 113 -CC, Box 19300, Austin, TX
78760-9300

SOFTWARE

MILLIONS being made by home software
authors. See about cashing in on that handy
utility, new algorithm, or graphics routine you
wrote. Don't underestimate its value. Some of
the best work originates on the home com-
puter. We evaluate all types of computer soft-
ware for market potential. Act now! Send a
copy of your program on disk, a thorough de-
scription, and a $17 technical evaluation fee.
We send you the copyright registration data,
and a professional opinion of its potential. We
may offer outright purchase, royalty, or per-
centage terms. Send to: VLSI, 4960 Jasper
Avenue, Lake Elmo, MN 55042.

CWBS

P.C. MODEM CLUB Correspond with Crea-
tive Modem users, LINK/UP with ENTHUS-
IAST Nationwide, FREE Membership, Send
$1 for application and postage to P.O. Box
4534, Waterbury, CT 06704. Also, List FAX
and 1-900 numbers.

ELECTRONICS

KINETIKITS from KINETICO: electronic
kits outputting light or sound. Free catalog:
KINETICO, P.O. Box 1634, NY, NY 10114-
0508.

SURVEILLANCE - COUNTERSURVEIL-
LANCE. Guaranteed lowest prices! Unbeliev-
able, Detectors, Jammers, Transmitters,
Phone Security, Cameras, Personal Protec-
tion, Books, More! Huge catalog $5.00 (Re-
fundable) PROTECTOR P.O. Box 520294-B,
Salt Lake City, UT 84152.
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BUILD AND SELL electronic bug and rodent
chasers. Plans: $1.00 SASE, HUNTER, 1802
Cook, Duncan, OK 73533.

PAN-COMM INT'L CATALOG. Over 350
Kits, Plans, Books about Licensed/unlicensed
AM/FM broadcasting, Ham/CB/SW/DX
electronics amplifiers, 1750M transmitters,
Surveillance devices, Computers/Software,
Science Projects, MORE. $1.00 refundable.
Box 130-MEI , Paradise, CA 95967.

UNIVERSAL MICOPROCESSOR SIMU-
LATOR/DEBUGGER 1.2 each set $55. Sim-
ulates popular microprocessors. Line assem-
bler, disassembler, and debugging utilities.
The ROMY-8 EPROM EMULATOR (32K,
8 -bit) works with simulator $135 only. J&M
Inc., 83 Seaman Road., West Orange, NJ
07052, TEL: (201) 325-1892.

FREE ELECTRONICS CATALOG Transis-
tors, IC's Electronic Components, Etc. Call
International MicroElectronics (817) 561-
2244 P.O. Box 170415, Dept. C, Arlington,
Texas 76003.

VIDEO

VHS -VCR Repair Solutions Sets I, II, III, IV,
V, VI. Each contains 150 symptoms and cures,
updated cross reference chart, free assistance,
$11.95 each all six $59.95. Eagle Electronics
Box A, 52053 Locks Lane, Granger, IN 46530.

TV NOTCH FILTERS PHONE RECORD-
ING EQUIPMENT, BROCHURE $1.00. MI-
CRO THinc. BOX 63/6025, MARGATE, FL
33063. 1-305-752-9202.

CABLE T.V. DESCRAMBLERS, Convert-
ers, Guaranteed, LOWEST PRICES, CNC
Concepts Inc., P.O. Box 34503, Minneapolis,
MN 55434, 1-800-535-1843.

PROJECTION TV . . . Convert your TV to
project 7 -foot picture . . . Easy! . . . Results
compared to $2,500 projectors . . . PLANS
AND 8" LENS $27.95 Professional Systems
available . . . illustrated Catalog FREE . . .

MACROCOMA 15ME Main Street, Wash-
ington Crossing, PA 18977 . . . Credit Card
Orders 24 hours (215) 736-3979.

COMMUNICATIONS

MORSE Code? No Problem. You can in-
crease your speed, no matter how many times
you've failed before. Results guaranteed when
you follow the instructions. PASS Publish-
ing's CW Mental -Block Buster program helps
you explode mental blocks that hold you back.
Based on 40 years of research, the CW Mental -
Block Buster uses guided meditation, dynamic
visualizations, and powerful affirmations to
blast through mental blocks. You can do
code! That means new bands, more contacts,
more fun! (This is not a CW practice tape.)
The CW Mental -Block Buster audio cassette
and practice booklet are only $24.95 ppd. in
the US (NY residents add $1.87 sales tax).
(Quantity discounts available for classes.)
PASS Publishing, P.O. Box 570, Stony
Brook, NY 11780.

CABLE TV EQUIPMENT

CABLE TV converters and descramblers dis-
count center. Jerrold, Tocom, Hamlin, Scien-
tific, Atlanta, Oak, Zenith. Order your today
800-962-6836.

CABLE

TOCOM VIP Test Chip. For models 5503 VIP
and 5507. Unlike any other turn -on, this one
works easily. Installs in just seconds. $50.00.
No Calif. Sales. Call (213) 867-0081.

CABLE DESCRAMBLERS Jerrold 400, 450,
Tri-Bi, SB-3. Scientific Atlanta, Oak, Tocom.
Lowest Prices. Example: Jerrold From
$25.00. No Calif Sales. Call us last and see!
(213) 867-0081.

ZENITH Z-TAC. Special "test" board in-
stalls easily in minutes, and turns -on decoder
for all modes. Great for "Flashing" prob-
lems. Only $50. No Calif. Sales. Call (213)
867-0081.

METRICS

METRIC System Explained - Learn, compute
metrics. IBM compatible program. SASE for
details. Newcastle, 13424 N. 33rd Place,
Phoenix, AZ 85032.

FOR SALE

ROCK -BOTTOM bargains, Used computer,
video, office equipment. SASE, PUBNETIX,
POB 1022, Laurel, MD 20725

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

RESUMES Make $$$ with easy to prepare
Resume Kit! $29.95 (ship and handling incl.)
to: PPE; Box 2051; Kerrville, TX; 78029-
2051.

IDEAS WANTED

INVENTORS! Can you patent and profit
from your idea? Call AMERICAN INVEN-
TORS CORP. for free information. Serving
inventors since 1975. 1-800-338-5656.

MISCELLANEOUS

AMATEUR RADIO no Morse code require-
ment license approved by FCC effective Feb.
14, '91. Complete details with question and
answer pools, rules & regulations. Send $15.00
for everything you need to obtain Amateur li-
cense to Dan Mobley, 1800 Williams St., Val-
dosta, GA 31602.

ASIAN LADIES want correspondence for
friendship, marriage. SUNSHINE INTER-
NATIONAL -Dept. TW, Box 5500, Kailua-
Kona, Hawaii 96745. (808) 325-7707.

THAILAND Women, Marriageable, Tours,
Correspondence: 226 Photograph Brochure
$3. Club Tai, Box 974(m), Miami 33233.

RESEARCH and DEVELOPMENT TEAM
will take your product ideas and create it.
Confidentiality assured. Call B & R Electron-
ics, Atlanta GA, 404-631-4689.

INTRODUCTION TO
MICRO CONTROLLER DESIGN
BASED UPON THE 8051 FAMILY OF PROCESSORS
SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER FOR 18.95 PLUS
3.00 s8th CALIFORNIA RESIDENTS ADD 71/4 % TAX:
BUSINESS DATA COMPUTERS
PO BOX 1549
CHESTER, CA 96020
Allow 3 To 4 Weeks For Delivery-- Us Funds Only
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If You're Serious
About a Future in

Electronics, Ensure that
Future with the Best
Educational Training

Available.

FREE!
SEND FOR YOUR CIE HOME
STUDY COURSE CATALOG AND
RECEIVE A FREE 24 PAGE CIE
ELECTRONICS SYMBOL HANDBOOK!

Includes hundreds of the most frequently
used electronic symbols. Published by
CIE exclusively for our students and
alumni. Yours free when you
request a CIE Course Catalog.



If you want to learn about electron-
ics, and earn a good income with that
knowledge then CIE is your best
educational value.

CIE's reputation as the world
leader in home study electronics is
based solely on the success of our
graduates. And we've earned that
reputation with an unconditional
commitment to provide our students
with the very best electronics
training.

Just ask
any of the
150,000 -plus
graduates of
the Cleveland
Institute of
Electronics
who are
working in
high -paying
positions with
aerospace,
computer,
medical,
automotive
and communi-
cation firms
throughout the
world.

They'll tell you success didn't
come easy...but, it did come....thanks
to CIE. And today, a career in elec-
tronics offers more opportunities and
greater rewards than ever before.

CIE's COMMITTED TO BEING
THE BEST....IN ONE
AREA.... ELECTRONICS.
CIE isn't another be -everything -to -
everybody school. We teach only one
subject and we believe we're the best
at what we do. Also, CIE is accredited
by the National Home Study Council.
And with more than a 1,000 gradu-
ates each year, we're the largest
home study school specializing
exclusively in electronics. CIE has
been training career -minded students
like yourself for nearly 60 years and
we're the best at our subject
ELECTRONICS ... BECAUSE IT'S THE
ONLY SUBJECT WE TEACH!

CIE PROVIDES YOU WITH A
LEARNING METHOD SO
GOOD, IT'S PATENTED.
CIE's Auto -programmed lessons are a
proven learning method for building
valuable electronics career skills. Each
lesson is designed to take you step-by-
step and principle -by -principle. And
while all CIE lessons are designed for
independent study, CIE's instructors
are personally available to assist you

with just a toll -
free call. The
result is practical
training... the
kind of experi-
ence you can put
to work in today's
marketplace.

LEARN BY
DOING...WFTH
STATE-OF-
THE-ART
FACILITIES
AND
EQUIPMENT.
In 1969, CIE

pioneered the first Electronics Labora-
tory course and in 1984, the first
Mircoprocessor Laboratory course.
Today, no other home study school
can match CIE's state-of-the-art equip-
ment and training. And all your
laboratory equipment, books, and
lessons are included in your tuition.
It's all yours to use while you study at
home and for on -the -job after
graduation.

PERSONALIZED
TRAINING....TO MATCH YOUR
BACKGROUND.
While some of our students have a
working knowledge of electronics
others are just starting out. That's
why we've developed twelve career
courses and an A.A.S. Degree program
to choose from. So, even if your not
sure which electronics career is best
for you, CIE can get you started with

WHY CHOOSE CIE FOR YOUR TRAINING?
 150,000 successful graduates from every country around the world.

 Only CIE rewards you for fast study. CIE offers an Associate Degree
program based on actual study time used. The faster you complete your
degree the less your overall tuition.

 State-of-the-art laboratory equipment is yours to keep and it comes
assembled, ready for hands-on experiments.

 Approved for educational benefits under the G.I. Bill for veterans and other
eligible persons.

 Upon graduation, CIE offers free preparation to pass the Certified
Electronics Technician Exams.

core lessons applicable to all areas of
electronics. And every CIE course you
take earns you credit towards comple-
tion of your Associate in Applied
Science Degree. So you can work
toward your degree in stages or as
fast as you wish. In fact, CIE is the
only school that actually rewards you
for fast study, which can save you
thousands of dollars.

SEND TODAY FOR YOUR CIE COURSE
CATALOG AND WE'LL SEND YOU A
FREE 24 PAGE CIE ELECTRONICS
SYMBOL HANDBOOK!

FINANCIAL AID AVAILABLE TO
QUALIFIED INDIVIDUALS.

======
YES! I want to get started.

I Send me my CIE school catalog includ-
ing details about the Associate Degree I

111 Program. (For your convenience, CIE
 will have a representative contact you -
 there is no obligation.)

Name:

Address:

City:

Zip:

Phone No (

State:

Age

Check box for G.I. Bulletin Benefits
Veteran : Active Duty

CLEVELAND
INSTITUTE OF
ELECTRONICS
1776 East 17th Street
Cleveland, Ohio 44114
(216) 781-9400

Immilc.=mm.1

NIP.(

C_A[

ynMg sT.1P

A school of thousands.
A class of one.

Since 19 34

A025
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TO ORDER CALL 1(800) 531-5369 a=21 VISA MasterCard1 0100

MAIL ORDER DEPT., 11342 IH-35 NORTH, SAN ANTONIO, TX 78233 -(512) 637-3200; HOURS 7AM-7PM M -F, 10-2PM SAT. FAX (512) 637-3264
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F.O.B. San Antonio. Texas and will be added to invoice. Texas residents add 8 LA% sales tax. All returns require RMAC and we ask that all returns are sent back in the same condition in which you received them A 15% restocking
fee will be assessed on product that is returned in non -resaleable condition. Prices and product descriptions subject to change. CALL FOR CURRENT PRICING. Products are trademarks of their
respective companies. We are not responsible for typographical errors. In a hurry? Federal Express your order: 2nd Day Economy - $8 up to 20Ib, Over. c'' P-orqv 9'9q up to 20Ibs.

MOTHER BOARDS

D11 -XT

D11XT-640

DFI286-12/E

DFI286-16/E

MB386SX

MB386-25

MB386-33C

MB486-33

Turbo 10 MHz Mini XT

Motherboard
Same as D11 -XT

w/640K installed
12 MHz 286 Mini

Motherboard
16 MHz 286 Mini

Motherboard
Turbo 386 16 MHz
SX Motherboard

386 25 MHz
Motherboard

386 33 MHz

Motherboard
486 33 MHz
Motherboard

$69

$109

$99

$109

$229

$369

$459

$1049

MEMORY BOARDS

All memory boards come with 0/K. Call for
.cin with memo

MEMO -576 576K Ramboard $23
MEMO -2000A EMS 4.0 $89

Memory Board. 2 MEG AT
EMS 4.0 $79
Memory Board, 2 MEG XT

MEGALITH Enhanced EMS $119

Memory Board. 4 MEG AT
IFC-47A BOCA 128K AT $67

Memory Board
IFC-60 AT Plus - Up to $119

8 MEG RAM
IFC-60A AT Memory Board $119

8 MEG Using SIMMS
IFC-62 PS -2 MOD 50 $129

60 EMS up to 2 MEG
IFC-64 PS -2 - EMS

up to 2 MEG

MEMO -2000X

$99

IIT MATH CO -PROCESSORS
2C87-12

2C87-20

3C87-16SX

For 286 up to 12.5 MHz
For 286 up to 20 MHz
For 386SX up to
16 MHz

3C87-20SX For 386SX up to
20 MHz

3C87-25 For 386 up to 25 MHz
For 386 up to 33 MHz3C87-33

$78

84

109

119

169

179

CALL FOR PRICING ON
DYNAMIC MEMORY

AND MEMORY MODULES

DISK CONTROLLER BOARDS

Part# Description
IFC-16 2 Floppy Controller

Board XT/AT
IFC-14 2 Floppy Controller $13

Board PC/XT
IFC-15 Disk 10 Board Serial. $25

Parallel. Clock, Game PC/XT
IFC-24 Fixed Disk MFM/2 Floppy $69

Controller AT
IFC-26 Floppy. Fixed Disk RLL $129

Controller AT
IFC-27-2 AT 2 IDE, 2/Floppy Controller $29
IFC-27X XT 2/IDE Controller $69
IFC-28 XT MFM Hard Drive $47

Controller Board
IFC-29 RLL Fixed Disk $57

Controller Board PC/XT
IFC-54 Add On Floppy $49

Board XT/AT
ST -01 8 Bit SCSI Controller
ST -02 8 Bit SCSI/Floppy

Controller Board
IN -2000 16 Bit SCSI Hard/Floppy

$29

$47

$225

EXPANSION BOARDS

Part#
IFC-12

IFC-25

IFC-13

IFC-19

IFC-19B
IFC-20

Description
Serial Board PC/XT

2 Serial, Parallel, Game
Board XT/AT
Parallel Board XT/AT
Clock Board PC/XT
Chipchip for PC/XT

Game Board
X -TAT. 2 Ports

Each
$11

$16

$9

$10

$24

$9

COMMUNICATION BOARDS

Part# Description
MS -400X Multi -Serial Board

for PC/XT
MS -400A Multi -Serial Board

for PC/AT
MS -422A Dual RS -232/422

Serial Card for PC/AT
MU -440 Multi -User Board

Each

$69

$99

$69

$139

VIDEO BOARDS

Description
Mono Board
w/printer port XT/AT

IFC-33 Color Graphics
w/printer port XT/AT

IFC-42 640x480 VGA Card $69
IFC-42C BOCA Super VGA Card $159
VG -3000 Video Adapter Board $79

w/256K

VG -7000 Super VGA w/512K $139

Each

$25

Part#

IFC-32
Each

$16

$25

COMPUTER CASES

RM9503 Monochrome PS/2 $149
(800 x 350. 400. 480)

RE -9514 Super VGA (1024 x 768) $359
Unlimited Colors =NM

RE1520 15" Super VGA Monitor $469
Noninterlaced u to 1024x768

LASER MONITORS
Part#

MON-05

MON-06
MON-10

MON-07

Description
Monochrome TTL
Amber 12"

Paper White TTL 14"
CGA/RGB

(640 x 240) 14"

VGA .41 Dot Pitch
(640 x 480) 14"

Each

$89

$112

$239

$269

Part# Description Each
PS -150 150 watt XT Power Supply $39
PS-150UL Same as PS -150 - UL Listed $69
PS -200M 200 watt XT power Supply $49
PS-200MUL Same as PS -200M UL Listed$89
PS -200 200 watt AT Power Supply $59
PS-200UL Same as PS -200 - UL Listed $89
PS -220 220 watt Vertical Case

Power Supply $79
PS-230UL 230 watt Vertical Case $99

Power Supply - UL Listed
PS-200MINI 200 watt Baby Vertical Case

Power Supply $59

DISK DRIVES

DDD-04

DDD-05

DDH-06

DDH-09

DDH-10

DDH-11

RAIL01

FP-BLK

51/4 inch DSDD
360K black faceplate

5 1/4 inch DSDD
360K beige faceplate

5 1/4 inch DSHD
1.2MB beige faceplate
31/2 inch 720K beige
w/brkt
3 1/2 inch 1.44MB

beige w/brkt
Same as DDH-10 without
5-1/4" mounting bracket.
Fits in 3-1/2" bay
AT Dove Rail Kit $1.99
1/2 Height Black
Faceplate

$59

$59

$69

$68

$69

$64

$2.49

3 1 2" DRIVE MOUNTING KITS
Mounts a 3 1/2" drive in a 5 1/4" half -height
drive bay,

Part# Description Each
5.25KITFD Floppy Drive Kit $9.95
5.25KITHD Hard Drive Kit $9.95

10411111
Part# Description Each
STC-03 Baby AT Case $39
STC-04 Regular AT Case $59
DAB -103 DFI Slimline Case $139

w/200 Watt Power Supply
STC-05 Baby Vertical w/200 Watt $89

Power Supply

CASE-TH8 Regular Vertical
w/250 Watt Power Supply

$249

KEYBOARDS

Part# Description Each
K-156 (XT,AT) $49

101 keys with regular footprint for XT or AT.
Size: 20 1/2"L x 7 7/8"W x 1 13/16"H.
K-160 Narrow Footprint
101 keys XT or AT.
Size: 18 1/2"L x 6 1/2"W x 1 5/16"H.
K-158 Small Footprint $49
101/102 keys. 22 percent smaller than regular
footprint.
Size: 15 3/4"L x 7 7/8"W x 1 13/16"H.
K-158-1 Small Footprint

Spanish Language

$49

$55

HARD DRIVES

Part# Description Each
ST -225 20 MB MFM 65 MS

Hard Drive 5-1/4" $199
ST -238 30 MB RLL 65 MS

Hard Drive 5-1/4" $219
ST -251 40 MB MFM 28 MS

Hard Drive 5-1/4" $ 259
ST -157 40 MB 28 MS IDE

Hard Drive 3-1/2" $209

ST -3096A 89 MB IDE 15 MS
Hard Drive 3-1/2" $359

ST -296N 84 MB SCSI 19 MS
Hard Drive 5-1/4" $369

ST -1144A 130 MB IDE 19 MS $419
Hard Drive 3-1/2"

ST -1239A 210 MB IDE 15 MS $639
Hard Drive 3-1/2"

ST -1239N 204 MB SCSI 15 MS $649
10MPBS Data Transfer Rate
Hard Drive 3-1/2"

TO ORDER 18001 531-5369 FAX 15121 6 37-3264 TO ORDER 09001 531-5369 FAX (512) 637-3264 TO ORDER 18001 531-5369 FAX 15121 637 3264
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